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Preface

I was inspired to write this introduction while reading
David Crystal’s Spell It Out: The Curious, Enthralling, and
Extraordinary Story of English Spelling (St. Martin’s Press,
2012) during the summer of 2014 on a trip to Istanbul
and Jerusalem. Crystal takes his readers through a wonderful journey of English spelling and explains the complexities of English orthography from a historical perspective, a methodology that helps the reader understand current English spelling.
Like English spelling, the diacritical point in Syriac
is confusing at best. All students of Syriac are aware of
the dots on the letters  <d> and  <r> the same way
English readers do not question the dots on i and j (although most would not know why the dots are there).
All beginners are aware of the double dot plural mark
on words like
ત
¾ÁÿÜK NWEফ!>NWčĚ@‘books’

as opposed to singular

¾ÁÿÜ NWEফ!>NWčEč@

‘book’.

Many, however, may wonder why the active participle
plural masculine verb
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çÙÁÿÜ NWE\Q!>NčWEҮQ@‘they are writing’

has no dots while its feminine counterpart

K
ત
çÁÿÜ
NWEQ!>NčWEčQ@

has the dots. Advanced students may wonder what the
J ফWফફ >
પ are doing. A few
two dots on the noun ¿
N ~
would have seen the triple dot mark in a phrase like

¿Íß÷Á¾âÍ
°
°
ùÁ¾â÷Á

ફ PফZE߅OZતફ Wফ!
<b߅ZPফZETતZ
[b߅DZPčZDETaZPčZED߅O࠭Wč@
‘in fasting and in stature and in prayer’

My hope in writing this book is to introduce the
reader to the various dots by a historical narrative. As is
the case with Crystal’s English spelling book, if one understands the history of the dots, one will have an easier
time recognizing their form and function in manuscripts
and printed texts. Having said that, a warning here is in
order. Our understanding of many dots, as well as the
understanding of the classical grammarians of these
dots, is incomplete. Even more problematic is the fact
that what classical grammarians say about dots is not
always what one finds in manuscripts. I have limited the
presentation here to dots whose function is quite clear.
As it turns out, there are plenty of such dots to talk
about.
It must be emphasized that this introductory text is
by no means comprehensive. If I help the reader under-
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stand the basics of the most common dots, I will have
achieved my goal. In an attempt to understand the origins of the dots, I present a nubmer of hypotheses based
on the little data that we have for the first few centuries
of the Common Era. These hypotheses are not definitive
but I hope they will help in formulating ideas about the
origin of the dots.
Most of the data derive from examining images of
manuscripts and in a few cases the physical manuscripts
themselves. I also made use of data from my T rr
Mamll :
rammar of the Syria anguage, Volume 1,
Orthography (Gorgias Press, 2012). Further discussion
and references can be found there.
I wrote the first draft of this book in Jerusalem,
partly during visits to St. Mark’s Monastery and partly at
POLIS The Jerusalem Institute of Languages and Humanities where I taught immersion Syriac. During this
trip, my ten-year old son Sebastian Kenoro Kiraz accompanied me. Not only was he good company, but he
was also a good person with whom to discuss ideas. It
was he who suggested the experiment of using dotless
texts to determine which dot was the oldest in Syriac;
hence, we named it The Kenoro Dotless Experiment. The
book was completed at Beth Mardutho in Piscataway
during subsequent months.
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I would like to express my gratitude to Sebastian
Brock, Chip Coakley, Jonathan Loopstra and Aaron
Butts who read the penultimate draft. Melonie
Schmierer-Lee of Gorgias Press did a marvelous job copy
editing the text. 'D\UR\R 6KLPષ࠭Q &DQ RI 6W 0DUN·V
Monastery, one of the few remaining Syriac scribes, explained to me his understanding of the dots, especially
those which he himself placed in manuscripts he had
produced. This gives us an insight into the mind of at
least one modern scribe, and we learn how ancient dots
are still actively used today, albeit sometimes with a
different understanding. Jack Tannous of Princeton University provided many PDFs of papers essential to this
study and images of MS Sinai Syriac NF M27N. Michael
Penn shared with me images from a number of manuscripts. Dina Boero shared images of MS Vat Syr 160
and a draft of her dissertation on that manuscript. David
Michelson shared Syriaca.org’s database version of
Wright’s Catalogue which facilitated easier searches.
James W. Bennett executed a number of SQL queries for
me against the SEDRA database. My pupil Lisa Eroni, a
professional typesetter, helped in the visual presentation
and the choice of material for the printed product. Ari
Paradise and Betsy Litz of Princeton University Press
generously shared the printing specs of one of their vol-
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umes after which the production of this book was modeled. As usual, members of hugoye-list have always been
helpful in answering all sorts of queries.
The Vatican Library and Brigham Young University
must be commended for making manuscript images
freely available online. It is hoped that other libraries
will follow their good example.
I would not have been able to write this book had it
not been for the family support I always receive from
Christine and the kids: Tabetha, Sebastian Kenoro, and
Lucian Nurono—tawdi not only for being who you are,
but also for discussing ideas with me.
Finally, six-year old Nurono insisted over the course
of a few months that Mama read for him Baba’s new
book before bed time. This exercise produced empirical
evidence that a chapter or two will put the listener—
and sometimes the reader too—to sleep!
George Anton Kiraz
July 12, 2014

St. Mark’s Monastery, Feast of St. Peter and St. Paul



Script and Transcription

7KH(VWUDQJHOčVFULSWLVXVHGWKURXJKRXWZLWKDIHZHxceptions. Readers familiar with other scripts, including
Hebrew square script, can find a guide in Appendix 1.
The following transliteration/transcription scheme is
used.
~ ফ
  ֍ [Ȯ@

 b
 l
  Ȯ >Y@

 m
g
 n
  Jઐ >ࣴ@

 s
 d
 র
  ʻ [ț@
 p
h
  Sઐ >I@

 w
 ߅ >Vর@
 z
 q
 ь >ю@
 r
 ߮ >Wর@
 š [ߑ@
 y >M@
 t
 k
  ߭ [ȟ@
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Vowels are transcribed as follows:
DčȞҮ o ࠭

and schwa is indicated by ̓. ,QDGGLWLRQDQGષDUHXVHG
instead of ফ and র, respectively, for proper nouns and
grammatical terms, e.g. SDષષHO %DU ષ(EUR\R Fricatization, i.e. the marking of bgdkpt, is usually not indicated
except for the chapter that discusses this topic. Doubling, which was most likely the case during the early
period covered in this book, is not indicated as it has no
bearing on dots.
Examples are usually given first in the Syriac script,
followed by transliteration in angle brackets <>, transcription in square brackets [ @DQGDQ(QJOLVKJORVVLQ
single quotes ‘ ’, with the diacritical points appearing in
the transliterations, e.g.
ત
¾ÁÿÜK <NtEফ!>NWčĚ@¶ERRNV·

While verbose, this system gives specialists in writing systems and general readers interested in dots access
to some of the material without needing to know Syriac.
There will be parts of the discussion that will require
knowledge of Syriac. In the case of the emphatic sounds
given in the table above with a sublinear dot, the transcription should be consulted to resolve any ambiguities. For instance, the sublinear dot on in

N

ьZ!>K࠭@ ‘he’

is for the consonant
 <ь>.

<h> and not for the consonant
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The First Single Dot

Our quest for the first single dot takes us back to the
earliest known Syriac texts, the most ancient of which is
an inscription from A.D. 6. A few lines (1–2 & 4–5) taken from this inscription are given below:
317 å~ÚÁ 1
¿  Á ~   ßËÅÁ~ËÁç Ø Á~ å~ 2
~Íß ÐßÚýòæß¾å À ÂøÿÙÁ Á î 4
ÚæÂß ÿØ Á  â 5
You may have some difficulty reading the text because many of the letters are disconnected, a feature of
the Syriac language from this very early period. But
what may disturb you even more is the dotless  graph.
What is it? Is it  <d>? Is it  <r>?
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Here is the same text with the letters connected and
with the dots on  <d> and  <r> added along with a
transcription and an English translation (I have also
added the sy m plural dots on the last word). This
should be easier to read:
317ÿæü~ûÙÁ 1
¿ûÙÁ ¾XÓÙàü ûÅÁ~ûÁçÙÁ¾å~ 2
¾ØÍàÐßÚýòæß¾å ÀÍÂøÿÙÁÊÂî 4
ÚæÂß
K ÿÙÁ ûâ 5
Transliteration
1 E\Uьফdr šnt 317
2 ফQফ]UE\QEUফEJUšly߮ফ dbyrtফ
4 রEGWE\WTEZUফ hnফ lnpšy wlьOZ\ফ
ત
5 PUWE\W\ZOEQ\
Trans ription
1 bҮUDьফčGčU߂QDW
2 ফHQč]UE\QEDUফDEJDU߂DOҮ߮čGEҮUWč
4 রHEGHWĚWTE࠭UčKčQčOQDS߂ \ ZOьOZ\ফ
5 PčUat bayt(y) wlabnay
Translation
1 In the month of Adar of the year 317
[A.G. = A.D. 6@ 1
2 I, Zarbiyan son of Abgar, ruler of Birta
4 made this tomb for myself and for ѽDOZL\D
5 lady of my household, and for my children
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As this inscription illustrates, the earliest Syriac
texts that survive are devoid of any dots, not even the
K
ત
plural mark sy m on ÚæÂß <ZOEQ\>
(line 5). This dotless state of affairs is a feature of Old Syriac, the name
given by scholars to this early form of the language that
supposedly predates Classical Syriac (more on this later
in Chapter 5). Old Syriac inherited the dotless  from
earlier Aramaic scripts, and Aramaic in turn inherited
this state of dotlessness, if I may coin such a word, from
Phoenician. 2
The earliest Aramaic inscriptions are from a period
ranging from the tenth to the sixth century B.C. The letters <d> and <r> are at first distinguishable, but become very similar later on. In cases when they are indistinguishable, one has to depend on context to distinguish one from the other. 3 Even in the Aramaic script
known today as Hebrew square script, ubiquitously used
in Israel and the Jewish Diaspora, these two letters look
very similar:  <d> and : <r>. The former has more
of a square corner on the upper-right side, while the
latter is more curved.
The same holds for Old Syriac which is known to us
from 100 inscriptions of various sizes and three legal
parchments. The texts are all pagan and date to the first
4F
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three centuries of the Christian era. Not a single dot can
be found in this entire corpus (see Plates I–IV).

ooo

Was this a huge problem?
Let’s first look at an example from English. Prior to
the 17th century, English had two interchangeable
sounds>X@DQG>Y@. Each of the two sounds was represented by the letters u and v. The letter v occurred in the
beginning of a word and stood for both sounds. The letter u occurred at the middle of a word and also represented the same two sounds. For instance, we read in
the Early Modern English version of the King James Bible: 4
Ioseph also went vp from Galilee… vnto the citie of
Dauid (Luke 2:4).

In modern spelling, this verse corresponds to
Joseph also went up from Galilee…unto the city of
David.

People were still able to read the older text, but English
scribes, at some point, felt this was confusing and decided to separate the two letters into u IRU WKH VRXQG >X@
and v IRUWKHVRXQG>Y@.
The same process took place in Syriac. While the
dotless  was more-or-less readable from context, some-
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one wanted to clearly distinguish between <d> and
<r>. A genius scribe—or a group of scribes—used a
dot:  for <d> and  for <r>.
Anyone who knows Syriac faced with the following
dotless phrase:

ÀËØËü¿Ìß~ËÏ¾ýØËø¾ÏÀËÁ¾Á~äýÁ
may hesitate a bit, but will ultimately be able to recognize the phrase as

¾ýØÊø¾ÏÀûÁ¾Á~äýÁ

<bšm ফEফZEUফZUZьফ qdyšফ>
[bšem ফDEčZDEUčZU࠭ьčTGҮšč@
In the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit.

While not absolutely necessary, the dot is certainly quite
helpful.

ooo

Why a dot?
It is difficult to answer the question because we
don’t know what was going on in the mind(s) of our
genius scribe(s). By analogy, however, it seems that
throughout the history of writing systems, scribes found
the dot quite useful. The Aramaeans who preceded our
Syriac scribes by many generations used the dot as a
word separator before they eventually invented word
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spacing. 5 Rabbinic sources from the second century
mention dots in the Hebrew Bible which must date a
few centuries earlier. These dots denoted doubtful readings. 6 Ancient Alexandrian Greeks, in particular Aristophanes of Byzantium (c. 257–c. 180 BC), had already
used the dot to help readers know when and how long
to pause when reading, a system that became the ancestor of the western comma, colon and period (or full
stop). 7 Arabic speakers or users—much later in history—used the dot to distinguish between letters that otherwise looked identical: Ų <b> (one sublinear dot), ų
<t> (two supralinear dots), Ŵ <( >ۏthree supralinear
dots). 8 The Europeans—much, much later—placed a dot
on i in order to distinguish it from neighboring letters
which were written with a similar vertical stroke such
as u and n (two vertical strokes each) and m (three vertical strokes). 9 Even in the font used in this very book,
the letter u consists of two strokes each of which looks
like the dotless . If you don’t believe me, I will type two
instances of a dotless i without a space in between:
(compare it with the letter u). Which word is easier to
read: un on or union? While not absolutely necessary, a
little dot goes a long way to clarify things.
The ancient Aramaic dot for word division, the Herbrew dots that marked doubtful readings, and the Greek
10F

1F
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dots that were part of a critical marks system—all of
which preceded the Syriac dot—were paratextual in nature. 10 That is, they were not part of the text per se.
None affected the segmental value (i.e. the sound) of
letters. The Syriac dot was different. It was a structural
and integral part of the text, in this case part of the letters  <d> and  <r>. Syriac can probably claim the
honor of being the first language to give the dot a linguisti function. Throughout this book, we will see how
Syriac overloads the dot with various linguistic functions probably more than any other language or script
ever known.

ooo

When was the Syriac dot invented?
We shall visit this question a few times throughout
this book. As far as the dots on  <d> and  <r> are
concerned, we are certain that they were invented before A.D. 411. This is the year of the earliest dated Syriac manuscript—in fact the earliest dated literary manuscript in any language—another honor for Syriac! Almost all instances of  <d> and  <r> in the 411
manuscript are indeed dotted. The same can be said for
other dated manuscripts of the fifth century as well as
undated manuscripts that scholars think belong to the
early fifth century.
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Did you notice that I said “almost” all instances of 
are dotted in fifth-century manuscripts? There are a
number of instances where the  is undotted. For instance, a manuscript containing the life of St. Simeon,
copied in April 473, contains a number of instances of a
dotless  . Here are two examples where  stands for
<d>: 11
13F

ËÂî রEG!>রEDG@¶KHPDGH·
¾æÁÍÒ <d߮ZEQফ!>G߮࠭EčQč@¶RIWKHEOHVVHG·
Here are two examples of  representing  <r> from a

manuscript dated April 509:

Ëâ PUQ!>PčUDQ@¶RXU/RUG·
ÍåËÁÊâ GPGEUQZWK!>GDPGDEUčQ࠭WHK@
‘of his administration’

The last example shows how some instances of  are
dotted and others undotted in the same word. The vast
majority of the dotless instances that I have seen represent  <d>, especially as a prefix.
There are also odd instances where one finds overJ
dotting. For example, we sometimes find  ! This is as
J
helpful as not having dots at all. Is  <d> or <r>? For
J
J
instance, we find it in the words ¾Ï and ÿØ½æÏ in
the manuscript of the St. Simeon text dated April 473. 12
We also find the words ÍÐå
J
and ÍÏ
J
in a manuscript
J
13
dated 550 or 551. In all of these cases,  stands for
<r>. What is going on?

The First Single Dot
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These data can provide a dating clue. Almost all of
the undotted instances of  that I have seen are <d>s;
J
almost all the over-dotted instances  are <r>s. Is it
possible that the dot of  <r> predates the dot of 
<d>?
Say our genius scribes wanted to dot the word

ËÁ GEU!>GDEDU@¶WRDUUDQJH·.

If our hypothesis is correct, they would have first
PDUNHG >U@ RQO\ OLNH WKLV ûÁ . Then at a later stage,
when  had its full dot, a later hand started adding dots
on dotless instances of  making them  <d>. The later
hand made mistakes and dotted an existing  again with
J
the result  >ގ. This hypothesis is not farfetched as
the dot of  by the original scribe was usually quite far
from the base glyph  as we shall see in Chapter 5. In
fact, in many early manuscripts only a careful reading of
the text can determine which dot is for which  especially when inter line spacing is tight. If this hypothesis is
correct, we can date the dot on  <r> to be relatively
older than the dot on  <d>.
Earlier inscriptions in Aramaic, Palmyrene and Nabataean give additional support to the dot of <r> predating that of <d>. A second-century (A.D.) inscription
from Garni in Armenia already marks <r> with a dot.
A Palmyrene inscription from Dura Europos, dated A.D.
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160, also marks <r> with a dot. A Nabataean inscription, dated 356, does the same thing. None of these inscriptions mark <d> with a dot. 14

ooo

Can we narrow down the date of the Syriac dot further? The easy solution is to look at the latest dated
texts without dots. These would be three parchments
written in Old Syriac and dated 240, 242, and 243, respectively. The only problem, for purposes of analogy, is
that the parchments contain legal documents, a very
distinct genre, and not literary texts as do the 411 manuscript and other fifth-century manuscripts. There is
also a difference in medium, i.e. unbound parchment
versus codex. Additionally, the language of Old Syriac
differs slightly from Classical Syriac. Nonetheless, this is
the only physical material that we have available for
purposes of comparison. Using this approach, we can
narrow down the date of the invention of the dotted 
<d> and  <r> between 243 and 411, a mere 168
years.
However, easy solutions are not always necessarily
the most thoughtful solutions. There is another, more
difficult approach to consider.
Let’s take into consideration texts that were authored prior to 411, even if the earliest witnesses to
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these texts are post 411. We are fortunate to have two
substantial corpora that meet this requirement: The Peshitta Old Testament, most of which was probably completed by the end of the second century, and the writings of St. Ephrem (d. 373). In addition, there are many
smaller texts which have survived in post 411 manuscripts such as: 15
1. The Old Syriac Gospels written towards the
end of the second or early third century.
2. The Book of the aws of the Countries associated with Bardaisan (154–222) “the Aramaean philosopher” or his pupil Philip.
3. The Odes of Solomon, a set of forty-two poems which belong to the second or third
century.
4. The ts of Thomas from the third century.
5. A discourse by a certain Melito, known as
the Philosopher.
6. The Senten es of Menander, wisdom sayings
attributed to Menander the Sage.
7. The etter of Mara to his son Seraphion, consisting of advice and dating probably to the
fourth century, though some scholars date it
earlier.
8. The story of the Aramaean Sage Ahikar, a
fourth-century text which derives from a
much earlier Aramaic version.
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9. The Demonstrations of Aphrahat, also from
the fourth century, the first twenty-two of
which are in the form of an alphabetic
acrostic.
10. The anonymous Book of Steps, a spiritual
text from the late fourth or early fifth century.

This is an impressive collection considering that
there were other texts that did not survive such as the
Diatessaron (a harmony of the four Gospels by Tatian)
and other writings by Bardaisan known from refutations
against him by St. Ephrem.
Of course, we cannot assume that the form of Classical Syriac of the first three centuries was exactly the
same as the Classical Syriac that we know from fifth
century manuscripts as all of these works are attested in
post fourth century manuscripts. Scribes may have updated not only orthographic conventions, but also some
of the linguistic features of the language. Having said
that, we can safely assume that the pre 411 corpus did
include the graphemes <r> and <d> regardless of
how they were written.
The sheer size of the pre 411 corpora raises a question: Is it conceivable that all these texts, produced and
copied down prior to 411, only used the dotless  ?

The First Single Dot
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Before answering this question, we will need to
learn more about the nature and usage of the Syriac dot.
We need to gain PRUH LQVLJKW LQWR ZKDW WKH 0DOSKčQ̌
(teachers) and scribes were thinking. We will attempt to
do this in the next few chapters and will revisit the history of the first dot in a subsequent chapter.

ooo

The 411 manuscript is full of other types of dots
which we will introduce gradually throughout the book.
One symbol differs from all other early dots. It is a double dot with a far greater linguistic function than the dot
for  <d> and  <r>.

2

The First Double Dot

Another issue readers faced during the early history of
Syriac was the ability to distinguish between homographs. Syriac, like other Semitic languages, is prone to
homographs because its writing system is a consonantary (i.e. consisting of consonants only). This does not
mean that vowels were not written at all; on the contrary, mostly long vowels were represented in writing as
well as some short vowels. For example, in the inscription introduced in the previous chapter, we came across
(line 4)

ÀÍÂøÿÙÁ E\WTEZUফ!>ĚWT̓E࠭Uč@¶WRPE·

where all the vowels, apart from the schwa [̓@DUHUHpUHVHQWHG 7KH YRZHO >̌@ LV UHSUHVHQWHG E\ WKH letter 
<y>, WKHYRZHO>࠭@E\  Z!DQGWKHYRZHO>č@E\
the final ~ ফ! The three letters are called in Latin
matres le tionis ‘mothers of reading’, a term borrowed
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from the Hebrew grammatical tradition. Matres le tionis
mark long vowels. Short vowels, however, are not represented in a consonantary—at least before vowel marks
were invented. * For instance, the verb ÊÂî রEGW!
from the same inscription (also line 4) reads in this conWH[W>রHEGHW@¶,PDGH·7KHVDPHVWULQJ of consonants can
EH UHDG >র̓EDGW@ ¶\RX PDGH· RU >রHEGDW@ ¶VKH PDGH·
While all are possible readings of this verb, the context
PDNHV LW FOHDU WKDW LW FDQ RQO\ EH >রHEGHW@ ¶, PDGH· As
you can see, a consonatary by its nature gives rise to a
high number of homographs.
One set of homographs arises from plural nouns.
What if our inscription’s author had ZDQWHGWRVD\>ĚW
q̓E࠭Ǔ@ ¶WRPEV· RU ¶WRPE \DUG· QRWLFH WKH SOXUDO >̌@
ending raWKHUWKDQWKHVLQJXODU>č@HQGLQJ ? The consonant ~ ফ!DOVRUHSUHVHQWHGILQDO>̌@+HQFHERWKWKH
singular and plural forms are written ÀÍÂø <qEZUফ>.
Here is line 4 again from the inscription:

¾ØÍàÐßÚýòæß¾å ÀÍÂøÿÙÁÊÂî

রEGWE\WTEZUফKQফOQS߂\ZlьOZ\ফ!
>রHEGHWĚWTE࠭UčKčQčOQDS߂ \ ZOьOZ\ফ@
I PDGHWKLVWRPEIRUP\VHOIDQGIRUѽDOZL\D
*
This is actually an oversimplification: vowel length in Syriac is
distinct from vowel quality. In the word ¾üÍø <qwd߂ফ> [qud߂č@
for instance, WKH>X@YRZHOLVVKRUW\HWLWLVUHSUHVHQWHGE\ <w>.
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Had the inscription not included the singular demonstrative pronoun ¾å <hnফ> ‘this’, the reading would be
ambiguous: one can read ÀÍÂø TEZUফ! both as
[q̓E࠭Uč@‘tomb’ or [q̓E࠭Ǔ@¶WRPEV·
Let’s consider the texts that were authored prior to
411 which I listed in the previous chapter. We find multiple instances where it is impossible to distinguish between the singular and plural nominal forms. The translator of Genesis, for example, would have already found
instances that would cause confusion in the first chapter. Consider Genesis 1:14. The Hebrew text reads: 1
And God said, “Let there be lights in the vault of the
sky to separate the day from the night, and let them
serve as signs to mark sacred times, and days and
years.”

The verse has five plurals shown in italics. The translator chose the following Syriac words for them:

ÀûØÌå
¿~
¾æÁ
¾âÍØ
¿ÿæü

QK\Uফ!
ফWZWফ! >ফčW࠭Wč@
<zbnফ> >]DEQč@
<ywmফ>
‘day’
<šntফ> >߂DWč@

>QDKҮUč@‘light’
‘sign’
‘time’
>\DZPč@

‘year’ WKH>Q@LV
silent)

The last two did not pose any trouble for our translator.
Their plurals are
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¿ÿâÍØ
¾Ùæü

\ZPWফ!
‘days’
<šnyফ> >߂QD\č@

o 

>\DZPčWč@
‘years’

Note that the orthography of the plural is distinct from
the singular in both cases. But the first three words are a
problem as the following table illustrates:

ÀûØÌå
¿~
¾æÁ

Singular
>QDKҮUč@
>ফčW࠭Wč@
>]DEQč@

Plural
>QDKҮǓ@
>ফčWZčWč@
>]DEQ̌@

While the singular and plurals sound differently, they
are written exactly the same. Here, the context does not
make it clear if these should be singular or plural, unless
we expect the reader to know the underlying Hebrew
text. There are many such cases in the pre-411 corpus.
This certainly would have posed difficulties in reading and comprehending texts. Maybe readers began to
pause here and there while they mentally processed if
an instance of a string was singular or plural. 0DOSKčQ̌
and scribes must have realized early on that there was a
problem. While looking for a solution, another genius
scribe came up with the idea of placing two dots on plurals and no dots on the singular. Now, ÀûØÌå QK\Uফ!
K
LV XQDPELJXRXVO\ VLQJXODU >QDKҮUč@ ZKLOH ÀûØÌå
<nhÿUফ! LV XQDPELJXRXVO\ SOXUDO >QDKҮǓ@ ¿~
K
ফWZWফ!LVVLQJXODU>ফčW࠭Wč@ZKLOH¿~ ফWࣺWফ!LV

o Chapter 2
SOXUDO>ফčWZčWč@HWF The 411 manuscript already makes
use of the double dot plural mark extensively.

ooo

First, let’s ask the question: Why two dots?
I personally can think of two possibilities (you may
be able to think of others). Let’s put ourselves in the
shoes of the Old Testament translators of the first and
second century. The translator of Genesis stumbled into
a problem when he wanted to render
And God called the gathering of waters the seas”
(Genesis 1:10).

This phrase has two plurals: waters and seas. The Syriac
word for water, ¾Ùâ P\ফ! LV DOZD\V SOXUDO and
KHQFHLV XQDPELJXRXVO\ UHDG >PD\č@. No problem. The
word for sea, however, has a plural form: singular
>\DPč@DQGSOXUDO>\DP̌@ 2 The singular is written ¾ãØ
\Pফ!The translator needed a way to write the pluUDO>\DP̌@5HFDOOWKDWWKHILQDO~ ফ!represents both
>č@DQG>̌@and hence is of no help.
The received consonantal text for this verse has
¾ããØ <\PPফ> for the plural. Could it be that the
translator thought to write <m> twice to indicate plural >\DP̌@YHUVXVRQHP!IRUVLQJXODU>\DPč@? Now
the singular and plural can be distinguished by doubling
the letter before the final ~ ফ!1RWDEDGLGHD if in-
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deed that was the intention. This argument is supported
by similar words in Syriac where the plural doubles the
final letter of the singular:
1.
2.
3.
4.

¾ãî রPফ!>রDPč@¶nation’ as opposite to
K রPત mফ!>রDP̌@ ‘nations’.
¾ããî
¾ãè VPফ! [saPč@¶PHGLFLQH·as opposite to
K VPત Pফ! [saP̌@ ‘medicines’.
¾ããè
āÄ JOফ!>JDOč@¶ZDYH·as opposite to 
K JતOOফ!>JDǑ@¶ZDYHV·
āàÄ
¿ÿàî রOWফ!>রHOWč@¶FDXVH·as opposite to 
¿ÿààîK ফનOOWফ!>ফHOčWč@¶FDXVHV·

Syriac also has the plural

ÀÊÄ
 K <JતGGফ!>JHǦ@¶ZRUPZRRG·

although a singular is not attested in the literature. If
this argument is to be entertained, these cases could be
remnants of the system that doubled the last letter to
mark plurals.
Let’s go on with this hypothesis—yes, now that we
have data to corroborate the idea, we can call it a hypothesis—to see where it takes us. In the next verse, our
translator needed to render plural fruits in the expression
Then God said, “Let the land produce vegetation:
seed-bearing plants and trees on the land that bear
fruit with seed in it, according to their various kinds.”
And it was so. (Genesis 1:11)

o Chapter 2
The word that interests us here is fruits. The singular
form of the Syriac word chosen by the translator is
À½ñ SফUফ! >ŠUč@ 0D\EH RXU WUDQVODWRU IROORZHG
the same methodology and wrote 

À½ñ SফUUফ!>ŠǓ@

for the plural. We have no evidence for this of course as
no manuscript from the first century survives and the
form À½ñ SফUUফ! is unknown in Syriac. If our hypothesis is accurate, maybe the scribe next to our translator—a stingy scribe—looked at him and said, “Malph n , you are wasting a lot of space and ink doubling
letters for every plural. Just write the letter once and
put two dots on top of the word to indicate that there
are two instances of the letter.” And thus the double dot
sy m may have been born.
This hypothesis, however, is not without its own
problems. The double consonants are more likely to be
remnants of earlier Aramaic spellings. In the case of
K রPત Pফ!‘people’, the double <m> is attested
¾ããî
in Jewish Babylonian Aramaic and Mandaic. The double
K JતGGফ! ‘wormwood’ is attested in
<d> in ÀÊÄ
Jewish Palestinian Aramaic. 3 The philologist Nöldeke
attributed the double letters to the loss of a very short
vowel between the two instances of the doubled consonant. 4 Indeed, the hypothesis is farfetched.
20F

21F
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ooo

I have a second explanation for the dots, a mere
conjecture this time. Aramaic speakers had a numbering
system that used strokes: one stroke Ǡ for 1, two strokes
ǠǠ for 2, three strokes ǠǠǠ for 3, etc. 5 The idea for two
dots may have come from these strokes. Perhaps the
scribes thought that a stroke was too large and cumbersome. Instead, dots would be more economical. If we
follow this conjecture, the next question to ask is: Why
two dots, not three or four?
Many dots would be quite cumbersome, especially
when used with short words like

¾ü <r߂ফ> >UҮ߂č@‘head’

which already has a dot for  <r> thanks to the genius
scribe we encountered in Chapter 1 (assuming for the
moment that the dot in  and  was indeed invented before the plural dots, an issue we will revisit in Chapter
K [rҮ߂̌@DWRWDO
5). A two-dot plural sign would yield ¾ü
of three dots. It would be worst in words like

ÀK <drফ> >GčǓ@‘generations’.

Here, the first letter <d> has a dot, <r> has a dot
above, and somewhere the scribe has to fit the plural
dots. I have put them above  <d> but scribes could
have put them anywhere. Imagine if the plural sign was
°
three dots. We would end up with something like À
GતફUফ!or another combination of five dots!

o Chapter 2
In fact, scribes soon realized that even three dots, in
cases when a word already has a  <r>, was uneconomical and cumbersome. In time they would collapse
the dot of  <r> with the two-dot plural sign yielding
¾üĂ Uતšফ>. This did not take long to develop as the
411 manuscript already has collapsed dots. Traces of
three dots (one for  <r> and two for the plural sign)
can still be seen in other manuscripts.
What if a plural had two instances of  <r>?
Scribes were not consistent. For example, in a manuscript dated April 473, one finds in the same folio two
instances of the following word, one without a suffix
and one with a possessive suffix: 6
23F

¾æÁĂ UતZUEQফ!>UDZUEčQ̌@¶JUHDWRQHV·
ÌÙÁĂ <UZUતbyhwn> [UDZUતED\K࠭Q@
‘their great ones’

The lexeme is the same in both, but the plural dotting is
different.
To concude the “Why two dots?” question, neither
of the above explanations are likely: The doubling of the
final consonant is better explained as a remnant of an
earlier spelling and there is no evidence to support the
Aramaic stroke numbering system having a direct bearing on the dots. The jury is still out on this question.

ooo

When were the plural dots invented?
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Again, it is difficult to know in the absence of any
dated manuscripts prior to 411, but we can try to hypothesize again. We can imagine that at some point in
history before 411, the double dot was introduced on
plural forms that are homographic with their singular
counterpart, as in ¾ÂÒ <߮Eফ!¶JRRG·for singular [߮čȮč@
K <߮Eফ>
ત
opposite ¾ÂÒ
for plural [߮čȮ̌@. As time passed,
scribes and readers alike started to associate the double
dot with the notion of plural rather than with the concept of disambiguating a homographic pair. Scribes began to put the double dot on all plurals, even on a word
like

āâK Pત Oফ!>PHǑ@‘words’

which is not a homograph with its singular counterpart

¿ÿàâ POWফ!>PHOWč@‘word’.

This hypothesis is not without basis. We will see in subsequent chapters how dots intended to disambiguate
homographs lost the disambiguation meaning and became associated with linguistic features, usually morphological features. In this case, the two dots became
the plural dots, not the dots intended to disambiguate
two homographs.
In the 411 codex, as well as a manuscript dated
April 473, 7 we find the plural dots on

¾ÙâK Pત yফ!>PD\č@¶ZDWHU·

o Chapter 2
which does not have a singular counterpart at all as we
have already mentioned. We even find the double-dot
plural mark on numbers: 8

¾ÙæâK ߪPQ\ফ!>WPčQ\č@‘eight’
K W߂রત ফ> >WH߂রč@‘nine’
¾ïü

There is no singular nine versus a plural nine. It is just
nine. In fact, early manuscripts show much variety in the
application of sy me on numbers. In later times, we encounter scribes who saw that the placing of the plural
sign on numbers was overkill. Some stopped placing
sy m on numbers. In the ntio h Bible, a recent bilingual Syriac-English edition of the Scriptures from Gorgias Press, the editors chose not to place sy m on numbers.
This process—whereby the dots lost their homograph disambiguation sense to become dots for plurals—
would have taken at least a few decades if not much
longer. As the dots are well established by 411, we can
safely assume that their invention must go back at least
to the mid fourth century if not earlier. If we are to argue that the Classical Syriac corpora authored before
411—the Old Testament, the Ephrem corpus, etc.—also
were in desperate need of plural dots, we can even push
for an earlier date.
One legitimate complaint to all of the above arguments is that the received physical evidence from the
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Old Syriac inscriptions and the three legal parchments
from the 240s does not support dots during the first
three centuries. However, we should not look at Old
Syriac as a strict predecessor of Classical Syriac. Old
Syriac is a language that was probably closer to the vernacular Aramaic languages used in the area. 9 Classical
Syriac is concurrent with Old Syriac as so much literature was produced during the first three centuries in
Classical Syriac (which of course may differ slightly
from the Classical Syriac that has come down to us in
manuscripts). Old Syriac not having dots should not
have any bearing on Classical Syriac the same way other
forms of Aramaic, especially the Aramaic script known
as Square Hebrew, do not have any bearing on Syriac
orthography either.

ooo

The use of sy m was not limited to nouns, adjectives and numbers. It was also extended to verbs. Early
manuscripts of the fifth and sixth century are inconsistent in this regard. One finds sy m on both masculine and feminine verbs, but not all the time (today we
expect them on feminine verbs only). Here is an example from a manuscript dated April 528 which contains a
response by Severus of Antioch against Julian. Severus
makes a reference to James 2:20–26: 10

o Chapter 2

áùü  ûÁĀ Ìß ÊÜ Ìß ¾ÐÙàü çØ ÍùïØ
¿ÿåÍæãØ  çâ ¾ýå~ ûÁ Îâ Ā  J  ¾éñÍÓß
J
K
¿ÍæãØÌßÌßçØĂûýâÀÊ
ÂîçâĀ~ÍÐàÁ
And James the Apostle took the example of Abraham,
that one is not justified from faith alone, but also
from deeds which confirm faith.

K রEGফ!¶GHHGV·
ત
Notice the last phrase. The noun ÀÊÂî
is mas uline plural and hence the verb çØĂûýâ
P߂UUતyn> ‘confirm’ is also masculine plural. But it has
sy me. Today, we would write it without sy m .
Here is another example from the Gospel of Mark,
Chapter 16, when the women went to the tomb of
Christ. We now expect all feminine plural verbs to be
dotted with sy m . Yet, a manuscript dated July 548
reads: 11
ÍùïØ äØûâ ¿ÿÙßÊÅâ äØûâ ¿ÿÂü ûÂî ÊÜ 1
çØ ÀûòýÁ 2 ÌÙæÐýãå çØ½å ¾âĂ  çÁ Íàü
¾ýãü Ñå ÊÜ ÀÍÂø ÿÙÂß ~
K u¾ÂýÁ ÊÐÁ
çâ ¾ñ½Ü çß áÅî çØ çâ çØÌýòæÁ K ûâ~ 3
¾ñ½Ü   āÅïâ ÎÏK ûÏ 4 ÀÍÂø ÿÙÁ ¾î
¾ãÙàîÎÏÀÍÂøÿÙÂßçÙà
K
K 5 ÃÒûÙÄ ¾Á
î
Ìâ¿ÍÏāÓè~óÙÓî¾æÙãØçâÿØ

1
When the Sabbath was over, Mary Magdalene, Mary
the mother of James, and Salome bought sweet spices
so that they might go and anoint him. 2 In the morning on the first day of the week, after sunrise, they
came to the tomb. 3 And they said among themselves,
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“Who will roll the stone away from the tomb entrance for us?” 4 Then they looked and saw that the
stone had been rolled away, for it was very large.
5
They went into the tomb and saw a young man sitting on the right side, wearing a while robe, and they
were astonished.

This is a nice story because it has many plural feminine
verbs. Here are all the feminine plural verbs:
Verse
1

With sy m

Without sy m

çÁ

<zbn> [zben@ ‘they bought’
GQফW\Q!>GQHW\čQ@
‘so that they might go’

çØ½å

ÌÙæÐýãå

2

3

4

K
~

<nmšьnyhy> [nemšьčQč\@
‘anoint him’

ফનW\!>ফHWD\@
‘they came’

K

Kࣺy> >ZD\@

ûâ~

<ZফPUQ!>ZফHPDUQ@
And they said
<wьr> [wьčU!
‘And they looked’

ûÏ

o Chapter 2
Verse

With sy m

ÎÏK

Without sy m

<ьતzy> [ьzay@
‘they saw’
5

K
çÙàî

Zরનlyn>
>ZরDOHQ@¶DQG
they went into’

K
ÎÏ

<wьzy>
[waьzay@¶DQG
they saw’

Ìâ

ZWPK!>ZDWPDK@
‘and they were astonished’

There are even striking examples like the following sequence

K
ÎÏûÏ
<ьr ь]તy> [ьčUь]\@¶ORRNHGDQGVDZ·

where the first verb does not have sy m dots but the
second verb has them.
How did the plural dots end up on verbs? Assuming
the strict homograph disambiguation model, scribes
may have wanted to distinguish between the two past
tense (i.e. perfect) readings of verbs like ~ ফ]O!,W
can mean ‘he went’ (singular 3rd masculine) or ‘they
(feminine) went’ (plural 3rd feminine). Today, we would
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write the latter with a silent  <y>, Úß~ <ফzly>, but
in earlier Syriac (and still today in east Syriac) there is
no silent  <y>. Note that in this case, the two forms
are both homographs and homophones. The scribes
placed a sy m on the plural feminine form and kept the
singular masculine form unmarked. As time passed, the
dots were associated with feminine plural verbs, not
with disambiguating homographs. As such, the usage of
the dots was extended by analogy and we now find the
dots on all plural feminine verbs, even participles.
While this makes a nice hypothesis, we have already
seen examples that show plural masculine verbs with
sy m and feminine ones without. We need to reconcile
the hypothesis with the later data.
Maybe the plural dots were extended not only to
feminine verbs, but to all verbs. Then, at a later stage in
history, MalphčQ̌ and scribes may have said, “Enough
is enough! There is no point using the sy m on masculine forms. Let’s just use them on feminine forms.” Regardless of the process, we find the dots in later Syriac
mostly on feminine verbs.

ooo

Before leaving this chapter, let’s look at another, albeit a secondary, usage of sy me : to indicate a vowel!

o Chapter 2
In a recent study, Aaron Butts suggested that sy me
was used in some Greek loan words to indicate a final
>H@ YRZHO. Examples cited include ¾ùæå~
K
ফQQતqফ>
K
from Greek ċ÷Ƽñôò ‘necessity’ and ¾øÿØ <dÿWTফ!
from Greek îóëùƿôò ‘covenant’. Butts also suggest that
the sy me on feminine forms of the teen cardinal numbers (11–19)

K
ÀûéîÊÏ
<ьGরVતUফ> [ьGDরHVUH@¶eleven’
ÀûéîĂ <WUતtরVUফ> [tartaরesre@¶twelve’

…

K
Àûéïæâ
<tmnরVતUফ> [WPčQDরesre@¶eighteen’
K
Àûéïü <tšরVતUফ> [tšaরesre@¶nineteen’

marks WKHILQDO>H@YRZHO 12

ooo

Setting aside when and how these dots came into
being before 411, the main thing to realize is that the
dots were originally used for one principal reason: to
disambiguate between homographs. In the case of the
single dot in  <d> and  <r>, we have graph (or letter) homographs. In the case of plurals, we have word
homographs. It did not take long before scribes realized
the power of the dot in distinguishing pairs of homographs. They would take the dot to a totally new level.

3

The Power of the Single Dot

We have seen that the first single dot introduced in Syriac was the one that distinguished  <d>from  <r>.
We have also seen the double dot plural marker which
has been used to mark plurals like
ત
¾ÂÒ
K <߮Eফ>
[߮čĚ@‘good’

to distinguish it from its singular form

¾ÂÒ <߮Eফ! [߮čEč@.

We have discussed how the Syriac consonantal system
gives rise to a huge number of homographs which necessitated the invention of the plural dots.
In fact, if we look at the list of Syriac words in any
dictionary, i.e. lexemes without conjugation, we discover that almost 10% of the lexicon belongs to homographs. 1 If we take a corpus, such as the Syriac New




o Chapter 3
Testament, strip out all the vowels, and then look at the
tokens (i.e. the strings of characters separated by space),
we encounter a large amont of homographs. That is a lot
of homographs. 2
Let’s consider the string ¾ÂÒ <߮Eফ> again. We
have already seen that it can be either the singular
[߮čEč@RUWKHSOXUDO>߮čĚ@ZLWKWKHODWWHUEHLQJPDUNHG
with the plural dots. There are still other readings for
the string. Without the plural dots, it can also be the
singular noun [߮HEč@¶QHZV·:LWKWKHSOXUDOGRWVLWFDQ
be the plural [߮HĚ@(Unlike English news which is plural, but singular in construction, 3 the corresponding Syriac word can be either singular, for one piece of news,
or plural for much news.) There is still a disambiguation
problem, and the problem is not confined to this string.
Take for instance the string ¾Ýàâ PONফ!. Our
first instinct is to read it >PDONč@¶NLQJ·RU with the plural dots
32F

¾ÝàâK Pત ONফ!>PDOŇ@¶NLQJV·

But there are other readings. The dotless form can be
>PHONč@¶DGYLFH·ZLWKWKHSOXUDOGRWVLWFDQEH>PHOŇ@
‘advices’.
The problem is more serious with verbs. Consider
the string ÊÂî <রbdt> found in line 4 of the inscription from Chapter 1. We have already seen that it could
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be [রebdet@ ¶, made’, [রebdat@ ¶VKH made’, or [র̓badt@
‘you made’. There are hundreds of such verbs in Syriac.
In addition to all this homographic madness, Syriac
has a few homograph pairs that occur very frequently in
texts: it is extremely unlikely to see a page without at
least one of them used. Some of the frequent homograph
pairs are:
1.  <hw> which can be the personal pronoun
[h࠭@ ¶KH· RU WKH masculine demonstrative proQRXQ>KDZ@¶WKDW·.
2.  <hy> which can be the personal pronoun
[hҮ@ ¶VKH· RU WKH IHPLQLQH GHPRQVWUDWLYH SUoQRXQ>Kč\@¶WKDW·.
3. çâ <mn> which can be the preposition [m̌Q@
‘from’ or the LQWHUURJDWLYH SURQRXQ >PDQ@
‘who?’ (in addition to a third >PDQ@WKDWUHSUesents a Greek particle DQG D IRXUWK >PčQ@
ZKLFKLVWKHDEVROXWHRI>PčQč@¶ZKDW·).
Scribes began to look for a way to deal with this
problem. Their best friend, the dot, was again the solution. They began to distinguish homograph pairs by
placing a dot above one member of the pair and another
dot under the other member. This resulted in:

J
N

щw> >KDZ@
ьw> [h࠭@

‘that’ (masculine)
‘he’

o Chapter 3

J
N
çâJ
çâN

щy> [hč\@
ьy> [hҮ@

‘that’ (feminine)
‘she’

n> >PDQ@ ‘who?’
n> [m̌Q@ ‘from’
(The dot under h in the transcription is for the diacritical dot, not for Syriac  <ь>.)

Now, a reader can figure out how to pronounce
these words without confusion. For example, in the 411
codex, containing the Pseudo-Clementines, we encounter a numbered list of epistles and their contents: 4
The first contains…
áîÌÁÿØ~¾ÙâÊø
And that second on…
áîçØĂçØ J 
And that third on…
áî¿ÿßçØ J 
J
And that fourth on… áî¾ïÁĂ~çØ 
J
K
And that fifth on…
áî¾ýãÏçØ 
And that sixth on…
áî¿ÿüçØ J 

We immediately know that  J  <wщw> ‘and that’,
which starts the second and subsequent items, is not
>ZK࠭@ because of the position of the dot. In fact, one
can read the dotted words without any context as single
words standing on their own. (Also notice the variation
in placing the sy me plural dots on numbers: they are on
two, four and five, but not on three and six.)
The seventh item on the list exhibits more dots. It
reads: 5
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J
K
ÊøÌè~ûéîĂ Íå J çÙå J áî¾ïÂüçØ
āÝØÌÁÌÁ¾ãî

$QG WKDW VHYHQWK >HSLVWOH@ RQ WKRVH >WKLQJV@ ZKLFK
those twelve witnessed in front of the people in the
temple.

Let’s first look at the dots on

Íå J çÙå J

щQ\QGщnwn> >KčQ̌QGKčQXQ@

Both words are plural demonstrative pronouns for
‘those’: çÙå J is feminine and Íå J is masculine. The
expression means something along the lines of ‘those
>WKLQJV@ ZKLFK those >WZHOYH ZLWQHVVHG@·. The first pronoun çÙå J is feminine because abstracts (e.g. things, matters) are feminine in Syriac. The pronoun Íå J is masculine because it refers to twelve males. Regardless of
this syntactic construction, the reason both have a dot
above is because each one of them is homographic with
another word: çÙå J <щnyn> [KčQ̌Q@ LV KRPRJUDSKLF
with the plural feminine personal pronoun

çÙå N ьnyn> [ȟňQ@¶WKH\·,
J
and Íå щnwn> [KčQXQ@ is homographic with the

plural masculine personal pronoun

Íå N

ьnwn> [ȟQ࠭Q@¶WKH\·

Before leaving this example, let’s see what else it
K <߂Eরফ>
ત
tells us about dots. The numbers ¾ïÂü
and
ûéîĂ <WUતরsr> have the double dot plural marker. The
 <d> of Ìè~ ‘witnessed’ is dotless. This is another

o Chapter 3
example of how dots are in continuous flux in this early
period.

ooo

The disambiguation dot was used beyond frequent
homographs. We see it used with the string ¾Ýàâ
PONফ! mentioned at the beginning of the chapter.
6FULEHVSODFHGDGRWDERYHIRU>PDONč@¶NLQJ·DQGDGRW
EHORZ IRU >PHONč@ ¶DGYLFH· +HQFH ZH have ¾ÝàâJ
ONফ!and ¾ÝàâN ONফ!, respectively. By the same
token, we have the three pairs:

ÀÊÂîJ
ÀÊÂîN
¾ÂÒJ
¾ÂÒ
N
¿ÿàîJ
¿ÿàîN

ફ
<রEGফ>
>রbčGč@
પ
রEGফ!
>রDEGč@

‘work’ †
‘slave’

ફ
<߮Eফ!
<߮Eফ!
પ

[߮čEč@
[߮ebč@

‘good’
‘news’

>রOčtč@
>রHOtč@

‘offering’
‘cause’

ફ
রOWফ!
પ
রOWফ!

A single dot was powerful enough to disambiguate all
sorts of homographs.

ooo

Is it possible to date this dot?
We have already seen examples from the 411 manuscript. All other fifth and sixth century manuscripts that
I have examined use the disambiguation dot in one form
†

We will see later in Chapter 9 another usage of a dot above

ÀÊÂîJ to indicate the feminine active participle [রčEGč@¶VKHLVGRLQJ·
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or another. The homograph dot, however, seems to be
absent from the Sinai manuscript of the Old Syriac Gospels from the early fifth century (although being a palimpsest, it is difficult to know for sure). It is therefore
safe to assume that the dot was invented prior to 411.
How much earlier than 411? Before we can answer the
question, we need to look a bit further into how this
disambiguation dot is utilized.
We have seen the dot used on frequent pronouns as
well as non-frequent nouns. We have also seen it used
with verbs. In fact, the majority of homographs are the
result of verbal conjugations as in the string ÊÂî
<রbdt> mentioned above. Another verbal homograph,
which occurs in every sound verb, is the distinction between the Pષal perfect and active participle. For instance, áÓø <q߮l> may be perfect [q̓߮DO@RU active participle [qč߮HO@Here again, the scribes used the same dot
to distinguish them. They placed a dot under the perfect
and another above the active participle. This is why we
see in manuscripts áÓøN T߮પ l> [q̓߮al@DQG áÓøJ Tફ߮l>
[qč߮el@
While it is impossible to determine how far before
411 was this dot invented, the process of using it on
frequent homographs, homographic nouns, and the various verbal forms could not have taken place within a
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short period of time. At least a few decades are needed
for this process to come to the stable state found in the
411 manuscript and other fifth century manuscripts. We
can easily date this dot at least to the mid-end of the
fourth century. If we opt to argue that the pre 411 corpus had so many more homographs that needed disambiguation, we can take that date a bit earlier.
The early manuscripts also show that the supralinear dot is far more frequent than the sublinear dot. This
may indicate that the supralinear dot was invented before the sublinear dot. (Compare this with the earlier
argument in Chapter 1 that the dot for  <r> may predate that of  <d>.)
The single dot was expanded by analogy. For instance, we have seen it used with the pair:

¾Ýàâ
 J ONফ!>PDONč@¶NLQJ·
¾ÝàâN <ONফ!>PHONč@¶DGYLFH·

As time passed, scribes began to use the dot with derivative forms; hence, we start to see

¿ÍÝàâJ <lkwtফ!>PDONXWč@¶NLQJGRP·
although there is no homograph in this case (¿ÍÝàâN

<lkwtফ> >PHON࠭Wč@ GRHV QRW H[LVW . Of course, the
productive nature of Syriac morphology does not prohibit us from coining ¿ÍÝàâN but no one has done it
yet.
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Before concluding this chapter, let us give a table of
the most common homograph pairs and how they are
distinguished by the dot.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Íå N
Íå J
çÙå N
çÙå J
āÂÏN
J
āÂÏ
¾ÂÒ
N
¾ÂÒJ
¾ÝàâN
¾ÝàâJ
çâN
çâJ
ÀûòèN
ÀûòèJ
ÀÊÂîN
ÀÊÂîJ
¿ÿàîN
¿ÿàîJ

ьnwn> >KHQ࠭Q@
<щnwn> >KčQ࠭Q@

‘these’ (masc.)
‘those’

ьnyn> >KHQ̌Q@
<щnyn> >KčQ̌Q@

‘these’ (fem.)
‘those’

<ьપEOফ>
<ьȭOফ!
<߮Eফ!
પ
ફ
<߮Eফ!

[ьabOč@
[ьbčOč@
[߮HEč@
[߮čEč@

‘cord’
‘corruption’
‘news’
‘good’

ONফ!
ONফ!

>PHONč@
>PDONč@

‘advice’
‘king’

n>
n>

>PHQ@
>PDQ@

‘from’
‘who?’

߅SUফ!
<߄SUফ>
પ
<রEGফ!
ફ
<রEGফ>

>VHSUč@
>VčSUč@

‘book’
‘scribe’

>রDEGč@
[রEčGč@

‘slave’
‘work’

>রHOWč@
>রOčWč@

‘cause’
‘offering’

પ
রOWফ!
ફ
রOWফ!

In addition, every single verb uses the dot to distinguish
WKH 3ષDO perfect form for the active participle, e.g. áÓøN
[q߮DO@YHUVXVáÓøJ [qč߮el@

ooo
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It may seem daunting to remember all of these
pairs. Which member of the pair takes a dot above and
which one takes a dot below? Is there a system? As it
turns out, our scribes were indeed geniuses. They did not
place the dots randomly. There was a system.

4

An Intelligent Dot

We have seen in the previous chapter how the dot was
used to distinguish pairs of homographs: a dot was
placed above one member of the pair; another was
placed below the other member. We concluded the previous chapter by posing the question: were the dots
placed randomly or was there a thoughtful system behind the position of the dots?
Indeed, our genius scribes were geniuses! They did
not assign the supralinear dot and the sublinear dot
randomly on homographs. Can we figure out their system?
Consider the data of homograph pairs given in the
previous chapter (on p. 39). You may have noticed that
each pair differs in one vowel only. For example, [̌@LQ
[ȟQ̌Q@YHUVXV[č@ in [hčQ̌Q@ (no. 2 on the list), and >H@
LQ>PHONč@YHUVXV>D@LQ>PDONč@ (no. 5). You may have
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also noticed that it is the first vowel which differs from
one member of the pair to the next. The second vowel,
if present, is always identical.
As a first step, let us collate the first vowel for each
pair with the dot positions in the following table:
1

Vowel for 1st word
[a@
çâJ Ҥn>
>PDQ@

¾ÝàâJ
2

[č@

ÀÊÂî
J
J
āÂÏ

3

[č@

çÙå J
Íå J
¾ÂÒJ

ҤONޫ!
>PDONč@
ࣗ
<ްEGޫ!
>ްƱčGč@

Vowel for 2nd word
[H@
çâN ҥn>
>PɲQ@

¾ÝàâN
>D@

<̀ưlޫ>
[̀EčOč@
̽nyn>
>KčQɲQ@
<̽nwn>
>KčQڀQ@

[e@

ÀÊÂîN

ҥONޫ!
>PHONč@
ࣖ
<ްEGޫ!
>ްDƱGč@

āÂÏN

<̀ࣖblޫ>
[̀abOč@

çÙå N

̀nyn>
>KHQɲQ@

Íå N

̀nwn>
>KHQڀQ@

ࣗ
<قEޫ>
[قčƱč@

¾ÂÒ
N

¿ÿàîJ

ࣗ
<ްOWޫ>
>ްOčفč@

¿ÿàîN

ÀûòèJ

<ؖSUޫ>
>VčSUč@

ÀûòèN

<قƲޫ>
[قeƱč@

ࣖ
<ްOWޫ!
>ްHOفč@
ؗSUޫ!
[VHSUč@
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Vowel for 1st word

áÓøJ

<Tࣗقl>
[qčقHO@

[ʈ@

Vowel for 2nd word

áÓøN

Tقl>
ࣖ
[qقDO@

It seems that if we are WR GLVWLQJXLVK EHWZHHQ >D@
DQG>H@ (row 1), the former takes the dot above and the
latter takes the dot below. If we are to distinguish beWZHHQ>č@DQG>D@ (row 2), then >č@WDNHVWKHGRWDERYH
DQG>D@—which in row 1 took the dot above—now takes
the dot below. Finally, if we are to distinguish between
>č@ DQG >H@ (row 3), WKHQ >č@ VWLOO WDNHV the dot above,
while >H@takes it below.
It may still not be very obvious as to what is going
on. Looking at the table more closely, however, one will
realize that >č@ DOZD\V WDNHV D GRW DERYH ZKLOH >H@ DlZD\VWDNHVDGRWEHORZ:K\GRHV>D@WDNHDGRWDERYH
in some cases (as in row 1), while in others (as in row 2)
it takes it below?
It seems from the above data that there is some sort
of a vowel hierarchy in this order:
[č@
[a@
[e@
The schwa [ʈ@IDOOVDWWKHERWWRPRIWKLVKLHUDUFK\
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If you choose any two vowels, the one that is higher
on this hierarchy takes a dot above, while the vowel
that is lower takes a dot below. There must be a phonological feature that is determining this order.
Indeed there is and we know this from the grammatical tradition. In his etter on Orthography, the grammarian Jacob of Edessa (d. 708) wrote: 1
Vowel sounds are thick and thin. Every word, where
it is thick or broad in vowel sound, takes a dot above;
where it is fine or thin, it takes a dot below.

In other words, Syriac grammarians thought of
vowels as thi k broad versus thin fine>č@LVWKHWhickest
RU EURDGHVW >H@ LV WKH WKLQQHVW RU ILQHVW DQG >D@ LV
somewhere in between. If we consider the first vowel in
each homographic pair, the thicker vowel takes a dot
above, while the thinner vowel takes a dot below.
Today, phonologists—linguists who study the sound
system of languages—do not talk of thi k or thin vowels.
Rather, they place vowels on a vowel chart as shown
below.
Phonologists classify vowels as ba k or front. A back
vowel is said with the tongue positioned as far ba k as
possible in the mouth. This is the case with the vowel
(whether it is realized as east Syriac [ľ@RUwest Syriac
>R@ . A front vowel, on the other hand, is said with the
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Front
Close
Mid
Near-Open
Open

Back

i

u

e

o

a
ľ

tongue positioned as far forward as possible in the
PRXWK 7KLV LV KRZ >H@ LV VDLG 7KH YRZHO >D@ DV LOOXstrated in the diagram, stands somewhere in the middle.
In modern linguistic terms, the vowel that is further to
the back takes a dot above, while the vowel that is closer to the front takes a dot below.
Another modern classification of vowels, also illustrated in the diagram, is whether a vowel is open or
closed. An open vowel is said with the tongue positioned
as far as possible from the roof of the mouth; i.e. the
tongue is towards the bottom of the mouth. This is the
case with in its east Syriac manifestation [ľ@ZKLFKLV
more likely to have been the vowel at the time the disambiguation dot was invented. A losed vowel is said
with the tongue positioned as close as possible to the
roof of the mouth DVWKHYRZHO>H@ Looking at the diaJUDP \RX ILQG WKDW >D@ LV DJDLQ LQ EHWZHHQ Using this
terminology, we can say that the more open the vowel
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is, it takes a dot above. The more closed it is, it takes a
dot below.
Sometimes it is hard to see things in the 2dimensional vowel chart. Here is the same chart as a
one-dimensional diagram.
Front
e

a

Back

Close

ľR

e
o
a

Open

ľ

As it turns out, the names of Syriac vowels bear
some resemblance to our modern terminology of open
DQGFORVHGYRZHOV7KHYRZHO>D@LVLQGHHGFDOOHGP߭čьč
‘open’, while >H@LVcalled RȮč߅č¶WLJKW·Our third-fourth
century 0DOSKčQ̌ and scribes knew something about
their vowels in terms of their place and manner of articulation. While our scribes did not have the modern linguistic tools that we possess now, they nevertheless had
an intelligent system of sound classification. They did
not place the dots randomly.
Not too bad for fourth-century scribes!
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Next, we turn our attention to the question of dating
the invention of the Syriac dot. More precisely, we ask
the question: which dot was invented first?
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The Kenoro Dotless Experiment

We have seen in Chapter 1 that the first single dot to be
invented by Syriac scribes was the dot that distinguished  <d> from  <r>. We tried to date this invention. We saw that the 411 codex already used the
dot extensively, while the Old Syriac inscriptions as well
as the three parchments from 240–243 did not use the
single dot. We also discussed the possibility of looking
at the Syriac literary material that was produced before
411—even though the earliest manuscripts representing
this material is post 411—to learn about the literary
productivity of this period. We learned that Syriac authors and translators produced an impressive corpus
before 411 consisting of the Syriac Old Testament, the
Ephrem corpus, and no less than ten works that have
survived, in addition to books that we know existed but
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did not survive such as the Diatessaron and Bardaisan’s
works (see a list of these works on p. 11). We raised the
question: Is it possible that this huge corpus did not distinguish between  <d> and  <r>?
We also have seen that the first double dot to be invented was the plural mark sy m . While also absent in
the Old Syriac inscriptions and parchments of the 240s,
it is well attested in the 411 manuscript and other fifth
century manuscripts. Having seen that the plural mark
is placed on both homographic and nonhomographic
pairs—even on words that do not have a singular counK
terpart like ¾XÙXâ
<mÿফ> ‘water’ and numbers like
K
¾Ùæâ
  WPત Q\ফ!‘eight’—we assumed that their invention would have taken at least a few decades dating
them back to the mid fourth century if not earlier.

ooo

In this chapter, we revisit the dating issue. More
specifically, we look into the question: which was invented first? The single dot for  <d> and  <r> or
the double dot sy m ?
I spent some time pondering the question, but alas,
there is no physical evidence to rely upon. Dots first
appear in 411 and other fifth century manuscripts. All
sorts of dots appear in this period: the dot for  <d>
and  <r>, the double dot plural mark, the homograph
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disambiguation dots, as well as dots we have not yet
discussed. There seems to be no way to separate them
chronologically.
Whenever I am stuck with a question, I resort to my
children. Sometimes we overthink questions and lose
sight of simple solutions. I was at the time in Jerusalem
teaching Syriac, and my (then) ten-year old son Sebastian Kenoro was with me (playing on his iPad of
course).
Kenoro can read Syriac. It didn’t take long to point
out to him that the dots on  <d> and  <r> and the
double dot sy m did not exist in the first century. I told
him to imagine that there are no dots and he is the inventor of the dots. Which dot would he invent first?
Kenoro’s first question—in his own version of
Kthobonoyo Syriac which exhibits a lot of code switching with English—was
How do
ry? 1

ò ƌŦ
ł űł ɖų
ŏ ĭŅ ĬƦƀ
Ņ Ɔň
Ŧ ŵň ƟŴ
Ɔĺ
ô

in the first centu-

36F

Translation:
How do you know that there were no dots in the first
century?
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I explained to Kenoro the evidence from the Old
Syriac inscriptions, that they did not have dots and that
we have a manuscript from 411 with the dots.
Kenoro suggested that he would first invent the dots
for whatever was more confusing. My next question to
him then was: which case is more confusing, distinguishing  <d> from  <r> or the plural forms? I
genuinely didn’t know how to approach the problem.
Kenoro immediately suggested that we write a dotless paragraph and try to read it to see which case is
more confusing. This developed into an experiment.
Luckily, we had access to the monks of St. Mark’s Monastery in the Old City.
I extracted Old Testament verses from the ntio h
Bible and a text from the Ephrem corpus. Both were fully vocalized and pointed. I stripped all dots and marks. I
printed them in a font that resembles manuscripts. 2 The
next day, Kenoro and I went to St. Mark’s and recorded
two monks reading the dotless texts. After we went back
to our room that evening, I collated the data. The result
was surprising: we can certainly live without the dots on
 <d> and  <r>. In the case of the double dot plural
marker sy m , we found out that it was not necessary
for words where the singular and plural are not homoK ZOEny>
ત
graphs, like ÚæÂß
‘and for my children’ in the
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inscription from Chapter 1 (line 5). But when the singular and plural are homographs and the context does not
give any indication, it is impossible to know if one has
to read a singular or a plural form. (The texts from the
experiment and the results are given in Appendix 2.)
Linguists, through experimentation, have already established that when people read, they recognize words
rather than spell words one letter at a time. Consider the
following phrase:

ÀËØËü¿Ìß~ËÏ¾ýØËø¾ÏÀËÁ¾Á~äýÁ
Some of the words are indeed ambiguous vis-à-vis 
<d> versus  <r>: The string ÀËÁ can be the noun
ÀûÁ EUফ! >EUč@ ‘son’ or the verb ÀÊÁ EGফ! >EGč@
‘to speak falsely’. The string ¾ýØËø can be the adjective
¾ýØÊø <qdyšফ> >TDGҮ߂č@ ‘holy’ or the noun ¾ýØûø
<qryšফ> [qrҮ߂č@‘brass’. The string ËÏ can be the number ÊÏ <ьd> [ьDG@ ‘one’ or the verb ûÏ <ьr> [ьčU@
‘he looked’. However, anyone who reads Syriac comfortably can immediately recognize that the phrase is:

ÀûØûü¿Ìß~ÊÏ¾ýØÊø¾ÏÀûÁ¾Á~äýÁ

In the name of the Father and the Son and the Holy
Spirit one true God.

In a less common text, there are of course some
words that can be read both ways and cause difficulty
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for readers such as Ëü which can be Êü <šdr> >߂DGDU@
‘he sent’ or ûü <šrr> >߂DUDU@ ‘he confirmed’. In fact,
our experiment had this word in the following phrase

ƦƀŨī ťƉŴŶŁ ƈƕī ťŶīĭŤŨ ŦŁīĭŁ īīƦƣĥĭ
ƥƊƣ
The verse is taken from 1 Samuel 6:12. (Note again
WKDWZHHYHQJDYHRXUUHDGHUVWKHWH[WLQDQ(VWUDQJHOč
font, (VWUDQJHOč$QWLRFKIURPWKH0HOWKRIRQWV, which is
based on a manuscript hand). The corresponding vocalized WH[WLQ6HUWčLV

ł ł
ň ƦƀŨĪ
ň ťƉŴ
Ņ ŶŁ
ŏ ƈłƕĪ ťŶĿĭŤ
Ņ Ũŏ ŦŁŅ Ǔĭ
ƥƊƣ
Ņ Ł ĿĪł Ʀƣĥĭň

The heifers were sent by the pathway that runs along
the border of Beth-shemesh.

One reader read ÿü~ as ÿü~ Zফštrr>. The
more advanced reader first read it ÿü~ Zফštrr>
then corrected himself to ÿü~ Zফštdr> after reading a few more words from the phrase.
The Kenoro Dotless Experiment leads us to conclude
that the double dot sy m must have been invented prior to the single dot for  <d> and  <r>. We have
seen an imagined scenario as to how the double dot
sy m may have been invented in Chapter 2.

ooo
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Let’s now put ourselves in the shoes of the translators of the Old Testament to understand how the dotless
 may have obtained its dots.
At the beginning of Genesis, the translator came
across Adam and wrote it down ~. After some chapters, he came across Aram. He wrote it down ~ as
well. The translator must have recognized that there
was a problem. No context can help in the case of proper nouns. What to do?
One translator says “let’s put a dot on Adam.” A fellow translator says, “no, let’s put a dot above one of the
names and another dot beneath the other.” The fellow
translator does not want any further ambiguities.
An argument follows as to which name takes the dot
above and which one takes it below. After some intense
shouting, another genius stands up. He has a great idea.
“Listen,” he says, “[ľUľP@«>DGDP@[ľUľP@«>DGDP@
[ľUľP@«>DGDP@µ
“What’s your point?” some enquire of him.
“Listen to the vowels,” the genius scribe says,
“[ľľUľľP@« >DDGDP@ >ľľľUľľľP@« >DDDGDP@ /LVWHQ
how I open my mouth when I say Aram. The vowel is
thi k! But when I say Adam, the vowel is thin!”
Everyone is astonished. “Let’s put a dot above the
thick vowel and a dot below the thin vowel,” suggests
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our genius scribe. Everyone is in awe. No one complains. They all go through the translated texts and
J
write ~ for Aram and ~
 for Adam. They don’t fix
the dot on any specific letter. They go home as they
have accomplished enough for the day.
After a couple of days, the Genesis translator came
across a Hebrew word in verse 8:7 that he decided to
WUDQVODWHLQWR6\ULDF>߂DGDU@¶WRsend’. He wrote it down
Ëü. Another translator sitting next to him, working on
Psalm 18, says, “Wait a minute! I wrote down Ëü for
[šarar@.” 
The [šarar@WUDQVODWRUVD\VWRWKH>߂DGDU@ translator,
“I shall put a dot above [šarar@OLNHWKLVËü
J and you put
a dot under >߂DGDU@OLNHWKLVËü
N .”
The >߂DGDU@ WUDQVODWRU FRPSODLQV ´:K\" 0\ ZRUG
has r sh too. My vowel sounds are as thick as yours.”
The [šarar@WUDQVODWRUVD\V´True, but my word has
two instances of r sh. You only have one! äàïß
[lরčlaP@—never—will I put a dot beneath my word! You
put a dot beneath your word.”
Before things got out of hand, a quiet translator
stood and said. “Brothers, how will we write [dardř@
‘thistles’ (Genesis 3:18)? I know it does not have a homograph, but there are too many instances of  in À .”
He suggested that they put a dot for each instance of  .
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They all turn to the genius who recognized the thick
and thin vowel types. He tells them that >U@ DOZD\V
causes the vowel near it to be thick (‘open’ in our modern terminology) ´/HW·V SXW D GRW DERYH >U@ OLNH WKLV 
<r>.” Then it was natural for them to put a dot under
>G@DV <d>.

ooo

The above story is clearly fiction. But perhaps it can
help us put forward a hypothesis. The hypothesis suggests that first a dot was placed on homograph pairs
that contained >G@ DQG >U@ UHVSHFWLYHO\ 7DNLQJ WKH
thick/thin vowel distinction retroactively DV >U@ FDXVHV
a vowel to become thick, the worG FRQWDLQLQJ DQ >U@
WRRN D GRW DERYH DQG WKDW FRQWDLQLQJ D >G@ WRRN D GRW
below. 3 As time passed and more problems arose, the
dots were fixed on the letters themselves rather than on
the entire word.
This is not a wild hypothesis. We can find some evidence to support it. First, let’s consider the suggestion
that not all instances of  took a dot initially. We can
find instances of the dotless  in dated manuscripts of
the fifth century, even in some early sixth century manuscripts as we have seen in Chapter 1. There is also textual evidence that comes from proper nouns in the Old
Testament. In a number of places, the Syriac Old Testa-
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ment does not agree with Hebrew in some proper nouns
WKDWFRQWDLQ>G@RU>U@)RUH[DPSOHthe Syriac version
of Jeremiah has the name ~ ফGZP! IRU +HEUHZ
-: ফUP! -HU  . (An equally acceptable explanation is that this confusion in proper nouns occurred as an inner Syriac corruption; i.e. the name was
translated correctly into Syriac, but as Syriac scribes
copied the text, they made mistakes).
Second, the suggestion that the dot was not fixed on
 but placed in its vicinity can be corroborated with ample evidence from fifth and sixth century manuscripts.
In fact, the dot does not become anchored on the base
graph  until much later.

ooo

This is at least a hypothesis. To cover our bases, let’s
attempt to pose a counter hypothesis. Is it possible that
the invention of the dots on  belongs to a much later
date and all the dots that we encounter in early manuscripts are added by later hands?
This idea can be entertained in light of the non-fixed
position of the dot with respect to the base letter. There
is even a very late manuscript dated 928/9 that has dots
for  when it is the first glyph of the line almost in the
outer margin! 4 The second hand did not have much
freedom as the base glyphs were already there. One can,
39F
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however, come up with three valid counter arguments
against the counter hypothesis: First, the later hand is
indeed that of the original scribe. The scribe first wrote
the base text and after completing a page added the
dots, sometimes haphazardly which explains why dots
are not fixed on the base graph  . Indeed, scribes today
do exactly this with all sorts of dots, though not for  or
sy me or the final  J (to be introduced in Chapter 8) as
they write these dots while writing words. 5 If these
manuscripts are examined with a magnifying glass, it
seems indeed that the dots are original.
The second counter argument is the lack of colophons that say, “I did it!” Syriac manuscripts are rich
with colophons not only by original scribes but also by
later people who restored the manuscripts, bound them,
bought or sold them, donated them, or even simply read
them. I am not aware of any colophon that indicates
someone added dots to a dotless manuscript. There are
colophons, however, that indicate someone added additional dots to an already dotted manuscript. Such a note
appears in a thirteenth century colophon. 6
Third, if indeed dots were added by later hands to
all the fifth and sixth century manuscripts that we received—we have many of those—one might expect to
see at least a few page-turning mistakes that permit a
40F
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dotless page to remain totally dotless. I am not aware of
such pages (of course one can argue that subsequent
readers would have filled such pages, but the ink style
would be evident if this indeed happened). The first hypothesis seems more plausible.

ooo

Were the dots confined to formal scripts?
Syriac manuscripts are all written in a formal hand
by professional scribes. We are fortunate to have a few
letters and notes written in an informal hand. One such
example is a purchase note dated July 576. 7 Another is
a letter that survives on a papyrus from the seventh century. 8 The purchase note has the dots for  <d> and 
<r>, sy m , a homograph dot on  J щw>, an active
participle dot on ÀûøJ TફUফ! >TčǓ@ ¶UHDGV· DQG WKH
feminine dot on  J щ> (which will be introduced in
Chapter 8). The parchment also has dots for every 
<d> and  <r> as well as sy m . There is even one
instance of punctuation dots v (to be discussed in Chapter 13). There are no feminine suffixes in this short text
so we do not know if  J was employed, but it probably
was. This means that informal writing also made use of
the dots.

ooo
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Where would we be now if the  never attained its
dots?
Those who can read Syriac well could probably live
without the dots for  <d> and  <r>, but that would
require an exceptional competence in the language.
In our 13,000 lexeme lexicon today, there are over
5,500 lexemes that contain at least one  <d> or 
<r>. That constitutes about 42% of the lexical inventory of the language. If these were dotless, 162 lexemes
would end up being homographic pairs such as  for
and

 <dq> [daq@¶to beat’
 <rq> [raq@¶to spit’.

There are a few words that would have more than one 
such as ¾Ø for
and

¾Ø <GUZ\ফ> [GčU࠭\č@¶winnower’
¾Ø <UGZ\ফ> [UčG࠭\č@¶fluid’;

and ÀÍè for
and

ÀÍè <VZGUফ> [V࠭GčUč@¶cloth’
ÀÍè <VZUGফ> [V࠭UčGč@¶terror’.

Imagine having a dotless çØËß for çØĂÊß >OGčUGčUҮQ@
‘for ages’!

ooo

The Kenoro Dotless Experiment o

Before leaving this chapter, we need to consider a
caveat regarding the results of the Kenoro Dotless Experiment. The experiment shows that—at least psycholinguistically—the sy me dots predate the dots for  <d>
and  <r>. Recall the Aramaic, Palmyrene and Nabataean inscriptions from Chapter 1. They marked <r>
with a dot, but none have sy me. This only demonstrates
how difficult it is to support the various hypotheses that
are presented here.

ooo

Regardless of which dot came first, now that the
dots of  <d> and  <r> and the double dot plural
mark had been set in motion—as well as the homograph
dot introduced in Chapter 13—the path was clear for
scribes to indulge themselves more and more with the
dot.
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The Silent Dot

The 0DOSKčQ̌ and scribes found out that the dot paid
off. They were able to use it to distinguish between 
<d> and  <r>. They managed to indicate the plurals
with the double dot sy m . Moreover, they used it to
distinguish between homographs like ¾ÝàâJ ONফ!
>PDONč@ DQG ¾ÝàâN ONফ! >PHONč@ There was no
stopping them!
Prior to the seventh century, the 0DOSKčQ̌, more
specifically the 0KDJ\čQ̌ DQG 0DTU\čQ̌ ZKR ZHUH Hntrusted with teaching pupils how to read, faced another
challenge with enclitics. 1 An enclitic is a word pronounced with so little emphasis that it is shortened and
forms part of the preceding word, for example ’t in English an’t for annot. In Syriac the personal pronoun ¾å~
ফQফ! ¶,· LV XVXDOO\ SURQRXQFHG >ফHQč@ %XW LQ FHUWDLQ
syntactic constructions, the pronoun becomes enclitic
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DQGLVSURQRXQFHG>Qč@2QHVXFKV\QWDFWLFFRQVWUXFWLRQ
is when it occurs after the active participle (or present
tense) as in

¾å~ ÊØ <\Gর ফQফ> [\čGaর Qč@¶,know’.
Here, the first ~ <ফ> of the pronoun is silent. We even

often see it written, especially in early manuscripts, as
one word, ¾æîÊØ <\GরQফ>. 2 Another syntactic construction in which the pronoun is enclitic is when it is repeated to play the role of the verb to be as in the New
Testament phrase
45F

¾ÂÒ¾Ùî¾å~¾å~

ফQফফQফUরyফ ߮Eফ!
>ফHQčQčUčফ\č߮čEč@
‘I am the good shepherd’ (John 10:11)

In this case, the first occurrence of ¾å~ is fully pronounced, while the second is enclitic: >ফHQč Qč@ QRW
>ফHQčফHQč@
It is not clear if this sound rule always existed, but
certainly just before the seventh century readers were
confused EHWZHHQ >ফHQč@ DQG LWV HQFOLWLF >Qč@ The
0KDJ\čQ̌ DQG 0DTU\čQ̌ needed a tool to distinguish
between the fully pronounced ¾å~ <ফQফ> and the enclitic one. They resorted to the dot.
The same methodology used previously was used
again here: the form with a thi ker vowel would take the
dot above and the one with the thinner vowel would
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take the dot below. There is a zero vowel in the enclitic
and one cannot go any thinner! Hence, the scribes wrote
the phrase

J ফQফফ
પ
ફ Qফ!>ফHQč
¾å~¾å
~
Qč@
N
i.e. dot above to indicate full ~ <ফ> and a dot below

for a silent one.
The scribes found other instances where they used
the dot to distinguish between a pronounced ~ <ফ>
and a silent one as in

¿½Xâ Pফফ!>Pč@‘one hundred’

(in fact both instances of ~ <ফ> are silent here). A dot
was placed under the first ~ <ফ> like this ¿½â
N
પ
<mফফ>.
In contrast, a pronounced ~ <ফ> took a dot
on top as in
and

J ফsq>
ફ
úè~
>ফHVDT@¶,VKDOODVFHQG·
J ফmr>
ફ
ûâ~
>ফHPDU@¶KHVDLG·

It seems that prior to the seventh century, the initial

~ <ফ> began to lose its consonantal value in west Syr-

iac after prefixes but sometimes within a word. The
0KDJ\čQ̌ 0DTU\čQ̌ DQG Vcribes may have tried to
combat this phenomenon as we see an increased usage
of the dot to stress that a reader should pronounce ~
<ফ> in words like

J <wফ\W\!>ZফD\WҮ@¶DQGKHEURXJKW·
ફ
ÿØ~

The Silent Dot o

which appears in a manuscript dated April 528. 3 Another example is the word

J <lফlpফ>
ફ
¾òßĀ
[lফHOSč@¶WRWKHVKLS·

from a manuscript dated July 548. 4 The scribes really
tried hard, but they lost the battle. Until this day, west
Syriac readers read [ZD\WҮ@DQG>lHOSč@7KHglottal stop
is gone after a prefix.

ooo

The silent dot became useful to mark enclitics other
than ¾å~ <ফnফ>. Before we dwell on this, let’s explain
the syntactic phenomenon in more detail.
Syriac uses two consecutive personal pronouns, like
¾å~¾å~ <ফnফ ফnফ> above, to express the verb to be. If
I want to say you are the king in Syriac, one option is to
say

¾Ýàâ ÿå~ <ফQWKZPONফ> >ফaW࠭PDONč@
(Mt 27:11)

Literally, this means

You, he the king

which makes no sense in English. But it makes perfect
sense in Syriac. The second pronoun  <hw> ‘he’
serves as the verb to be:
You are the king.

The same construction can be used with the feminine
pronoun

¿ÿÝàâ ÿå~ <ফQW\K\PONWফ> [ফaWҮPDONWč@
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You are the queen

In these syntactic constructions, the pronouns are
enclitics. The above phrasHV DUH SURQRXQFHG >ফDW࠭
PDONč@QRW>ফDWK࠭PDONč@DQG>ফDWҮPDONWč@QRW>ফDWKҮ
PDONWč@ WKH >Q@ RI WKH SURQRXQ LV Vilent as well). In
RWKHUZRUGVWKH>K@RIWKH2nd person pronouns is silent.
Scribes marked them as such with a dot:
and

¾Ýàâ N ÿå~ <ফQWьZPONফ> >ফaW࠭PDONč@

¿ÿÝàâ N ÿå~ <ফQW\ь\PONWফ> [ফaWҮPDONWč@

Here we see a confusion. We have already mentioned that the homograph disambiguation dot introduced in Chapter 3 distinguished  J >KDZ@ ¶WKDW PDsculine)’ from  N >K࠭@ ¶KH· DQG distinguishes  J >Kč\@
‘that (feminine ·IURP>KҮ@¶VKH·Here, however, the dot
on ¾Ýàâ N ÿå~ and ¿ÿÝàâ N ÿå~ can also be interpreted as the silent dot. In this interpretation, it tells the
reader not WRSURQRXQFHWKH>K@
What if you wanted to say you are that king or you
are that queen? You would have to write

¾Ýàâ J  N ÿå~ <ফQWьZщZPONফ>
>ফaW࠭KDZPDONč@

¿ÿÝàâ J  N ÿå~ <ফQW\K\щ\PONWফ>
[ফaWҮKč\PDONWč@

The Silent Dot o

It might be this confusion that led later scribes to use a
little line, called in Syriac ser n , instead of the dot to
indicate silent letters. Nowadays, we write

¾Ýàâ  J M ÿå~ <ফQWыZщZPONফ>
¿ÿÝàâ J  M ÿå~ <ফQW\ы\щ\PONWফ>

This type of a ser n is called mba l n . It is used to
mark silent letters. 5

ooo

Another enclitic case is the substantive verb

¿

KZফ! >KZč@¶WREH·

It also plays the role of an auxiliary verb in which case
LWEHFRPHVDQHQFOLWLFSURQRXQFHG>Zč@ Here too, a dot
below marked the enclitic form. A manuscript dated
April 528 has enclitic ¿N Kࣿফ>. 6 This dots persists
even in modern manuscripts. The non-enclitic form is
sometimes unmarked, but in the later tradition one finds
two sublinear dots as in ¿O KZણ ফ>.

ooo

J ফQফফ
પ
ફ Qফ!mentioned
Let’s go back to ¾å~¾å
~
at
N
the beginning of this chapter. You will find it in many
J
manuscripts written ¾åN ~ ¾å~ ফثফ ফذফ> where the
GRWVVKLIWHGIURPফ!WRQ!The imprecise positioning and shifting of dots is a source of confusion, especially in manuscripts. There are a number of reasons
why dots are quite often found in places where we do
not expect them to be.
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The Shifting Dot

What sometimes complicates matters is that dots tend to
shift from one place to another. There are a number of
reasons for this. The first is a simple, systematic shift in
position as the shifting of the silent dots in ¾å~ <ফQফ>
from
to

J ফQফফ
પ
ફ Qফ!
¾å~¾å
~
N

J ফثফ ফذফ>
¾åN ~¾å~

encountered in the previous chapter. This shift is systematic and is still practiced by modern scribes today.
In fifth century manuscripts, one finds that the dots
of  <d> and  <r> do not have a precise position as
we have discussed earlier. Sometimes they are above or
below  where we expect them to be, but more often
they are to the left or right edge of , and quite often
much farther. In the 411 manuscript, we find áî
N for
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áî GরO!DQGËØ
N
for ÊØ G\Gর!. This is because
the right-most edge of î extends under  . In later times,
the dot would shift closer and closer to the base graph  .

We talked earlier about the homograph dot on
words like ¾ÝàâJ ONফ> ‘king’ versus ¾ÝàâN ONফ>
‘advise’. In typography, we don’t have much choice and
place the dot above or below a specific consonant. Fonts
even tend to center dots above their respective consoants. In manuscripts, however, the dot can be anywhere
in the vicinity, even anchored on an adjacent letter or
between letters.

ooo

The dots that exhibit the most movement are the
sy m plural dots. There is no fixed position for them.
One can see sy m in all sorts of positions. Typesetting
using modern fonts usually has sy m centered on top of
a letter, but in manuscripts one can find the sy m between letters. Additionally, when typesetting fully vocalized texts—something that is infrequent in manuscripts—the typesetter may place sy m in a place
where it does not conflict with other dots and marks.
What may cause difficulty is placing a dot in an unexpected position, especially when the space between
lines is tight and a dot under a word in one line may
appear as if it is above a word in the next line. Consider

o Chapter 7
the following example from a sixth/seventh century
manuscripts of the Old Testament which is the basis of
the Leiden edition (Amos 5:16–17): 1

K
K
ÌàÝÁ¿ÿÙß~Úî
¬ ËÙß
¿Êøăâ¾XâăÜ

And to those who are skilled in wailing. And in
all the vineyards, lamentations.

The Leiden edition has a typo in this verse: ÚîăÙß
<ZO\Uતরy>. Why a typo? It looks right. As it turns out,
the  glyph is a <d> and its dot is above the ~ ফ!RI
¬
ફ in the next line! This is not a case of the

¾âăÜ
NUતPফ>
dot shifting. Early Syriac scribes quite often did not
place the dot exactly near  as we mentioned earlier.

ooo

One dot, however, did not move around much
throughout its entire history. That dot was the one
scribes placed on the feminine suffix  J <h>. When
present, it is always close to the base graph.

8

A Suffix Dot

We have seen that various dots had already developed
by the time of the 411 manuscript. We have seen the
development of dots on  <d> and  <r>, the doubledot sy m for plural forms, and the homograph dot for
words like
versus

Íå J

щnwn> >KčQ࠭Q@‘those’

Íå N

ьnwn> >KHQ࠭Q@ ‘these’.

We have also encountered the silent dot on enclitics like
and

 N ÿå~ ফQWьw> >ফDW࠭@‘you (masc.) are’
 N ÿå~ ফQW\ьy> >ফDWҮ@¶\RX(fem.) are’.

Another issue that faced the 0DOSKčQ̌ and scribes
prior to 411 was the possessive suffix
<h> as in
J
ÌÝàâ lkh> (the dot on <m> is to distinguish
¾ÝàâJ <ONফ! >PDONč@ ‘king’ from ¾ÝàâN <ONফ>
>PHONč@ ‘advise’) ,V LW >PDONHK@ ¶KLV NLQJ· RU >PDONčK@
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‘her king’? The same issue arose with the object pronominal suffix. Is ÌàÓø <q߮lh> to be read [qa߮OHK@¶KH
killed him’ or [qa߮OčK@¶KHNLOOHGKHU·"
If I were to give you the task of disambiguating
these forms, you would probably follow the example of
the genius scribes we encountered earlier and assign a
GRW DERYH IRU WKH PRUH RSHQ WKLFNHU YRZHO >č@ DQG D
dot below for the less open, thinQHU YRZHO >H@ 7KLV
would yield:

J âJ ONщ> >PDONčK@‘her king’
ÌÝà
 N âJ ONь> >PDONHK@‘his king’,
ÌÝà
J
ÌàÓø
<q߮Oщ> [qa߮OčK@‘he killed her’
N
ÌàÓø
<q߮Oь> [qa߮leh@ ‘he killed him’

This is not, however, what we were taught when we
studied Syriac. We learned that only the feminine suffix
takes a dot above. The masculine suffix does not take a
dot at all. We learned to put a dot on ÌÝàâ
J
>PDONčK@
J
and ÌàÓø

[qa߮OčK@, but to leave the masculine forms
>PDONHK@DQG [qa߮OHK@alone without a dot: ÌÝàâ without a dot LV XQDPELJXRXVO\ >PDONHK@ and ÌàÓø is unambiguously [qa߮leh@.
The true story of this dot lies somewhere in between. Indeed, a few instances in a manuscript dated
December 522 have  N ь> such as: 1
51F

ÌÁ
N Eь> >EHK@ ‘in it’
 N <lh> >OHK@ ‘to it’
Ìß

A Suffix Dot o

Ìæâ
N <mnh> >PHQHK@ ‘from it’

But this practice does not seem to have persisted. Is it
possible that the initial intention was to put a dot under
masculine forms? It is indeed possible.
The existence of a few instances of the masculine
suffix having a dot below raises another question. Is it
possible that the original intention was not to distinJXLVK >č@ LQ IHPLQLQH >čK@ IURP >H@ LQ PDVFXOLQH >HK@
EXW UDWKHU WR PDUN >K@ WR EH IXOO\ SURQRXQFHG LQ IHPiQLQH >čK@ DQG VLOHQW LQ PDVFXOLQH >HK@" 7KLV Zould fit
with the silent dot introduced in Chapter 6,QGHHG>K@
in both suffixes is silent in the Received Pronunciation.
We also have to allow for the possibility of the dot
having two IXQFWLRQV 7R GLVWLQJXLVK EHWZHHQ >č@ DQG
>H@ DQG WRPDUN >K@ DV VLOHQW RU pronounced. If so, this
would be the only case where a dot has two functions,
and this is quite unlikely. Regardless of the original intention, the masculine form lost its dot early on, and
only the feminine suffix retained it. More importantly,
along with the  / dots and sy m , the  J щ> dot is
now ensconced on the throne of obligatoriness. No editor today would think of intentionally omitting it from
any text. 2
There is still another possibility. The dot under  N
ь> is a pause or punctuation dot. This is quite likely
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and illustrates how difficult it is sometimes to determine
the function of a dot.
The dot on the feminine form cannot be older than
the previously discussed dots because it is not used consistently in fifth and sixth century manuscripts. In fact,
the fifth century Sinaiticus manuscript of the Old Syriac
Gospels does not mark the feminine
<h> at all. In
contrast, the Curetonian manuscript of the same text—
also from the fifth century—has most, if not all, of the
feminine suffixes marked with a dot. A manuscript dated April 473, containing the life of Saint Simeon, has a
few instances of feminine  J щ> without dots as the
following paragraph illustrates. The subject here is a
paralytic girl. Her father brings her to the saint to heal
her: 3
53F

J
J ÍØÿØ~ ÍæïÒ ¿ûÁ
 ÍÁ~ áî  Íãè
J
Ìß ûâ~ ÌÙàî Ā÷å ÌéÙñ~ ¾æÁÍÓß Ìî~
ÍñÀûòî¾å çâÃè¾ÐÙýâÍýØûâÌãýÁ
ÌßÍü
J
The girl… and they carried her and brought her and
placed her… And her father entered and informed the
%OHVVHG >6LPHRQ@ DQG EHJJHG KLP WR SUD\ over her.
And he said to him, take from this dirt in the name of
our Lord Jesus Christ and go and rub her.

As you can see, some feminine forms have a dot, but the
following two feminine forms do not have a dot:

A Suffix Dot o

and

ÍæïÒ <w߮রnwh> [w߮DরQ࠭K@
ÍÁ~ ফEZK! >ফDE࠭K@.

The former is an object pronominal suffix; the latter is a
possessive pronoun. (Note that Ìî~ <ফwdরh> and
ÌéÙñ~ <ফpysh> are referring to masculine ¾æÁÍÒ
<߮wbnফ>.) This example clearly illustrates that in the
late fifth century, the usage of  J щ> was still in flux.
This feminine suffix dot on
was expanded by
analogy to forms where there is no homographic masculine counterpart. For example, we see the object pronominal suffix above in

 J ÍØÿØ~ <Zফ\W\Zщ> [ZফD\W\࠭K@

and

‘and they brought her’

J
ÌÙàî
রO\щ!>রǑK@¶XSRQKHU·.

The masculine counterparts are not homographs:

 ÍØÿØ~ Zফ\W\ZKy> [ZফD\W\࠭\@

and

‘and they brought him’

 Íàî রOZK\![রlaw@ ‘upon him’,

respectively. The expansion by analogy also affected the
possessive suffix. We now see

J â
ÌÙÝà
K PON\K!>PDONHK@¶KHUNLQJV·

with a dot, although

 ÍÝàâ
K PONZK\!>PDONDZ@‘his kings’

is not a homograph.
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The dot of  J щ> shares an important feature with
the dots of  <d> and  <r>. The dots on these letters
are unambiguous and are understood without even writing a single word:  LV>G@ LV>U@DQG J is the feminine
suffix, although how you read it would require a word
attached to it. This clarity, however, cannot be said for
the dot on â
 J >. This dot is meaningless. It only
makes sense when we have two pairs of words: ¾ÝàâJ
lkফ> >PDONč@ DQG ¾ÝàâN elkফ> >PHONč@ 7KH
two words need not appear in the same sentence or the
same text, but a pair does need to exist in the language.
Unlike the dots of  <d> and  <r>, however, the
dot on  J щ> does not represent a phoneme; rather, it
represents a morphological feature: 3rd person singular
feminine suffix. This is not the first time that a dot has
been used for a morphological purpose. The double dot
sy m is also morphological: it tells us that the word in
question is plural. But in the case of the  J щ> dot, it
is the first time a single dot is used for a morphological
purpose. Think of it as the earliest instance of morphological tagging. This gDYH WKH 0DOSKčQ̌ DQG VFULEHV D
powerful idea to exploit the dot further.

9

Tagging Dots

The most powerful, overloaded dot we have encountered thus far was the homograph disambiguation dot
which was used to distinguish between homographic
pairs like the perfect and active participle verbal forms
such as
versus

áÓøN T߮l>
[q̓߮DO@¶KHNLOOHG·
પ

áÓøJ Tફ߮l> >Tč߮HO@ ‘he kills’
and between nouns like ¾ÝàâJ >PDONč@ ¶NLQJ· opposite
¾ÝàâN >PHONč@¶DGYLFH·

We have already seen in Chapter 4 that the choice
for placing the dots was not random. Rather, it was
based on the quality of the first vowel of the word. The
more open vowel, called by classical grammarians the
thi ker vowel, took a dot above. The less open vowel,
called by classical grammarians the thinner vowel, took
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a dot below. Recall that the order of vowels in terms of
open versus closed is
č
a
e/̓

with [č@ EHLQJ WKH PRVW RSHQ 7KLV LV ZK\ >č@ DOZD\V
takes a dot above, while [e/̓@DOZD\VWakes a dot below.
7KH PLG YRZHO >D@ IOXFWXDWHG LQ SRVLWLRQ :KHQ FRmSDUHGZLWK>č@LWWakes a dot below, but when compared
with [e/̓@LWWakes a dot above.
)LIWK FHQWXU\ PDQXVFULSWV DOUHDG\ PDUN WKH >č@ RI
the active participle with a dot. We see the following
examples in a manuscript dated April 473: 1
ફ
ÊÂîJ রEG!>রčEHG@¶KHPDNHV·
J
ફ
ûãî রmr!>রčPDU@¶KHGZHOOV·
J
¾å Uثফ!>UčQ̌@¶KHWKLQNV·

Why is the dot above?
Because the active participle is contrasted with the
perfect which has the vowel [̓@ DOWKRXJK WKH earliest
examples of a sublinear dot that I have found are from
the sixth century. In other words, corresponding perfect
verbs, if dotted, would be
પ
ÊÂîN রEG!>র̓baG@¶KHPDGH·
પ
ûãîN রmr!>র̓PDU@¶KHGZHOOHG·
¾åN  Uذফ> [r̓nč@¶KHWKRXJKW·

Tagging Dots
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Another case of verbal homographs is found in participles with the prefix â <m>. The following forms
are from a sixth century manuscripts: 2

J
áÂÏÿâ
<PWщbl> [metьabal@¶ruined’
çØÿÙâ
 J <ytyn> [PD\W̌Q@¶they bring’
J <Pݔqd> [mpaqed@¶he orders’
Êùòâ
5F

With time, scribes began to think of the dots differently. The end result was exactly the same, but the interpretation of why a dot takes a certain position
FKDQJHG HVSHFLDOO\ ZKHQ >D@ ZDV LQYROYHG EHFDXVH LWs
position fluctuated. For instance, in the case of perfect
áÓøN [q̓߮DO@YHUVXVactive participle áÓøJ [qč߮HO@VFULEHV
no longer thought of the dots as distinguishing [̓@IURP
[č@7KH\WKRXJKWRIWKHGRWs as distinguishing the perJ
fect from the active participle. The dot on Êùòâ
Pݔqd> was now thought of as an active participle
dot. Hence, scribes began to think of the dots as marking morphological features.
The verbal string ÿÁÿÜ <ktbt> was also a challenge. It had three readings as we saw earlier: singular
2nd feminine [ketbat@ nd masculine [k̓tabW@ DQG st
common [ketbet@ +RZ can one distinguish them from
each other? Initially, there were no dots at all. We see in
a manuscript dated April 473 the phrase: 3
56F

ûâ~ûòÜçØ

K\G\QNSUWZফPUW!
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>KҮǦQNHSUDW ZফHPUDW@
‘she then denied and said’

Presumably, the context was quite clear because of the
pronoun  <hy> ‘she’ and the wider context as well.
By the eighth century, the feminine form took a dot
above the final  <t>. Here are some examples from a
manuscript dated September 736:

J
ÿÐÜÿü~
ফštkь߫> [ফeštakьat@¶she was found’
 J Ø~ <ফttzyর߫> [ফHWW]ҮরDW@¶she was moved’
ÿï
J
ÿùòå
<ZQST߫> [wnepqat@¶she went out’

The single dot, however, was not sufficient to disambiguate the 3-way homograph. Later, scribes came up with
three dot positions: the singular 3rd feminine form took a
ફ in west Syriac,
dot after the suffix as in «ÿÁÿÜ

NWEW>

while east Syriac designated this form with two dots
under the final consonant as in ƦŨƦƃ
Œ
NWEW ણ>. The 2nd
masculine form took a dot under as in ÿÁÿÜN ֎tbt> by
analogy with ÿÜN ֎tb>. Finally, the 1st person took a
J
dot above as in ÿÁÿÜ
NWȭt>.
The imperfect ÿÝå was also problematic as it
could be a singular 3rd masculine form, or a plural 1st
person. Note that in this case it is a homophone as well:
>QHNW࠭E@ The scribes put a dot under for the 3rd person
ÿÝåN ذktwb>, and a dot above for the 1st person
ÿÝåJ ثktwb>. Here too the choice was not random
but based on analogy. The dot above was analogous to
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¬ NWȭt> >NHWEHW@The analthe perfect 1st person ÿÁÿÜ
ogoy is not phonological; rather, it is morphological (1st
person).
Remember the dot on ¿ J <hZফ! >KZč@ YHUVXV
its enclitic ¿ N ьwফ!>Zč@IURP&KDSWHU6? The dot
on ¿ J is ambiguous as it can stand for the active parWLFLSOH >KčŽ@ :H ILQG D QLFH H[DPSOH IURP D PDQuscript dated April 528 that combines the morphological
dot with the silent dot: 4
¿ N ¿ J

57F

щwফ ьZফ!>KčŽZč@¶KDGEHFRPH·

The first dot is the active participle dot. The second dot
is the silent dot.

ooo

This does not mean that from now on scribes began
to mark all instances of verbs. Each scribe had his own
unique style of pointing. If the scribe thought the text
was clear, the verb was left dotless.
Sometimes we encounter dots that do not seem to
play any morphological function at all. Indeed, these are
not verbal dots. They belong to another breed of dots
that frequently—especially in post eleventh century
west Syriac manuscripts—are written in red ink.

10

Red Dots

By the end of the sixth century, 0DOSKčQ̌ DQG scribes
faced yet another challenge. This time, the new challenge had to do neither with disambiguation between
word pairs nor with morphological tagging. The new
problem had to do with how to pronounce certain consonants—six to be exact. First, let’s describe the linguistic problem.
Since ancient times, probably as far back as the
sixth century B.C. according to one prominent Aramaist,
six of the Aramaic consonants began to have double
pronunciation, one plosive and one fricative. 1 For example, the letter  <b> began to have two sounds:
plosive >E@ and fricative >Y@. The letter  <p> was
HLWKHUSORVLYH>S@RUIULFDWLYH>I@,f this is the first time
that you have come across the terms plosive and fri ative,
here is an explanation.
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A plosive sound is produced by first making a complete closure somewhere in the vocal tract. This closure
causes air pressure to build up behind the closure. It is
then released explosively6D\>E@)LUVW\RXFUHDWHDFOosure at the lips. You then build up air pressure behind
WKH OLSV 2QFH \RX RSHQ \RXU PRXWK WKH VRXQG >E@
comes out. In contrast, when saying a fricative, the vocal organs come very close together but they allow a
PRYHPHQW RI DLU EHWZHHQ WKHP 6D\ >Y@ <RXU XSSHU
teeth come close to the lower lip, but the air is continuously flowing causing audible fri tion.
The six Syriac letters affected by this phenomenon
are shown in the table below:
Consonant

Plosive

Fricative



>E@

>Y@

*čPDO



>J@

>ࣴ@DV)UHQFKr in Paris

'čODWK



>G@

>ˑ@DVth in English that

.čSK



>N@

[ट@DV6FRWWLVK lo h

Pe



>S@

>I@

Taw



>W@

>@ۏDVth in English thin

Beth

o Chapter 10
These letters are known collectively as the bgdkpt letters,
or using the mnemonic to make it easier to say, the
bg dkp t letters.

ooo

When do you pronounce these particular letters as
plosive and when fricative?
In ancient times, there was one simple rule: after a
consonant they were plosive, and after a vowel they
were fricative. Very simple indeed. For example, in

¿ÍÝàâ PONZWফ!>PDON࠭ۏč@‘kingdom’

The Ü is plosive >N@ because it comes after the consoQDQW>O@. The  is a fricative, [@ۏbecause it comes after
WKH YRZHO >࠭@ WKH  <w> is part of the vowel). Because the rule was so simple, there was no reason to
orthographically distinguish plosive from fricative
sounds. By the late sixth or early seventh century A.D,
however, things had changed.
If you were born around that time and your
MKDJ\čQč WKH 0alphčnč teaching you how to read)
asked you to apply the rule on the word

¾ÁÿÜ NWEফ!‘book’

you would say to yourself, “well,  follows the consoQDQW>N@VR,DPJRLQJWRSURQRXQFHLWDVDSORVLYH>W@
but  is after the vowel >č@ so I am going to say it as a
IULFDWLYH >Y@.” You stand in your classroom and raise
your voice confideQWO\VD\LQJ´>NWčYč@µ$OORIDVXGGHQ
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\RXU 0DOSKčQč ZKR had been so very proud of you,
gives you a look of disapproval. “No,” he shouts
“[kۏčYč@µVWUHVVLQJWKH>´@ۏZULWHLWGRZQWLPHVRQ
the l
!”
What had happened?
Long before you were born (remember, you are living in the sixth century A.D.), in fact sometimes between the third century B.C. and the third century A.D.,
a sound shift took place in all Aramaic dialects including Syriac. Linguists do not have a dramatic name for
this change, like the reat Vowel Shift in English. Let’s
be dramatic and give it a descriptive name: The Short
Vowel Deletion. As its name implies, short vowels were
lost in Aramaic, but not all short vowels. Only those
short vowels that occurred in unstressed open syllables.
Let’s take a small detour and talk a bit about short vowels and open syllables.

ooo

There are seven vowels in Syriac. Remember, we are
still in the sixth century and we have no way of indicating vowels apart from the single diacritical dot. So we
will represent them in transcription as well in the following table:
Vowel
P߭čьč

>D@

Example

J

[haw@

‘that’ (masc.)

o Chapter 10
=TčSč
RȮč߅č
Long RȮč߅č
ѽȮč߅č
ષ߅č߅č
5Zčьč

>č@
>H@
>̌@
>Ү@
>࠭@
>R@

J
¾ÝàâN
¾Á~
¾ýÙÁ
¾åÍå
Êø

[hčy@
>PHONč@
>ǦEč@
>EҮ߂č@
>Q࠭Qč@
>TGR߂@

‘that’ (fem.)
‘advice’
‘wolf’
‘evil’
‘fish’
‘holy’

Did you notice that some of these vowels are transcribed
with a macron, a supralinear line? These are the long
vowels. The vowels without a macron are the short vowHOV7KHVHDUH>D@>H@DQG>R@
Let’s now talk about syllables. An open syllable consists of a consonant (C) and a vowel (V), designated by
the sequence CV. For example, the Syriac negation

Ā Oফ!>Oč@‘not’

consists of an open syllable. (When determining syllaEOHV LW LV HDVLHU WR ORRN DW WKH WUDQVFULSWLRQ >Oč@ UDWKHU
than the Syriac orthographic representation.) A closed
syllable consists of the sequence CVC. The preposition

áî রO!>রDO@¶RQ·

is a closed syllable. The word

ûâ <mrn> >PčUDQ@¶RXU/RUG·

has two syllables, m -ran. The first is open and the second is closed. (Syllables in Syriac must start with a consonant.)
We said that the Short Vowel Deletion caused short
vowels to be deleted in open syllables. Let’s revisit the
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word ¾ÁÿÜ ‘book’ which caused your embarrassment
with the 0DOSKčQč Before the Short Vowel Deletion, it
XVHG WR EH SURQRXQFHG >NHWčEč@ RU >NLWčEč@ ZH GRQ·W
know the precise quality of the first vowel). We know
WKDW WKHUH ZDV D YRZHO DIWHU WKH >N@ E\ FRPSDULQJ WKLV
word with other Semitic languages, e.g. Arabic NLWčE.
Also, we know that Semitic languages do not start a
word with a consonant cluster; i.e. with two consecutive
consonants. This is why Semiticists hypothesise that the
word ¾ÁÿÜ was pronounced >NHWčEč@ZLWKDQ>H@YRZHO
DIWHU WKH >N@ (or maybe [kʈWčEč@ ZLWK D VKRUWHU YRZHO
but a vowel nonetheless).
Let’s go back to our bgčdkpčt rule: after a consonant
plosive, and after a vowel fricative. Applying the rule to
¾ÁÿÜ [keWčEč@, the  <t> becomes [Ԭ@EHFDXVHLWRcFXUV DIWHU WKH YRZHO >H@ DQG WKH  <b> becomes >Y@
EHFDXVH LW RFFXUV DIWHU WKH YRZHO >č@ 7KH UHVXOW LV
[keԬčYč@ But when the Short Vowel Deletion was established in Aramaic-speaking lands, the [e@ZDVGHOHWHG
Let’s go over the process slowly. First, divide up the
word into syllables: [ke-Ԭč-Yč@; i.e. three open syllables.
The Short Vowel Deletion causes the short YRZHO>H@WREH
deleted because it is in an open syllable. The two instances of the YRZHO >č@ DUH UHWDLQHG EHFDXVH WKH\ DUH
long and the deletion rule only applies to short vowels.

o Chapter 10
The result is [kۏčYč@ The order in which the rules are
applied is important. The bg dkp t rule is applied first,
and then vowel deletion.
The order of the rules is important not only in
providing a correct result, but also because it explains
what may have actually happened. Fricatization—that is
the changing of the sound from plosive to fricative—
must have been originally productive. (In linguistics,
‘productive’ means that the rule was alive and caused
the sound change when the rule was triggered.) At some
point in history, it seems that the bg dkp t sounds became fossilized; i.e. they stopped changing. Whatever
was plosive remained plosive and whatever was fricative remained fricative. When the Short Vowel Deletion
affected Aramaic, the fossilization had already taken
place. 2

ooo

1RZEDFNWR\RXDQG\RXU0DOSKčQč+HH[SODLQVWR
you the history of the Short Vowel Deletion and convinces
you to always assume that there was an old vowel that
was deleted whenever you see a word starting with two
consonants. You then SURYHWR\RXU0DOSKčQčWKDW\RX
understand everything. You recite Psalm 92:1–2: 3

¾ØûãßÍØÍãßÃÒ
¾ãØûâÞãýßûâÎãß
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ÍÂÙÒÀûñ÷ÁÍØÍÐãß
K
¿ÍàÙàÁÍæãØ


߮čYOPDZGč\࠭OPčU\č
ZDOPH]PDUOD߂Pčट PUD\Pč
lamьDZč\࠭Y߅DIUč߮D\E࠭ۏčट
ZKD\PčQ࠭ۏčट EOD\ODZčۏč
‘It is good to praise the Lord, and to sing to your
name, O Most High. To declare Your lovingkindness
in the morning, And Your faithfulness every night’

You are a real pro! Not only did you figure out to pronounce the letters in a fricative manner after vowels,
you also said [v߅DIUč@ IRU Àûñ÷Á because the previous
word ended in a vowel. Well done!
You think that you are done, but next your MalSKčQčSUHVHQWV\RXZLWh the noun

¾XâÍÏ <ьZWPফ!>ь࠭WčPč@¶FRQFOXGLQJ·

You look at it and do not see any short vowels to delete.
To be sure, you double check if there are any two consonants next to each other, just in case there was an old
short vowel that was deleted. You find none. You see
WKDW >W@ LV DIWHU WKH YRZHO >࠭@. It is the only bg dkp t
letter. You stand with the utmost confidence and say in
a loud voice “[ь࠭ۏčPč@µ<RXUJUXPS\0DOSKčQčshows
you his disappointed face again!

o Chapter 10
“Go to the window and look outside,” your MalSKčQč commands. You follow the order and gaze at the
vast fields surrounding your school. You are puzzled.
“Do you see the School of Nisibis?” he asks you disapprovingly.
“No 0DOSKčQčµ\RXUeply “we are in Qenneshrin.”
Ah! Now you get it! Your friends further east say the
word ¾âÍÏ differently. Firstly, instead of a long >࠭@
they say a short [u@6HFRQGO\WKH\GRXEOHthe  <t>
saying [ьuWWčPč@ You are smart enough to recognize
that the double >W@remains plosive. Now, you smile and
say to your 0DOSKčQč “[ь࠭WčPč@”. No [ @ۏYour MalSKčQčQRZVKRZV\RXDVPLOH He asks you to sit down.
You are off the hook.
In fact, you are lucky. Can you imagine if your MalSKčQčKDGDVNHd you to sound the word

¾Á  GKEফ!¶JROG·"

Yes, it is syllabified [dah-Eč@ QR VKRUW YRZHOV LQ RSHQ
syllables and no consonant clusters to indicate an earlier
vowel that may have gotten deleted before you were
born! BuWWKH>E@LQWKLVFDVHLVQRWplosive as you may
expect; rather, it is a fricative >Y@>GDKYč@:K\"
Comparing the word to other Semitic languages, we
know that it must have been [da-ha-Eč@LQIRUPHUWLPHV
It is zahav in Hebrew and dahab in Arabic, both with a
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VKRUW >D@ DIWHU >K@ 6LQFH >E@ XVHG WR EH DIWHU DQ >D@ LQ
IRUPHUWLPHVLWEHFDPHDIULFDWLYH>Y@>GDKYč@
But wait a minute. In the original [da-ha-Eč@WKHUH
are two short vowels and both are in open syllables.
Which one to delete?
The Short Vowel Deletion is actually more specific
than what I have described before. It applies ba kwards
from the end of the word! Hence, you have to find the
last short vowel in an open syllable and delete it first.
Applying the rule on [da-ha-Yč@\LHOGV>GDK-Yč@ZLWKWKH
>Y@ LQWDFW 7KH VDPH SURFHVV DSSOLHV WR WKH ZRUG ¾ÂàÏ

[ьDOYč@ ‘milk’.

ooo

As you can see, the pronunciation had already
changed in two ways: The Short Vowel Deletion, and in
regions west of the Euphrates the loss of doubling.
However, the bg dkp t rule remained fossilized, oblivious to these changes. The rule was no longer productive.
This obviously began to cause problems for readers and
by the sixth century it seems that the situation was intolerable.
7KH0DOSKčQ̌DQGVFULEHVORRNHGIRUDGHYLFH to indicate if a sound was plosive or fricative. Surprise, surprise. They used the dot again!

o Chapter 10
As we saw earlier in the case of vowels, they decided to mark what they called a thi k vowel with a dot
above and a thin vowel with a dot below. They looked at
the consonants and thought of the plosive versions as
hard and the fricative versions as soft. They followed
their logic and decided to put a dot above the hard (plosive) sounds, and a dot below the soft (fricative) sounds.
This is how we ended up with:
ફ
¾Á ÿ Ü ¬ N߮ȯফ>
[kۏčYč@¶ERRN·
¬
¾âÍÏ <ьZ߫Pফ!>ь࠭WčPč@¶FRQFOXGLQJ·
¾Á  ¬ ʹKȯফ!>GDKYč@¶JROG·
¾ÂàÏ
 <ьOȯফ> [ьDOYč@¶PLON·

By the eleventh century, some scribes, especially
those living west of the Euphrates, saw that there were
far too many dots on words. If the word had the plural
double dot sy m and, say, a homograph disambiguation
dot, then adding bg dkp t would overcrowd the word.
To distinguish dot types, the scribes—again those living
west of the Euphrates—used red ink for bg dkp t dots.
Nineteenth century grammarians used little circles in
printing to indicate the red dots as in

¾Á P ÿ
 P Ü L NWળ લEલফ> [kۏčYč@‘book’.

ooo

Of course, having more than one dot on a word is
indeed confusing and in reality one does not usually
encounter many dots on a single word apart from spe-
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cial types of text: either grammatical works or manuscripts of the genre called the Mashlm nutho ‘tradition’
(the so-called ‘masora’). 4 The latter are manuscripts that
have extracts of difficult phrases from the Scriptures or
the writings of the Church fathers marked with many
dots.
But this does not mean that normal texts did not
begin to have more than one dot on a single word early
on. A problem arose when scribes wanted to distinguish
three-way or four-way homographs from each other. So
far, we have seen two-way homographs like ¾ÝàâJ
PONফ!>PDONč@and ¾ÝàâN PONফ!>PHONč@. But how
about the string ¿~ ফWফ!? As a verb, it can be past
WHQVH >ফHWč@ ¶KH FDPH· SUHVHQW WHQVH >ফčW̌@ ¶KH LV FRming’, or an imperfect 1st SHUVRQ>ফҮW̌@ ‘I shall come’. As a
QRXQ LW FDQ EH >ফčWč@ ¶VLJQ·. The scribes needed a new
solution.

11

A Pair of Dots

Clearly if one had to distinguish three-way homographs—say the string ¿~ <ফWফ> >ফHWč@ ¶KH FDPH·
>ফčW̌@¶KHLVFRPLQJ·DQG>ফčWč@¶VLJQ·—then a single dot
would not suffice. The single dot can at best distinguish
between two forms only. For example, the scribe of a
manuscript dated April 473 had no way to distinguish
>ফčWč@ ‘sign’ IURP >ফčW̌@ ‘he comes’ which occur on the
same page. 1
We have already seen the quote from the grammarian Jacob of Edessa (d. 708) regarding the homograph
dot back in Chapter 4. That was just the beginning of
the quote. Here it is now in full:
62F

When a word is thick or broad in vowel sound, it
takes a dot above; when it is fine or thin, it takes a
dot below. If it is medium, between fine and thick,
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and there are two other words similar to it in
spelling, it takes two dots, one above and one below.

In other words, Jacob tells us to apply the two-way
homograph dots as we have already done:
and

J <ফWফ>
ફ
¿~
>ফčW̌@‘he comes’
પ
¿~N <ফWফ>
>ফHWč@‘he came’.

Remember that open >č@ WDNHV WKH dot above, while
closed >H@takes it below. Now, the third member of the
three-way homographs takes two dots, a dot above and a
J <ফWফફ >
પ >ফčWč@ ‘sign’. Since the invention
dot below: ¿
N ~
of sy m , this is the first time that we encounter a sign
that consists of two dots.
But we must be careful. As I mentioned in the Preface, what grammarians say about dots does not always
match what we find in manuscripts. Grammarians are
prescriptive; they want to tell us how to do things. The
single dot is indeed attested with this string in sixth century manuscripts. For example, a manuscript dated July
548, exactly 160 years prior to the death of our gramJ
ફ
marian, has ¿~ <ফWফ>
for the active participle
2
[ফčW̌@. Another manuscript, dated April 564, gives
પ
¿~N ফWফ!for
the perfect [ফHWč@ 3
How about the noun >čWč@¶VLJQ·"As per Jacob’s description, we expect two points: one above and another
64F

o Chapter 11
below. But that is not what we find in the July 548
manuscript. Instead we find one dot, but in a peculiar
position: 4

~ ફ~ ফW ફফ>

Note where the dot is located, between  <t> and ~
<ফ>. There are two extraordinary things about this dot.
Firstly, it is the first dot that appears between two letters, neither above nor below the line but vertically between the base line and the ascender of  <t>. Today,
using terminology from typography, we would say that
the dot is near the ‘x-height’ of  <t>. Secondly, the
position of this dot still persists today. I have a video
where a scribe shows how he puts the dot exactly in the
same position for this same string.

ooo

Back to Jacob’s system. Which member of the set is
to take the two points? Jacob of Edessa does not provide
a clue in his grammar. He talks of a medium sound
which is hard to interpret. We can, however, deduce the
answer from the above example, as well as other examples from manuscripts. Here too, our scribes had a good
system. It is the item that belongs to a different grammatical category that takes the two dots (or in the above
case the dot between the letters). In the case of ¿~
J
પ
ફ
ফWফ!, both ¿~ ফWফ!
>ফčW̌@DQG¿~
>ফHWč@
N ফWফ!
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are verbs and are distinguished by the single dot. The
J ফWফફ >
પ >ফčWč@
two dots are reserved for the noun ¿
N ~
J
પ
Note that the two dots on ¿
 N ~ ফWফફ > act as one unit.
Either one of them is meaningless on its own.
J <ফnফ
પ
ફ ফnফ>
Do you remember the dots on ¾å~¾å
~
N
from Chapter 6? This was the silent dot. The dot above
indicates that one ought to pronounce the ~ ফ!,
ZKLOH WKH GRW EHORZ PDUNV LW VLOHQW >ফHQč Qč@ 7KHVH
silent dots should not be confused with Jacob’s double
J <ফWফફ >
પ ‘sign’, although by mere coincidots on ¿
N ~
dence the silent interpretation works here as well.
Modern west Syriac scribes follow a slightly different convention to mark the various readings of ¿~
<ফWফ>, including WKHLPSHUIHFW>ফҮW̌@¶,VKDOOFRPH·:

ŦŁĥõ <ফ߮ফ> [ফetč@¶he comes’
ŦŁĥñ <ফ߫ফ> [ফčW̌@¶he comes’
ŦŁĥ
œ <ফt ফ> [ফҮW̌@¶I shall come’
ŦĮŒ Łĥ
õ <ফ߮ ফ> [ফčWč@¶sign’
.

.

Recall that the dot for [ফčWč@ ¶VLJQ· DSSHDUV DV HDUO\ DV
the July 548 manuscript discussed above. This convention practiced by modern scribes is attested as early as
WKH WHQWK FHQWXU\ ,Q IDFW PDQ\ 0D߂OPčQ࠭WKR PDQuscripts used the ¿~ <ফWফ> as an illustration. 5
6F
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East Syriac has a different convention for the word
‘sign’. It is marked by two dots under 
O W ણ> as in
¿~
<ফW
ણফ>.
O

ooo

Even before Jacob’s time, scribes had figured out
that they could use two dots on one word. From the
sixth century onward, we begin to see pairs of dots in
ZRUGV WKDW KDYH WZR YRZHOV XVXDOO\ >D@ DQG >H@ VXFK
as: 6

¾æN òâ
 J <Sذফ> [PDSQ̌@¶KHreturns’
¾Ð
N â
 J ьપফ> [maь̌@ ‘he makes live’

7KHILUVWGRWGRHVQRWVWDQGIRU>D@QRUGRHVWKHVHFRQG
GRWIRU>H@7KHSDLUof dots work together to indicate an
[a-H@YRFDOL]DWLRQ sequence which usually occurs in participles RI3ષDODQG3DષષHOYHUEV:HHYHQEHJLQWRVHHLW
RQ3ષDOSDUWLFLSOHVRIYHUEVZKRVHroots end in ~ ফ!
as in

J
પ
¿Í
N ü ߃Zফ!>߂Ž@¶HTXDO·.

These dots are still in common use today especially in
the case of ~-ending verbs.
Two vowels, two dots… Hmm! Why not assign each
vowel its own unique dots?

12

Vowel Dots

Just prior to the seventh century, we find in ancient
manuscripts traces of a double dot sign, but unlike the
two dots on

¾æN òâJ <Sذফ!>PDSQ̌@¶KHUHWXUQV·

which we have just encountered in the previous chapter,
the pair of dots now mark one vowel. The dots act as one
unit as well. This is quite a departure from all previous
dots. The first such double dot that we encounter prior
to the seventh century is º
 §ª for the vowel >D@,WLVIRXQG
on the word

ûü§ª ߂rપફ y> >߂DUҮ@¶KHEHJDQ·

To emphasize the importance of this new invention,
allow me to reiterate. The double dot º
 §ª is not used to
distinguish a homographic pair, nor is it to mark a specific morphological feature. It is not something that ap
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ª

plies to an entire word like sy m . The double dot º
 § is
QRZ D YRZHO VLJQ XQLTXH RQO\ WR >D@ ,W LV D segmental
sign.
In linguistics, and more specifically in phonology,
each sound in the language is called a segment. In English, each letter of the alphabet is a segment. In Syriac,
only consonantal segments have letters, as well as
(mostly) long vowels. Short vowels, which are still phonological segments, had hitherto rarely been written
with an unambiguous sign. Now, the double dot º
 §ª
would UHSUHVHQWWKHVHJPHQW>D@WKHVDPHZD\WKHEnglish letter a represents an English segment. The only
difference is that writing down º
 §ª >D@LQ6\ULDFLVRSWLRnal while in English it is obligatory. Hence, the two dots
are one and only one symbol and represent one vowel.
They go hand in hand.
Also note that this is the first time—and would be
the only time—where a symbol has two dots bound to a
single base graph one of which is placed above and the
other below the line. This remarkable development was
so widely accepted that the symbol survives as the sign
for [a@XQWLOthe modern day in both east and west Syriac circles.
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This marks the beginning of a process that would
eventually define for each vowel its own unique dots.
The process would take some time.

ooo

The next double dot to appear on the scene, sometime after the seventh century, was º
£ IRUWKHYRZHO>H@
i.e. two dots under the line. It appears early under the
word

áÏ
£ <dьણl> [dьHO@¶KHZDVDIUDLG·

The next development, which seemed logical to
scribes, was to mark each vowel independently. Now,
we begin to see words like

áÝ£ è
 § ª <VફNપ lણ > [sakHO@¶KHtaught’.

That is, one word with two vowel signs, each of which
consisted of two dots. Now, if you wanted to fully vocalize the word ¾æò
 â
 J >PDSQ̌@, you could write it like this:
ª
¾æ£ òâ
 § Pફપ SQણফ> with each vowel having its own dots.
Sometime during the eighth century, a new vowel
sign appeared, again in the form of two dots, but now
the dots were slanted and one dot was higher than the
other. This double dot mark was above the line and inGLFDWHGWKHYRZHO>č@DVLQ
ફ > >TčP@¶KHURVH·
äø Tફm

During the same period, another slanted double dot
V\PERODSSHDUHGIRUWKHYRZHO>̌@EXWZDVSODFHGXQGHU
the line as in

o Chapter 12

Ìß¤ ׆.h>

[ľK@¶WRKLP·

(Due to typographical constraints, I could not represent
the two slanted supralinear dots in the transliteration
and have instead resorted to two vertical dots. At any
rate, some manuscripts indeed use vertical dots instead.)

ooo

We must ask ourselves: why was º placed above the
word, while º
£ and º¤ were placed under?
Our single diacritical dot gives us the clue to the answer. Recall that when the fifth century scribes wanted
WR GLVWLQJXLVK KRPRJUDSKV WKDW GLIIHUHG LQ >č@ versus
>H@WKH\SODFHGDGRWDERYHIRU>č@DQGDGRWEHORZIRU
J
>H@ as in ¾ÂÒ [߮čEč@YHUVXV ¾ÂÒ
N [߮HEč@There was no
need to change the system. This is why º ended up
above and º
£ and º¤ below. Now we can write these
ફ
ફ
and ¾Â£Ò <߮ E
words as ¾ÂÒ <߮Eફ ফ>
ણ ফ>, respectively
(remember that one dot under in the transcription is
part of the letter).
,VWKHUHDUHDVRQZK\WKHPDUNVIRU>D@DQG>H@GeYHORSHG DOPRVW D FHQWXU\ EHIRUH WKH PDUNV IRU >č@" It
was probably EHFDXVH>D@DQG>H@had hardly any orthoJUDSKLFUHSUHVHQWDWLRQZKLOH>č@ZDValready represented by ~ ফ!, at least at the end of words, as in

¾ÁÿÜ NWEফ!>NWčEč@ ‘book’.

ooo
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By now, four of our seven vowels have their own
unambiguous signs:

º§ª IRU>D@
º IRU>č@
º£ IRU>H@
º¤ IRU>̌@

These are vowels that were not represented by letters
(apart from the ~ ফ!WKDWPDUNHGILQDO>č@DQG>̌@LQ
words like ¾ÁÿÜ >NWčEč@ ¶ERRN· DQG LWV SOXUDO ¾ÁÿÜK
>NWčĚ@  7KH UHPDLQLQJ WKUHH YRZHOV DUH >Ү@ >R@ DQG
>࠭@7Kese were always represented by a matres le tionis,
the letters  <w> and  <y>)RUH[DPSOHWKH>Ү@LQ
>EҮ߂č@¶HYLO·LVLQGLFDWHGE\  <y> in ¾ýÙÁ E\߂ফ!. So
DUH>R@DQG>࠭@LQ

çÙüÍøÊø TGZ߂TZG߂\Q!>TGR߂T࠭G߂ҮQ@
‘Holy of Holies’

The scribes wanted to mark these vowels with their own
dots as well, or maybe they wanted to indicate when 
<y> and  <w> acted as matres le tionis instead of
consonants. They resorted to the single dot: ØN IRU >Ү@ 
J
J
IRU >R@ DQG 
 N IRU >࠭@ 1RZ ZH FDQ ZULWH çÙN üÍø
N Êø
TGࣻ߂TࣿG߂ऺn>.
Again, let us ask: why a dot above the  <w> for
>R@DQGDGRWEHORZIRU>࠭@"

o Chapter 12
We have seen earlier that open vowels take a dot
above, while closed vowels take a dot under. Our ancient grammarians thought of vowels as thick and thin
which seem to correspond to our categorization of open
and closed, respectively. The choice does not seem to be
UDQGRP7KH0DOSKčQ̌DQGVFULEHVWKRXJKWWKDW>R@was
WKLFNHU WKDQ >࠭@ 7KH YRZHOV DUH VKRZQ EHORZ LQ WKH
vowel chart. ,QGHHG>R@LVPRUHRSHQWKDQ>࠭@

ooo

Front
Close
Mid
Near-Open

Back

i

u

e

o

a

Open

ľ

We have seen earlier how homographs like
and

J

щw> >KDZ@¶WKDW·

N

ьw> >K࠭@¶KH·

J

щy> >Kč\@¶WKDW·

were distinguished by a dot. Similarly, homographs like
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and

N

ьy> >KҮ@¶VKH·

were distinguished by the single dot. Is it possible that
bit by bit, the dots under the line came to be associated
with WKH YRZHOV >࠭@ DQG >Ү@ ZKHQ XVHG ZLWK  <w>
and  <y>, respectively? Certainly, this could have
been the source of these dots.
At any rate, a full vocalization system came to exist
by the eighth century. Now, each vowel sound had its
own unique symbol as the following table shows:
1. º
 §ª fRU>D@.
2. º IRU>č@.
£ IRU>H@.
3. º
4. º
¤ IRU>̌@.
5. ØN IRU>Ү@.
J IRU>R@.
6. 
7. 
 N IRU>࠭@.
Note that before this time, a dot or double dot symbol had no meaning on its own: Òફ DQG Òત do not mean
anything when devoid of consonants. They have to be
on a word to allow us to figure out their meaning. We
may even need a larger context to understand what the
dots mean. The only exceptions are the dots on  <d>
and  <r> and the suffix  J щ> dot. The function of

o Chapter 12
these dots is known without any context, although the
base graph is required.
Not so in the case of the vowel dots. Theoretically,
one does not even need the base graph, although this
never happens in real texts. The dots on their own,
without a base graph, are indicative of the vowels they
represent: º
 §ª LV >D@ º LV >č@ º£ LV >H@, and º¤ LV >̌@ <RX
can put each one of them on a sheet of paper by itself
and the reader will still know what they are. This was a
major departure from all of the previous dots that required a consonantal context in order to make sense,
(apart from sy m of course which is unambiguous).

ooo

The fully dotted vocalization system persists until
today. All Syriac grammars mislead the student to think
that the dotted system is exclusive to east Syriac, while
west Syriac only uses the ‘Greek’ vowels: š
ł IRU>D@šŅ for
Ō
ŏ
ň
>R@ š
 IRU >H@ š IRU >Ү@ DQG š IRU >࠭@ :KLOH LW LV WUXH
that the ‘Greek’ vowels are exclusively west Syriac, the
dotted system survives in both east and west Syriac on
an equal footing. You can see it used extensively in
twenty-first century manuscripts.
It is also true that the distinction between 
J and  N is
phonologically lost in west Syriac. Yet, west Syriac
scribes religiously maintain the distinction between
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these sounds in the orthography. When in doubt, modern west Syriac scribes go out of their way to consult the
lexica of Audo and Manna, 1 two east Syriac lexicographers, to determine if a word with  <w> takes a dot
above or below.

ooo

Throughout this book we have encountered many
dots, but all of them had a specific linguistic function
that affected the segmental value of the word; i.e. how it
is pronounced, which in turn affected the meaning of
the word. The dots on  <d> and  <r> turn these
letters into independent segmental signs. The plural
sy m dot affects pronunciation and hence the meaning
of the word; so does the  J щ> suffix dot. The disambiguation dots guide the reader to choose the correct
word and hence the sense changes. The bg dkp t dots
affect the sound and in many cases the meaning. All
these dots have a linguistic function. The Syriac dot,
however, was not content with all of these textual functions. It was willing to be used for paratextual purposes
as well.

13

Punctuation Dots

Our first instinct when we think of a dot is its usage as a
punctuation mark, the period or what is called in Britain
the full stop. Indeed, Syriac scribes did use the dot as a
period to break long phrases or to mark the end of a
sentence as early as the fifth century.
Already by the time of the 411 manuscript, scribes
used a single dot on or near the baseline to mark a
pause in reading. Visually, this mark is similar to our
modern period or full stop. It differed from it, however,
in that it did not always mark the end of a full sentence
or phrase systematically. (Pre-modern texts in virtually
all languages did not mark punctuation consistently.
English punctuation did not become standard and unified until the nineteenth century.)
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The following example, taken from the Old Syriac
Gospels, illustrates the usage of the punctuation dot as it
appears in the fifth century Curetonian manuscript:

K
Úàî~  ÊÙãßÿß
Êùñ ÿÁ çâ ÍýØ çØ ûâ
Íùòå çØ Íå Ę¿Ìß~ ¾æÙãØ çâ ÿØ ė¾Ùãýß
Ę¾ÜÍÝÁûÜ~
çæÏÍØÍÙàÅå~
 ÿØ~ ¿ÿàâ   ¿ÿàâ ¿   ÿØ~ ÿÙüûÁ
¾å ¿ÿàâ  ÿØ~¿Ìß~¿Ìß~Íß¿
¿Ìß~¿ÍßÿÙüûÁ¿  ÿØ~
After commanding his disciples, our Lord Jesus ascended to heaven and sat on the right hand of God.
Then they went out and preached everwhere.
Gospel of John
In the beginning was the word, and the word was
with God, and the word was God. This one was with
God in the beginning.

As an aside, I have chosen the above example for
another reason which is unrelated to dots: to illustrate
the order of the Gospels in the Curetonian manuscript.
The above text shows the end of Mark and then immediately after—on the same page—the beginning of John!
(Other manuscripts have the usual order we are accustomed to: Matthew, Mark, Luke, John.)

ooo

o Chapter 13
Back to dots. Unlike our modern punctuation dots
which are linear (i.e. they appear on the base line on
their own), the single punctuation dot in Syriac can take
various positions. Indeed, it can be on the line as indicated in the above example. But it can also be above or
below the final letter of a word. This can cause confusion if the last letter is a <h>. Is it a dot for a feminine suffix or is it a punctuation dot? Usually the context can help, but quite often it is difficult to know the
function of such dots—at least for me! We have seen a
confusing example when we discussed the dots below  N
ь> in Chapter 8. When providing examples for this
book, I avoided many such dots because I myself was
not sure of the function of the dot.

ooo

As time went by, a double-dot punctuation mark—
similar to our colon <:> in shape but closer to our
comma <,> in function—was used to mark even smaller phrases. We find this double dot in sixth century
manuscripts.
The double-dot punctuation mark took various
shapes: straight like our colon <:>, and oblique like
<u> and <v>. The double-dot was sometimes exactly
on the baseline, but sometimes above it or below it. It
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varied from hand to hand and sometimes within the
same manuscript.
Around the eighth century, the double-dot occasionally became a triple-dot <Ȇ> although this remains
rare and mostly appears in late liturgical manuscripts.
As time passed, the double- and triple-dot mark becomes more ornamental. In the case of the former, the
bottom dot may be in black and the top dot in red. In
the case of the triple-dot, the middle dot might be in red
and the other two dots in black. 1
The end of a major section of a book was marked by
a variety of signs: a four-dot mark like <o ȋȌ> or a
dotted cross like <Ȋ>, or a little circle <o>, or even
a sequence of such symbols. For instance, we see in a
manuscript dated April 564 the sequence: 2
70F

o o

at the end of a section. We also see the sequence 3

 

ending another section. Another manuscript, written
before July 576, uses four consecutive dots,  , to end a
paragraph. 4
The four dots were also used aesthetically with titles
and rubrics. Here is an example of a title from a sixth
century manuscript: 5
72F

oÍÙàÙéÁ¾æÁÍÒ o

o Chapter 13
In this particular case, the two horizontal dots are in red
and the two vertical ones in black.

ooo

Today, in English, punctuation marks include the
question mark <?>. Syriac is in fact the first language
in which the most ancient question mark appears, and
this recently made international news.
On Friday, July 22, 2011 the London-based uardian newspaper published a sensational article titled
‘Cambridge University believes to have found world’s
first question mark’. It was reported that the question
mark in question was in the form of a vertical double
dot called zawg el y or ¾Ùàî ¾Ä in Syriac. The
Syriac scholar in question upon whose research the article was based is Dr. Chip Coakley.
The name of the double dot is descriptive: zawg
means ‘double’ or ‘pair’ and el y means ‘upper’; i.e.
the upper pair. It was given this name because the double dot was placed above the line as in the following
example (Matthew 27:13): 6

®

J

ÞÙàîçØÌéâ¾ãÜ
N
 ðãüĀ
ÿå~

Do you not hear how they are testifying against you?

®

The vertical dots appear on the third word ÿå~

ફ
<ফQW>. Also note that the question ends with another
pair of dots called ta t y ‘lower dots’, usually oblique,
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N
<রO\֎.>. The two pairs
at the end of the phrase, ÞÙàî
work hand-in-hand. They are typically used with yes-orno questions.
The zawg el y and ta t y dots belong to another
genre of dots, in fact the most complex of all known
Syriac dots. Their purpose was to help read texts, especially biblical texts, correctly or at least with their own
received tradition.

14

Reading Dots

The question mark pair we encountered in the previous
chapter—zawg el y and ta t y —are not an isolated
case. They are two of a few dozen prosodic marks (also
called accent marks). There was a dot to prolong reading a word; another to mark a short pause but with rising intonation. There was a dot to denote a demonstrative or an interjection; another to mark an interrogative.
Some marks consisted of single dots, while others of
double or triple dots. Some dots were placed above the
lines, others below the line, while another sat on the
line. Some dots were small, others large. J. B. Segal
(1912–2003), a scholar who studied the dots extensively, expressed this complexity in his book The Dia riti al
Point in Syria : 1
The reader of the average Syriac manuscript or book
is confronted with a bewildering profusion of points.
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They are large, of medium size and small, arranged
singly or in twos and threes, placed above the word,
below it, or upon the line… As the written language
became more extensively used so these orthographic
signs had become more frequent and varied.

As the saying goes, too mu h of a good thing is bad.
The multitude of dot types, their position with respect
to the line, and their size, combined with scribal errors
in transmitting them from one exemplar manuscript to
the next, resulted in a very confused state of affairs. Differences that developed later between the east and west
Syriac traditions did not help to clarify matters. Already
in the thirteenth century, the polymath Gregory Bar
ષEbroyo (d. 1286) wrote frustratingly,
The 0DOSKčQ̌ said that the accent marks in the Holy
Books are beyond human comprehension; they have
been inspired by the Holy Spirit!

To get a taste of these dots, let’s consider a few of
them with some examples. As it is easier to give the examples fully vocalized, I shall switch now to the Serto
script.
One such mark is called the M awy n ‘demonstrator’. It consists of a dot above a word. As its name implies, it is placed above a demonstrative pronoun. For
example, it is placed on

o Chapter 14

ňŅ ł Ņ ň ň ŏ łŅ
ŦŁĥĲĿƦŨĪŁ
ƢƉĥĪĭĬŴƌĬñ

This is the one about whom I said, “he is coming after
me” (Jn 1:30)

The purpose of the dot is not simply to tell the reader that Íå J щnw> is a demonstrative pronoun. The
reader probably already knows that. The purpose is to
tell the reader to read the demonstrative pronoun with
rising intonation and stress: “This is the one about
whom I said…”.
There is another mark called the Mdamr n
‘amazement’. It consists of two dots, like our colon,
above a word to express wonderment, surprise, or dismay. It appears in the phrase

ł ťƍŅ Ƅł ſŕ ĥł
Ņ ūŴƇ
ł
ŧ ǔň ũƍ
ƙƌ

How did the mighty fell! (2 Sam. 1:19)

Here too, the position above the word ¾æÝØ~
® ফ\ફNફ Qফ>
is to indicate rising intonation. It is somewhat equivalent to our exclamation mark (!).
Another double-dot mark above the line is the R h
‘runner’. Unlike the previous mark where the two dots
were vertical, like a colon, this mark has the dots in a
horizontal position. It is placed between two words that
are supposed to be read together without a pause—as if
one is running as the mark’s name suggests. An example
is found in this phrase:
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ŏ ĲųƀʛŅ ũò ƣł .ťƊň Ɗò łƕ ěķŴƄɤ
ŏ ƃ
ŏ ťɕƢ
ň ƃ
Ņ Ŵŷũł ƣł
Ņ ƊƆ
ěƎſųɤ
Ņ ň
ŦŁŴŅ Ɖò ĥ
‘Praise the Lord, all you nations.
Praise him, all peoples.’ (Ps. 116/117:1)

K ěÍÝàÜ NONZQ ત রPત Pফ> should be
Here, ¾ããî
read together without any pause. The same applies to
K ěçØÌàÜ <klhyQ রPત
ત ZWফ! WKHGRWVRQPત > are
¿Íâ~
the sy m plural marker). The dots have nothing to do
with intonation.
Yet another double-dot mark which looks exactly
like R h is found in early manuscripts to indicate a
vocative. It occurs a few times in the text of the New
Testament; e.g. in Jn 9:38 we read:

ł ł
Ņ Ņ ň ł
łň ň ŏ
ųƆň űŔŬƏ
Ŕň ƈƙƌŔ ĭ ěĲô ƢƉ ťƌôĥ ƎƊſųƉ .ƢƉĥ ƎſĪŔ ĭĬ

He then said, “I believe, my lord.” And he fell down
and worshiped him.

Let’s now take a look at some dots below the line.
The M aly n ‘of prayer’ (sometimes called Me ka p n
‘supplicating’) consisting of two dots below the line. It is
used with phrases of prayer as in
‘I beseech you Lord’

ň ƌĥť
Ņ ƍŅ Ɖť
Ņ ň ƖŨŅ
Ņ Ɖƅ
ğťɕƢ

Unlike the dots above the line, those under the line usually indicated falling intonation. (Some scholars have

o Chapter 14
suggested that these dots were used for musical chants
but it is difficult to establish that. 2)

ooo

There were some dots that had nothing to do with
intonation or how to read (or chant) a text. They were
simply informational, really paratextual. One such mark
is the M ayd n ‘uniting’. What did it unite?
Someone wanted the reader to know when two
words in the Syriac biblical text correspond to one Greek
word. For example, ÀÊÙàØĀ >OčҮOҮGč@‘not begotten’ is
one word in Greek, agennetos. In fact, it is one word in
English too, unbegotten. To unite the two Syriac words,
the scribes put a dot at the end of Ā and another at the
beginning of ÀÊÙàØ resulting in

ÀÊÙàØN Ā
 N Oফ પ ऺO\Gফ!‘unbegotten’.

Some of these dots were very important in interpreting texts. Recall the two pairs of dots used in yes-or-no
TXHVWLRQV IURP WKH SUHYLRXV FKDSWHU %DU ષ(EUč\č, commenting on 1 Cor. 11:13, explains: 3
Anyone reading

J

®

¿ÌßĀĀ
N
ÌýØāÄÊÜ ¿ÿåĀ¿½Ø


unless he notices the t ks dots on ¿ÿå~ [2nd
ZRUG@ and the ta t y dots on ¿Ìß~ >ODVW ZRUG@,
will not know whether the blessed Apostle permits a
woman to pray with her head uncovered, or forbids
her.
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%DU ષ(EUč\č FDOOV zawg el y by the name t ks .) Indeed, devoid of dots, one can read the verse as “It is
appropriate for a woman to pray to God with her head
uncovered,” or equally as “Is it appropriate for a woman
to pray to God with her head uncovered?” The dots
make a huge difference.
One has to be careful with reading dots. As most of
them occur at the end of a word, it is sometimes difficult to distinguish them from the punctuation dots mentioned in Chapter 13. Consider, for instance,

çØN ÌÙàî রO\K\Q!>রOD\ǨQ@¶XSRQWKHP·

Is the dot under  <y> part of a reading dot or part of
the punctuation dots <u>? In many cases, scholars who
edit texts simply collapse such dots and consider them
punctuation dots. When giving examples from manuscripts, I have avoided dots at the end of a word unless I
was quite sure what their function was. I skipped many
a dot because I was not sure.
As mentioned at the beginning of the chapter, there
are over forty dot types in this category. There is a rich
prescriptive grammatical tradition concerning these
dots, but one has to look at the grammatical tradition
critically as it does not always agree with—or understand for that matter—the manuscript tradition.

15

The Net of Dots

$ FODVV RI 0DOSKčQ̌ NQRZQ DV WKH 0DTU\čQ̌ were in
charge of teaching the correct reading and pronunciaWLRQ RI 6\ULDF :H NQRZ RI RQH VXFK 0DTU\čQč ZKR
taught at the School of Nisibis at the end of the fifth
century or the early sixth century. His name is Joseph
Huzaya or Joseph of Huzistan (now in southwestern
Iran). 1
Joseph is said to be the inventor of nine punctuation
or accent dots (see Chapters 13 and 14) although we
cannot be certain of this. We are however certain that
he was involved in establishing a Syriac grammatical
tradition. Later grammarians tell us that Joseph also
authored a book on homographs which must have systematized the usage of the homograph dot we encountered in Chapter 3. Alas, none of his grammatical works
survive. We know of another grammarian named Thom
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as the Deacon who authored a list of accent dots as well
during the seventh century.
The most celebrated of all Syriac grammarians is Jacob of Edessa. He died in the year 708. Jacob was probably the first to write a systematic grammar of the language as well as a letter on Syriac orthography. Jacob
was not terribly happy with the scribes of his time. He
once said: 2
I prohibit all those who copy the books which I have
translated or composed from changing, in their own
will, anything, either in the writing or in the dotting.

This remark is significant for two reasons. First, it tells
us that scribes did make changes to texts. Jacob must
have been very particular about dotting and he did not
want the scribes to change dots. Second, it indicates that
Jacob thought of “writing” and “dotting” as separate
tasks or tiers. The manuscripts obviously contain the
writing, but the dotting was another layer, another task
worth mentioning.
During the eighth and ninth century, another
grammarian named David bar Pawlos (son of Paul)
wrote a treatise on the dots, as well as a short grammar
and a poem on the alphabet. 3 The ninth century was
very important for Syriac. Since the fourth century, Syriac scholars had translated and expanded upon the sci-

o Chapter 15
ences of the Greeks, from philosophy to medicine, astronomy and mathematics to alchemy. During the Arab
Abbasid period, Syriac scholars were instrumental in
bringing all this knowledge to Arabic before it arrived
through Arabic to Europe via Spain. The dots were an
integral part of the translation activities as without them
texts would have been ambiguous. The dots, then, had a
role in the history of transmitting human civilization.
The most famous of all translators was the Syriac scholDU ѽunayn bar Isьaq (809–873). More than 111 works,
PRVWO\PHGLFDODUHDWWULEXWHGWRѽXQD\Q,QDGGLWLRQWR
those, he wrote several works on grammar and lexicography. Most important for our purposes are two works:
The Book of the Dots and The Book of Similar Words. The
latter uses the homograph dots extensively. 4
The fuller grammars that have survived belong to
later times. All of these grammars devote a section to
the dots which indicates how important they are to the
writing system. The grammars also indicate that pupils
were tutored in dots. One of these grammarians is Elias
of Tirhan who died in 1049. 5 In addition to writing a
grammar, he wrote three treatises on dots. Another
grammarian of the period is Elias bar 6KLQč\č –
1046). Another, Joseph bar 0DON࠭QZKRIORXULVKHGGXring the latter parts of the twelfth century or early parts
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of the thirteenth, wrote a metrical treatise on dots and
K
named it ¿ÎøÍå¿ÊØ÷â
, The Net of Dots. 6
We see that many of our grammarians wrote special
works on the dots. This in itself demonstrates that dotting was a complex system and a subject worthy to be
studied. Our grammarians did not write special books
on specific disciplines within grammar. But they did
write independent works on dots. If there were Syriac
universities today, all students would probably have to
attend Syriac Dottology 101!
Scribes had to be trained in the art of dotting, but
despite all the training, scribes sometimes made mistakes. Sometimes they thought that they could improve
on a text and changed the dotting. It is for this reason
that it is difficult in many cases to know what the purpose of a certain dot was. Scribes also made mistakes in
the consonantal text. In some cases, they made the correction themselves. In other cases, later readers would
make the correction. However, our scribes did not have
the correction fluid that we have today. How did they
correct mistakes after the ink had dried?
83F

16

Oops Dots

One of the most ancient of Semitic dots is the one used
in the Hebrew Bible (another is the Aramaic word separation dot mentioned earlier). We know about the Hebrew Bible dot from second century AD Rabbis which
means that this dot must date earlier. We are told in the
Talmud (Avot of Rabbi Natan): 1
If Elijah [the propheW@ VKRXOG FRPH DQG VD\ WR PH
´ZK\ GLG \RX ZULWH >WKHVH GRXEWIXO ZRUGV@ LQ WKLV
manner?” I will answer him: “I have already dotted
them.” But if he should say, “You have written them
correctly,” I shall remove the dots from them.

These biblical dots were used with doubtful words. The
scribes did not want to alter the doubtful text. They
simply dotted it.
Syriac scribes used the dots to correct mistakes. Correction dots are already attested in fifth and sixth centu
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ry manuscripts. In many cases, it is difficult to say if the
correction was made by the original scribe or by a later
hand. For example, we see the following phrase in the
manuscript containing the story of St. Simeon, that the
saint grew: 2

¿Íß÷Á
°
¾XâÍùÁ
° ¾Xâ÷Á

ફ PফZE߅OZતફ Wফ!
<b߅ZPফZETતZ
[b߅DZPčZDETaZPčZED߅O࠭Wč@
‘in fasting and in stature and in prayer’

The correction dots consist of two pairs of triple dots
used on two consecutive words to mark transposition.
The correction in this case seems to have been made by
a second hand. The text is grammatically correct but the
phrase will flow better if the text reads

¾âÍùÁ¿Íß÷Á¾â÷Á

‘in fasting and in prayer and in stature’

as fasting and prayer are closer to each other semantically. Perhaps the reader had access to a second copy
and changed the text, or maybe he thought of making
the change himself.
Another example appears in a manuscript containing the third epistle of Severus of Antioch to Julian,
Bishop of Halicarnassus, as well as Julian’s reply. In Julian’s reply we read the phrase: 3

 J Ìå~¿ÿ
°
°
Ùîÿßÿñ÷Ø
<y߅SWOWUর\તWફ ফGফQતફKUщ>
[ye߅SHWOWDUরҮWčGরDQKUčK@

o Chapter 16
‘I took care to elucidate the sense’

Here too, there is nothing wrong grammatically with the
phrase. The problem is word order. I have to admit that
I had a hard time understanding the phrase myself. This
text is a translation from the Greek and hence preserves
the Greek word order which positions verbs later in sentences. Syriac, however, prefers the verbs earlier and the
corrector wanted the text to read

¿ÿÙîÿß J Ìå~ÿñ÷Ø

In fact, another manuscript of Julian’s letter to Severus
gives the phrase with the transposition already made. 4 It
is possible that the corrector was aware of another
manuscript.
Here is another example from a sixth century version of a homily by Severus of Antioch from a manuscript dated August 563: 5

¿K K ÊK ùK ñK ÿK âK ÊK ÜK K

ત ત Pત ߪSતTG
<ࣺNG
ત ત шࣺফ>
[wkad PHWSTHGZč@
‘and while was ordered’

Here, the entire phrase is dotted. It seems that the scribe
erred as these words do not belong to the rest of the
sentence where they occur. The rest of the sentence
reads:

K ÊK ÜK K  J  ¾Üûñ~ ÍÓèÊâ Íß
¿K K  ÊK ùK ñK ÿK â
J
Ôýñ  ÿàâÌãî

Oops Dots

o 

The middle phrase is out of place and must have been
added by the scribe in error. The scribe, or more likely a
later hand in this case, dotted it to mark it as deleted.
While the triple dots indicates transposition, the sequence of single dots indicates deletion.
The scope of the correction dots could extend as far
as an entire verse. For instance, the east-Syriac ‘Masora’
uses them to distinguish entire verses that have been
placed out of order. 6 At the other end of the spectrum,
the correction involves a single letter. Consider for example the following word from Luke 21:24 as it appears
in the fifth century Sinaiticus manuscript of the Old Syriac Gospels:

J <dьࣻUEফ>
¾ÁÍÏ

Our first instinct is to read it [dьRUEč@ ‘of the desert’
where the dot over 
J ࣻ> is for WKH YRZHO >R@ The
verse, however, reads:

¾ÁûÏ¾âÍòÁÍàòå

‘And they will fall by the edge of the sword’

The dot here is a correction dot to indicate that the 
<w> ought to be deleted. The word is

¾ÁûÏ <dьrbফ> [dьDUEč@¶sword’.

The scribe simply made a mistake. We can understand
how he made the mistake. Earlier, in verse 20 of the
same chapter, we have the word

¾ÁÍÏ <ьwUEফ> [ь࠭UEč@¶GHVtruction’.

o Chapter 16
Note that the  <w> in this word, acting as matres leF
tionis, stands for the vowel [@ڀQRW>R@A guru in Syriac
would have realized that the dot on 
J  >܁could not
have been for [̀ڀUEč@ %XW KRZ PDQ\ JXUXV DUH RXW
there? I personally had to look it up. (At any rate, the
vocalization dot that distinguishes 
J [ >܁o@ IURP  N
 @ڀ[ >܃KDG QRW EHHQ LQYHQWHG ZKHQ WKH 6LQDiticus
manuscript was written.)
The correction dots, especially the transposition triple dot, persists until the modern day. Once finds it in
very late manuscripts as in the following example:
for

çÙæ± ïÒ÷â
±
<mްقؗQ࣏࣏ࣖ ࣖyn>

çÙïæÒ÷â <mقؗQް\Q> [meقؗDQްΤQ@
‘they acted cunningly’

Note that the transposition dots appear in this case under the line.
Throughout the book, we have seen the dot being
used for many linguistic purposes as well as paratextual
purposes. So far, we encountered the dot used exclusively for the Syriac language. The Syriac script, however,
was used not only to write Syriac, but also to write a
wide variety of other languages. Syriac scribes were so
fond of their dots that they began to export it when
writing other languages using the Syriac script.

17

Garshunography Dots

The Syriac script was used to write many languages,
even when these languages had scripts that were more
sociolinguistically associated with them than Syriac.
This type of writing, where one uses a script associated
with one language to write a text from another language, is called garshunography. 1
Let’s say you want to write English in the Syriac
script. First, you try to find a mapping for the consonants: b can be written as  <b>, d as  <d>, m as 
<m> etc. But soon, you will find difficulties. There are
English sounds that are represented by two letters such
as the sound [@ۏ, represented by th as in thin. Do you
want to represent it in Syriac by the corresponding letters  <th> or by the corresponding sound 
  ߮>
by borrowing the bg dkp t dot (introduced in Chapter
10)? To make sure that your readers can distinguish




o Chapter 17
between thin and tin, you write the former  ߮n>
and the latter ¬ ߫n>.
The sound [ˑ@LVDOVRUHSUHVHQWHG in English by th as
in that. You can either transliterate and use  <th> or
trans ribe and use   ʼ> borrowing the bg dkp t dot
again. Transliteration is a direct mapping of one writing
system into another, letter by letter. Transcription is the
mapping of the sounds of one language into the letters of
another.
Now you come across x which has the two sounds
>NV@ 7KHUH LV QR FRUUHVSRQGLQJ OHWWHU in Syriac so you
cannot transliterate even if you wanted to. You decide
to use the letters êÜ <ks> ,Q IDFW 6\ULDF 0DOSKčQ̌
before you had already used êÜ <ks> to represent
Greek ksi ÿ in loan words like ¾éÝÒ <߮NVফ! >߮HNVč@
‘order’ for Greek üĄÿóÏ.
You also come across the letter which is someWLPHV >N@ DQG VRPHWLPHV >V@ 6R \RX GHFLGH WR JR ZLWK
the sounds  <k> in words like ross ûÜ <krws>
(or  <q>, ûø <qrws>) and  <s> in words like
ir le áÜûè <srkl>.
Before you, 0DOSKčQ̌XVHGWKHbg dkp t dots in garshonographic writing extensively. For example, they
J
used  ʹ> for Arabic ĩ >G@ DQG N ʼ> for Arabic Ī
[ˑ@ There are other sounds in Arabic that do not have a

Garshunography Dots
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counterpart in Syriac, not even a bg dkp t counterpart.
Two such sounds used dots:  ߮.> (the dot under t is
a transcription dot) for Arabic ƪ and 
 J ߇> (the dot
under s is a transcription dot) for Arabic Ƥ. Why were
these choices made? If you look at the Arabic letters—
even if you don’t know Arabic, you will see that they
have dots themselves. The Arabic letter ƪ is the same as
the one for Ʃ [߮@ but with a dot. Similarly, the letter Ƥ
is the same as the one for ƣ >߅@but with a dot. It looks
like a transcription system was used including transcribing the dot. In the case of  ߮.>, the dot ended up in
the middle of the letter. Writing Arabic in the Syriac
script is called Syro-Arabic garshunography. 2
Other languages were also written in the Syriac
script. Armenian also has some sounds not found in Syriac. Sounds found in dotted bg dkp t letters were used.
So one finds: 
 N ȯ> represented Armenian ʕ >Y@, 
N
Jપ> represented Armenian ʉ [@, and so on. As in the
case of Arabic, the dot was also used with Syriac letters
J
that usually do not take it:  ९> represented Armenian ʅ >G]@ and 
 J ߄> represented Armenian ʘ >WVф@
and ʈ >WVф@. There were still sounds not covered by using a simple dot.
91F

o Chapter 17
A triple dot sign was used with other letters to cover
ફ for Armenian ʈ
those: 
 ± for Armenian ɹ >Sф@, 
 ° Vત>
°
ફ
ત and 
>WVф@, 
 ߂>
 ± for Armenian ʁ [ও@ʒ [tߑф@DQGʐ
3
[tߑф@ and so on. Usually, a close sound is found in Syriac, and the dots extend that sound. If a single dot was
already used, a triple dot was then adopted instead. It
seems that a double dot was avoided as it would cause
confusion with the sy m plural marker. Syro-Kurdish
and Syro-Turkish garshunography also used the triple
°
ફ IRU>M@DPRQJVWRWKHUH[WHQVLRQV 4
dot on  ]ત>
Dots also appear in Syro-Greek garshunography. A
fragment from the Anaphora of St. James, dated between the 9th and the 11th centuries and preserved at the
Damascus Museum, used dots on ~ ফ!to mark Greek
ફ
vowels: Ǔ was represented by ~
J <ফ>,
ɂ and Ǔɇ were
પ
represented by ~
 N <ফ>. Here is an example: 5
93F
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ŦŁŴƆĽ ťƆƞƉĭ ťŷŨűƉ ĶűƟ ųƤſĿ ƎƃƢƉ ťƌųƃ
ñ
ñ
ķŴƏĭƢƀƇƘ ťƟƎƃĬ
ųƊƆŴƤŨƢƉ
ĥĭťƤſĿƎƃƢƉĪ
õ
ñ
ƁƇƀƃ ťŹ ťƟ
õ ĸĭŤƏ
õ Ťƌ
õ ĥ
õ ķŴƊſĥ
õ ťƉŴźƏ ŴŹ
ñ ĸŤſĪĿ
ñ ŤƟ
ñ
ťƟ
ñ ƑƀŹ ťƟ
ťƀƇū
ĥñ
õ ĸĥĿŤƃ
õ ĸĭŤƏ
õ
ĖƁƐƀƌŴƏĭƢƘĭĥõ

‘The priest bows his head in front of the altar, prays
the prayer of the bowing of the head, and he says at
its conclusion: ôëť õĤúþûø÷ üą ûü¼öë ħöþ÷
ëū÷ěûïþÏ ôë¶ üª íïŤõò ċñëõõóĄûïþÏ ôëť üąÏ ôëúîóąÏ
íëúĆÏôë¶ïŻƫúøûŴ÷òÏ.

Garshunography Dots
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The Syriac dot has had a very long history that has
lasted well over 1600 years, even if we only count from
the time the Syriac dot first appears in a manuscript, i.e.
the year 411. Indeed, the Syriac dot is still alive and
kicking.

18

Dots Today

Almost all of the examples mentioned in the book were
taken from early manuscripts, as early as the fifth and
sixth century. This is because we were trying to answer
many questions about the origins of the Syriac dots. This
does not mean that Syriac stopped using dots after the
early period. On the contrary, Syriac dots continued and
increased in usage with time. Twenty-first century manuscripts are still produced with dots all over the place.
Three types of dots are obligatory today: the dots of
 <d> and  <r>, the plural sy m double dot, and
the dot on the feminine  J щ> suffix. No one would
ever think to write a text without them. 1 Omitting any
of them would be considered an orthographic mistake
on equal footing as misspelling an English word. These
are written by modern scribes in the same first pass as
95F
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writing the letters. Other dots, including vowels, are
usually written in a second pass.
What sort of dots survived?
The single homographic dot introduced in Chapter 3
(The Power of the Single Dot) is alive and kicking. For
instance, Matthew 13:1 in the Çiçek Bible—reproduced
from a 1987 manuscript by the late Metropolitan Mor
Julius Yeshu Çiçek—reads:

ň
ñ ơƙõł Ŕ ƌ ĘťƉŴſőŎƎſĪĭ
œ ñųŨ
űŔ ſőŎ ƈƕŎő ħƦ
Ŕ ſõ ĭğŦƦƀ
œ ŨƎ
Ŏ ő œ Ɖĺ
õ ŴƤſ
ťƊſőŎ

That same day Jesus went out of the house and sat by
the lake.

The homograph diacritical dot is used in the above
phrase on ĭñųŨ E̽w> >EKDZ@ RSSRVLWH  N ̀w>
>K @ڀWKHSHUIHFW ơƙƌ
õ QSࣖq> >QIDT@DQGWKHSUHSRVition ƎƉõ ҥn> >PHQ@ RSSRVLWH ƎƉñ Ҥn> >PDQ@ 
ň
ɡ
The dot under ſõ ܻ> [Τ@ of ħƦŔ ſõ ܻقb>
can be interpreted either as the perfect dot or more probably for the
>Τ@ YRZHO This example also illustrates how the dotted
vowels are used more frequently in west Syriac Serto
texts than the ‘Greek’ vowels which are supposed to be
the ‘west’ Syriac vowels!
The above example has more dot types: all bgčdkpčt
letters are dotted as hard or soft. The east Syriac vowel
ñ \ؔ >ް܁despite the fact that the
>R@ DSSHDUV RQ ĺŴƤſ
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proper noun LV SURQRXQFHG ZLWK >࠭@ LQ Zest Syriac!
Punctuation, or reading dots, are also found: a sublinear
dot after ťƉŴſ, two sublinear dots after ŦƦƀŨ and a single
linear dot after ťƊſ. All in all, the above example consists of:
34 consonantal base graphs
18 dotted symbols (e.g. º
§ª IRU>D@LVRQHV\PERO
25 individual dots
04 Greek vowels

That is, a total of 56 graphs: only 61% are base graphs,
while 32% are dotted graphs, and 7% are Greek vowels.
I cannot think of any language where dots constitute
that high a percentage of the total writing. The above
phrase is not even fully pointed.
Let’s look at another verse from the Mosul edition of
the Bible, published in the east Syriac script (Genesis
30:1): 2

ő
Ň Ň ő
Ň
ñ Ň Ň Ʀƍő Źĭ ħŔ ŴƠƖ
Ň ñ
ő
Łö ƢƉ
Ŷŋ Ŀ Łö ŵŶ
ĭ
Ŏ ĥŊ ĭ ĬƦŔ ŷŨ
ö Ň Ŏ Ŋ Ň Ň Ň ƀŎ ő Ɔ ŧűƇő ò Ňſ ťƆĪ ƈƀ
ő ħŔ ŴƠƖ
ő ƀő ƆŎ
ťƌĥŦƦƀñ Ɖ ťƆķĥŊ ĭťŇƀƍŎ ŨƁƆ
Ŏ
Ŏ ħŔ Ĭ
Ŏ

Rachel saw that she was not bearing children to Jacob. She became jealous of her sister and said to Jacob, “Give me children. If not, I will die.”

Here are the statistics for this verse:
60 consonantal base graphs
40 dotted symbols
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74 individual dots

That is, a total of 110 graphs: 54% are letter graphs and
36% are dotted symbols. The number of individual dots
exceeds the number of base graphs. The Mosul Bible
does not even mark all bg dkp t letters. The dots are
mostly for vowels. But we see the two sublinear dots
under Ł
ö W ણ> that mark the feminine perfect form. We
ñ
Ň
also see the active partiple dot on ŧűŇ ƇŇſ and ŦƦƀñ ƉŇ .
Dotting in modern manuscripts is not limited to Biblical texts. Here is an example from a manuscript of Bar
ષ(EUR\R·VEthi on on overindulgence copied in 1985:

Ņ
Ņ
Ň Ƣƀū ƎƉ
ñ ŦƦūĿ
ƨŨŇ ŴſĪ
Ŏ ťƌĿŁŴſ
Ŏ ƈźƉ :ŦƦƀūŇ ĭĭĮ
ł Ʀ
Œ Ũƞ
ł ƌõ ŁĥťƀƌƢŬƘł
.ťƍñƀƄŨ
Lust of copulation was planted in nature for the benefit of bodily succession.

Let’s stay focused on dots! Here too, we see that the dotted vowels are used in conjunction with the ‘Greek’
vowels. We see the homograph dot on ƎƉñ n> and

ťƍñƀƃ NषQফ!>N\čQč@¶QDWXUH·

The latter does not have a homograph. The dot here is
for the vRZHO >č@ E\ DQDORJ\ ZLWK ZRUGV OLNH ŦƦñƇƕ
ફ
রOWফ!>রOčWč@
IRUZKLFKVHH&KDSWHU3).

ooo

The only dots that are no longer used today are the
reading dots introduced in Chapter 14 (although a few



o Chapter 18
are retained in modern lectionaries, but hardly anyone
today from the Syriac-using communities recognizes
their function). Scribes lost touch with them centuries
ago. All other dot types are familiar to modern scribes.
During the summer, I interviewed Dayroyo 6KLPષ࠭Q
Can of St. Mark’s Monastery. I asked him many questions about the dots he produces in his own hand which
gave me an insight into the mind of at least one scribe.
Dayroyo 6KLPષ࠭Qis one of a few surviving scribes. Until
the late 1980s and early 1990s, book production was
still based on the work of scribes who would produce a
master copy which would then be sent to the printer.
The examples from this chapter (apart from the Mosul
Bible example) were taken from such modern manuscripts. With the advent of personal computing, first the
Alaph Beth Syriac fonts from the late 1990s and now
with the Meltho fonts, Syriac manuscript production has
dramatically dwindled and with this the dot has become
an endangered graph. We have digital font designers to
thank for this!
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Epilogue

I hope that this book has given you a better understanding of the Syriac dot. I also hope it demonstrated that
the Syriac dot is worth studying and paying attention to.
If you are a young scholar and one day will end up editing a text for publication, I do sincerely hope that you
provide data on how the manuscripts of your text used
the dots.
Throughout the book, I posed many questions about
the origin and function of the dots. I tried to answer
them to the best of my ability and with the limited resources that we have, especially for the first four centuries of the Christian Era when the dots were invented.
A lot of the hypotheses presented throughout the
book depend on whether the dots in early manuscripts
are original or were added by a second hand. Some hypotheses may make better sense if we assume that in
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deed the dots were added later on. It is impossible,
however, to determine this with the naked eye.
Can technology help?
I am neither an imaging expert nor a chemist,
though my wife Christine is the latter. I understand from
her that the chemical structure of an ink made by one
scribe will differ from one made in a later period by another scribe. Applying XRF spectrometry might tell us if
the chemical structure of ink differs from that of the
surrounding dots. If so, it could mean that two inks created separately were used. This technology is not destructive. Images are taken of the manuscript using different spectra. The images are then analyzed. Hyperspectral imaging has been successfully used in forensics.
There are even techniques that are used for ink mismatch detection to determine forgeries. It looks like this
might be something that is worth trying. The process is,
however, very costly and one needs to find funding
agencies interested to answer questions about the Syriac
dot!
I do realize that I have pushed the envelope with
some of my hypotheses. I did so because I feel that we
need to ask hard questions. I might be wrong of course.
Don’t take what I say for granted!

Epilogue o

Finally.. ԡ KڪṢ WKD߫ \RXKDọ̇ HણQMR\̣ʹ UHDʹLQК these
ફ
paJતH DVPXFKDVԡ KDọ̇ HQMR\̣ʹ ZUL߫LQК thëm. D×G\Rࡆ.

o¾éÜÛßo

Ah! The four dots on the theograph  \Kપતફ> for
Yahweh: the three dots on top designate the Trinity and
the dot on the bottom designates the One God.
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ĥ
ħ
Ĩ
Ī
Ĭ
ĭ
Į
į
İ
Ĳ
Ĵ
ĵ
Ķ
Ǝƌ

ĥ
ħ
Ĩ
Ī
Ĭ
ĭ
Į
į
İ
Ĳ
Ĵ
ĵ
Ķ
Ǝƌ

Sq. Hebrew

E. Syriac
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Ser߮č

Es߮UDQJHOč

7KHIROORZLQJWDEOHJLYHVDPDSSLQJEHWZHHQ(VWUDQJHOč
and the other Syriac scripts as well as the Aramaic script
known as Square Hebrew.





!
#
$
%
&
'
)
+
/
1

Name

Phoneme

ǳODSઐ
B̌th

প

DčOD߭

d

*čPDO
Ȟ

Waw
Zayn
ѽ̌߭
ࠐ̌߭

Y࠭ʻ

.čSઐ
/čPDʻ
0ҮP
N࠭n



b
g

h

w
z

ь (IPA [ю@
߮

y

k
l

m
n

Ser߮č

E. Syriac










ĸ
ĺ
Ļ
Ľ
ľ
Ŀ
ŀ
Ł

ĸ
ĺ
Ļ
Ľ
ľ
Ŀ
ŀ
Ł

Sq. Hebrew

Es߮UDQJHOč
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3
6
8
9
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<
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Name

Phoneme

6HPND߭

s

P̌

p

ષ̌

ߞčʻ̌
4RSઐ
5Үš
ŠҮQ

Taw

য
߅

q

R

š (IPA [ߑ@
t
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Appendix 2: KDE Data

The Kenoro Dotless Expriment (see Chapter 5) presented
readers with the following verses from 1 Samuel. The
text was printed in the font Estrangela Antioch based on
MS 12/21 of the Syriac Orthodox Patriarchal Library,
Damascus, dated 1041/2 and containing the homilies of
Jacob of Serugh. Verses are given first in dotless form
and then in fully vocalized form in the Serto script. The
two readers are indicated by R1 and R2. A superscript c
indicates a correction made by the reader himself.

ŧŲƃŁī ƈźƉ ĭŵūŲƉ Ļĥ ĬŁŲƕ ųƆ ŁĭĬ ŦŵūŲƉĭ
ųƖŨŲƉƁƘŤŨťſŲƉŲŶĥīƈźƉųƆ

(1:6)

ł
ŏ ň ŏ Ņ ł Ņ
:ųñ ɝ
Ņ ŧ Ƣƃ
ň ŁĪ :ƈź
Ɖ
 ĭŵūƢ
 Ɖ Ļĥ ĬŁƢ
ñ łƕ ųñ ɝ
Ņ ŒŁĭŅ Ĭô Ŧ ŵūƢ
Ņ Ɖĭ
ł
ŏ ň
.ųñ ƖŨƢ
Ņ Ɖ
ł Ɓò ƘŤ
ł Ũł ťɕƢ
Ņ Ɖ
Ņ űŶĥ
ł Īň ƈź
Ɖ

ň
ñ łƕ] ĬŁűŌƕ R1
ĬŁƢ

ƎƀũƐƌťƌųƃīťƟīĮĭƎƍƍƣƦƆŁīťƀƇƤƉķĭųƆĭŲũƕĭ (2:13)
ŦŁĥĭ ŦƦŷŨī ŸŨīī Ųũū ƈƃ ƎƉ ťƊƕ ƎƉ ĭĭĬ
ťƀƇƤƉĭ ŧŲƐŨ ƈƤŨƦƉī ťƉ ťƌųƃī ťƀƇŹ ŦĭĬ
ĬŲſŤŨƎƍƍƣƦƆŁī
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ò
ĭĭłĬƎƀũƐ
ô
Ņ ňƌųƃĪť
ƌť
Ņ ňĮĭ .ƎƍŅɫò ƣň ƦƆŁ
ƟĪ
Ņ Īł ťƀˁƤ
Ņ
ł ķĭųɝ
Ɖ
ŏ ĭôűũƕ
ł ĭł
ň
ł
ô Łĥ
 ĭŅ .ŦƦŷŨĪŸ
ň ŨĪĪƢ
ł ũūƈ
ł
ŏ Ɖ
ƃƎ
ň :ťƊ
Ņ łƕƎ
 Ɖ
ň
ťƌųƃĪť
Ņ
Ņ ŹŦ
ƀˁ
 ĭŅĬŦ
.ĬűſŤ
ň ŨƎ
Ō ƍŅɫò ƣƦ
ň ƆŁ
Ņ Īť
ł ƀˁƤ
Ņ
ł :ŧ ƢƐ
Ɖĭ
Ņ Ũƈ
ň
Ƥł ŨƦ
ł ƉĪť
ň Ɖ
Ņ
ò ] sg R1 R2
ťƟĪ
Ņ ňĮĭ ] ťƟŅ ĿĮĭł R1 ; ťňƌųƃĪ
ơƐƌīťƌųƄƆƈſŲƐſīťźũƣķĭųƇƃƎƉƁƆĬƦƀũūĭ (2:28)
ŦŁŲƘ ĵŴƠƤƌĭ ƁƉŲƟ ťƊƐŨ ƋƀƐƌĭ ƁŷŨŲƉ ƈƕ
ƈſŲƐſƁƍŨīťƍŨīŴƟķĭųƇƃĴŴŨĥƦƀũƆƦŨųſĭ

ň ł
ň Ō ł
ơƐ
ł ňƌĪ :ťƌųƄƆ
Ņ
ƈň ſƢƐſ
Ņ Ī
Ō ťźũ
 ƣ
 ķĭųɤ
ŏ ƃ
ŏ ƎƉ
ň ƁƆ
Ō ĬƦƀ
 ũū
 ĭ
ň
ŏ
ò
ň
ň
Ō
ň
ł
ł
ł
ł
ň
ƦŨųſĭ
 .ŦŁűƘĵŴ

 ƌĭ
ƠƤ
 :ƁƉűƟť

 ƐŨƋƀ
Ɗ
 Ɛƌ
 ĭ :Ɓʛ
 Ɖƈ
 łƕ
ô Ũű
ł
.ƈň ſƢƐ
Ņ ŌſƁ
 ƍŨ
ł Īť
ł ňƍŨǓŴ
Ņ Ɵķĭ
ŏ ųɤ
ŏ ƃŏ :ĴŴŨĥƦƀ
 ũƆ
ň
ň ł
ŏ
ò
Ņ Ɵ] sg R1
ň ƐŨň ] sg R1 ; ťňƍŨǓŴ
ťźũ
 ƣ ] sg R1 ; ťƊ

ŧŲŨŲƉƎƉŁŲƠƘīƁƍŨīŴƠŨĭƁŷŨŲŨķĭƦƀƇƕĥťƍƊƆ (2:29)
ťƍŨīŴƟ ķĭųƇƃ ƥſī ƎƉ ķŴũūŁī ƁƍƉ ƅƀƍŨ ŁŲƠſĭ
ƁƊƕƈſŲƐſƁƍŨī

Ō ł ŅŅ
ł ƍł ŨǓŴ
ŏ ĭƁ
Ņ ƉƎ
ň űƠ
Ņ ƠŨ
ł ƉŁ
ł ʛŨ
ň ƘĪƁ
ň
ł űŨķĭƦƀ
ŁƢƠł łſĭ :ŧ ƢŨű
ƇƕĥťƍƊƆ
ň
Ō
ŏ
ŏ
Ņ
ŏ
ň
ň
Ņ
ł
ł
ł
Ō
ň
ƈſƢƐſ ƁƍŨĪ :ťƍŨǓŴƟ ķĭųɤƃ ƥſĿ ƎƉ ķŴũūŁĪ :Ɓƍ
ô Ɖň ƅƀò ɫŨ
.ƁƊ
ô łƕ
ƁƍłŨǓŴ
Ņ ƠŨ
ŏ ĭƁ
ł ʛŨ
ł űŨ
ň ] Ɓƍ
ô ŨĿŴ
Ņ ƠŨ
ŏ ĭł ƁʛŨ
ô űŨ
ň R2
ķŴŷƇƘŁ ťƊƆī ťſƦƤƇƘ ŧŲũū ĭĭĬĭ ŴƇƀŶŁĥ
ŴƣƦƃŁĥĭ ŧŲũū ĭĭĬĭ ķŴƃŴŷƇƘī ƅſĥ ťſŲũƖƆ
ķĭųƊƕ

(4:9)

o
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ł Ņ ň
ň ūĭ
ň :ŧ ǔũ
Ņ Īł :ťňɕƦŅ Ƥò ɤƘ
ł ĭ
ł Ŵô Ƈƀł ʖŁ
ł ĥň
ŏ ňŁťƊƆ
ł ĭĬ
ƅſĥťňɕǔũ
ƖɝķŴŷɤƘ
ł ł ň ň ł ł ł
ł
ŏ łƕŴô ƣƦ
ŏ ƘĪ
.ķĭųƊ
ƃŁĥĭŧ ǔũūĭĭĬĭ :ķŴƃŴŷɤ
Ņ ň
ň ū
 Ƥò ɤƘ
 ] sg R1 ; ŧ ǔũ
ł ] sg R1
ŧ ǔũ
ň ū
ł ] sg R1 ; ťňɕƦ
ťƌĭŲŹīťƍƀƍƉĭŲƉĥĭųƆŦƦƀƌťƍŨīŴƟťƍƉĭŲƉĥĭ
ƎſŲũƟŴƕ ťƤƊŶĭ ťŨĬīī ƎſīŴŷŹ ťƤƊŶ ťſƦƤƇƘī
ķŴƄƀƌĭŲźƆĭ ķŴƄƆĲĬŧŲŶŦŁŴŷƉīƈźƉťŨĬīī

(6:4)

ķŴƄſŲũƟŴƕī ťƊƆĽĭ ķŴƄſīŴŷŹī ťƊƆĽ ķĭŲũƕŁĭ
ŧŲƠſĥ ƈſŲƐſī ŦųƆŤƆ ķŴƆŁŁĭ ťƕīŤƆ ƎƀƇũŷƉī
ķŴƄƕīĥƎƉĭķŴƃųƆĥƎƉĭķŴƄƍƉĬŲſĥƈƠƌƅŹ

(6:5)

ƎſŁīŁĭ ŦŁŲŶ ŧŲŶ ŦƦƇŬƕ ĭŲũƕĭ ŴũƏ ťƣĬĭ
ĭīŴƏĥĭ ŧŲƀƌ ƎſųƀƇƕ ƈƙƌ ťƆī ƎƠƍƀƉī ķīĭŁ
ƎſĬīƦŨ ƎƉ ƎſųƀƍŨ ŴƄƘĬĥĭ ŦƦƇŬƖŨ ŦŁīĭŁ
ŦƦƀũƆ

(6:7)

ł ĭň :ųñ ɝŅ ŦƦƀƌł ťňƍŨŅ ǓŴƟŏ ťƍŅ ƉŅ :ĭôƢƉĥ
ł ĭň
ťňƌĭǔŹ
ŏ Īł ťƍŅ əƍŅ Ɖň :ĭôƢƉĥ
Ņ
Ō
Ō
ň
Ņ Ŷĭ
Ņ Ŷł :ťňɕƦƤò ɤƘĪł
ł :ťŨĬĪĪł ƎſǓŴ
ŏ ťƤƊ
:ťŨĬĪĪł ƎſǔũƟŴ
 ƕŏ ťƤƊ
 ŷŹ
ŏ
ł :ķŴƄƆ ĲĬ ŧűŶ ŦŁŴŷƉ
ŏ Īł ƈźŏ Ɖň
.ķŴƄƀƌĭł ǔź
 Ɔĭ
ô
Ņ ň ł
 ǔŹ
ŏ Īł ] sg R1 ; ťňɕƦ
 Ƥò ɤƘ
 Ī ] sg R1
ťňƍŨŅ ǓŴƟŏ ] sg R1 R2 ; ťňƌĭ

ň
ňò ł
ňò ł
Ō ł ł
ł ŷŹ
ł ƕĪ
ŏ ťƊƆ
ŏ Īł ťƊƆ
ƎƀƇũŷƉ
Ī :ķŴƄſ

ǔũƟŴ

Ľĭ
:
ķŴƄſ

ǓŴ

Ľ
ķĭűũƕ
Łĭ
Ō ňł Ņ Ņ ŅŌ
ň
ł
ł
ŏ
Ņ
Ņ
Ņ
ň
Ņ
Ō
ň
ň
:ķŴƄƍƉ ĬűſǄƠ ƌ ƅŹ .ŧ ƢƠſĥ ƈſƢƐſĪ ŦųƆƧ ķŴƆŁŁĭ :ťƕĿƧ
ł ň
ł ň
.ķŴƄƕĿĥƎƉĭ
:ķŴƃųƆŅ ĥƎƉĭ
ň
ň ł
ťƊƆ
ò Ľł ] sg R1 R2 ; ťƊƆ
ò Ľĭ
 ] sg R1 R2
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Ņł
ł
ł
Ņ
Ņ ƀòƉĪ
ň ĭł ŴôũƏł ťƣŅ Ĭĭ
Ņ
:ƎƠƍ
ł ķǓĭ
Ņ Ł ƎſŁĿŁĭ :ŦŁűŶ
ŧűŶ ŦƦƇŬň ƕŅ ĭôűũƕ
ł
Ņ
Ņ ň Ņ
ň ĭł :ŦƦƇ
ł ƧĪ
Ņ ƌŌ Ǝſųƀ
ň ł Ƈƕ ƈƙƌ
ŏ ĭł .ŧ Ƣƀ
Ŵô ƄƘĬĥ
ŬƖŨ ŦŁǓĭŅ Ł ĭô ĿŴƏĥ

Ņ ł
ł Ņ ň ňòł
ň Ʀ
.ŦƦƀũƆƎſ
ĬĿ
ŨƎƉƎſųƀɫŨ
ł
ŦŁǓĭ
Ņ Ł] sg R1 | pl. R2 sg R2c
ƎƠƍƀƉī ķīĭŁ ƎſŁīŁ ĭŲŨīĭ ťƍƃĬ ŧŲũū ĭŲũƕĭ (6:10)
ŦƦƀũŨŴƤũŶƎſųƀƍŨĭŦƦƇŬƖŨƎƀƌĥĭŲƏĥĭ

ň
ł
ł
ň ū
Ņ ŧ ǔũ
ł ķǓĭŅ Ł
ł ĭł :ťƍŅ ƃł Ĭ
ł ĭł
ł ĭň :ƎƠŅ ƍƀò ƉĪ
ł ĭô űũƕ
Ǝƀňƌĥ ĭô ƢƏĥ
ƎſŁĿŁ ĭô ƢŨĪ
Ņ ł
Ņ ň Ņ
ł
ł ĭł :ŦƦƇ
.ŦƦƀũŨ
Ŵô ƤũŶƎſ
ųň ƀò ɫŨ
ŬƖŨ
Ņ ň Ņ
ňŧ ǔũ
ł
 Ŭ
 ƖŨ
 ] pl R2
 ū
 ] sg R1 ; ŦƦƇ

ŦŁŵūŲƆĭ ŦƦƇŬƖŨ ŦųƆĥī ĬŁŴũƠƆ ĬŴƊƏĭ (6:11)
ķĭųſīŴŷŹīťƊƆƞƆĭťŨĬīīŧŲũƟŴƖƆĭ

Ņ ň Ņ
ň ƟŴ
Ņ Īł ĬňŁŴũƠƆ
ŏ ĭł ŦŁŵūƢƆĭ
Ō ĬŴ
ł :ŦƦƇ
ł Ɩɝ
Ņ
ŧ ǔũ
ŬƖŨ ŦųŅ Ɔĥ
ñ Ɗŏ Əĭ
ň
ł ŷŹ
ò ƞɞ
ł ƊƆ
ŏ Īť
ł ĭł :ťŨĬĪĪł
.ķĭųſŏ ǓŴ
ł @VNLSSHG FRXOGQRWUHDG 5R2
ŦŁŵūƢƆĭ

ƥƊƣƦƀŨīťƉŴŶŁƈƕīťŶīĭŤŨŦŁīĭŁīīƦƣĥĭ (6:12)
ťƍƀƊƀƆ Ǝƀźƒ ťƆĭ ƎƀƖūĭ ƎƆĮĥĭ ƎƄƆųƉ ŲŶ ťƇƀũƤŨ
ťƉŲƕ ƎſĬīƦŨ ƎƀƆĮĥ ťſƦƤƇƘī ťƌĭŲŹĭ ťƇƊƐƆĭ
ƥƊƣ ƦƀŨīťƉŴŶƦƆ

Ņ
ł ł
ň ƦƀŨĪ
ň ťƉŴ
Ņ ŶŁ
ŏ ƈłƕĪ ťŶĿĭŤ
Ņ Ũŏ ŦŁǓĭ
űŶł ƨƀũƤ
 Ũł :ƥƊƣ
Ņ Ł ĿĪł Ʀƣĥĭň
Ņ
Ņ
ŏ ĭł .ƨŅ ƊŅ ƐƆ
ň ĭł ťƍƀŅ ƊŌ ƀɞ
ł
ł Ǝƀź
ťňƌĭǔŹ
ò ƒŅ Ƨĭ
 :ƎƀŅ ɳūĭ
ò
ƎƆ
ô ò ĮĥŅ ĭŅ ƎƄƆ
ò ųƉ
Ņ Ņ ň ł
ł Ņ
ł ƉŅ űƕ
ň
ň Ʀ
ň ƉŴ
Ņ ŶƦ
ŏ Ɔť
ł :ƎſĬĿ
.ƥƊƣƦƀ
ŨĪť
ŨƎƀƆô ĮŌ ĥťňɕƦƤò ɤƘ
Ī

o
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ł
ł
ł
ł
ĿĪłƦƣĥ
Ņ ĭň ] ĿĿłƦƣĥ
 ĭň R1 R2 | ĿĪłƦƣĥ
 ĭň R2c ; ŦŁǓĭ
Ņ Ł] sg R1 R2Ņ
ťňɕƦ
 Ƥò ɤƘ
ň Īť
ł ňƌĭ
 ǔŹ
ŏ ĭł ] sg R1 | pl. R1c (when reached ƎƀƆ
ô ĮŌĥ)
ťƀƘƞƊƆ ƈſŲƐſ ƁƍŨ ŴƤƍƃŁĥī ťſƦƤƇƘ ŴƖƊƣĭ
ƁƍŨ ŴƖƊƣĭ ƈſŲƐſ ƈƕ ťſƦƤƇƘī ťƌĭŲŹ ŴƠƇƏĭ
ťſƦƤƇƘĶŲƟŴƇŶīĭƈſŲƐſ

(7:7)

ƎƉ ķŴƌĥ ƦƠƏĥī ťƉŴſ ƎƉ ĭŲũƕī ŧŲũƕ ƈƃ ƅſĥ
ŴŷƇƘĭ ƁƌŴƠũƣĭ ťƍƉŴƀƆ ťƉŲƕĭ ƎſīƞƉī ťƕīĥ
ƅƆĻĥĭƎſŲũƕķŴƌĬ ťƍƃĬťƌŲŶĥŦųƆŤƆ

(8:8)

ł
ň
ň Ŵ ƖƊƣ
Ņ Ōſ ƁƍŨ
ł Īň ťňɕƦŅ Ƥò ɤƘ
ł ƈňſƢƐ
Ņ ƊƆ
Ŵô ƠƇƏĭł :ťƀƘƞ
ò Ŵô Ƥƍł ƃŁĥ
ô ł ĭł
ł
ň Īł ťňƌĭǔŹ
Ņ Ōſ ƁƍŨ
Ņ Ōſ ƈłƕ ťňɕƦŅ Ƥò ɤƘ
ł ĭł :ƈňſƢƐ
ň ĭł ƈňſƢƐ
Ŵô ƇŶĪ
ò Ŵô ƖƊƣ
ŏ
Ņ ň
.ťňɕƦƤò ɤƘ
ĶűƟ
Ņ ò ň
Ņ ò ň ł ň ŏ
ň
ňťɕƦ
c
 Ƥ ɤƘ
 ] sg R1 | pl R1
 Ƥ ɤƘ
 Ī ťƌĭ
 ǔŹ
 ] sg R1 ; ťɕƦ

ł ň ŏň ň ł Ņ ł ň
ňò
ŏ ĥł
Ņ ĥƎ
ň ƕĿ
ł Īŧ
ł űũƕƈ
ƎſĿƞň ƉĪť
ƃƅſ
ƉķŴƌĥƦƠƏĥĪťƉŴſƎƉ :ĭôűũƕ
Ņ ĥ Ŧųňò ƆŅ Ƨł ŴŷłƇƘĭ
ŏ ƣĭ
ň ťƍŅ ƃł ĬŅ .ťňƌ ǔŶ
Ņ ƀɞ
ł ƁƌŴ
ł ťƉŅ űƕ
ł :ťƍŅ ƉŴ
ł ĭł
ķŴƌŏ Ĭ
ô Ơũ
ô
ô
Ņ ĭƎſűũ
Ņ
.ƅƆĻĥ
ƕŅ
ł
ň
ň
Ņ ūł R1 | sg R2 ; ťňƌǔŶ
ŧ űò ũƕ] ŧ Ƣũ
Ņ ôĥŦųò Ɔ
Ņ Ƨ ] sg R2
ķŴƄƀƇƕ ƅƇƊƉī ťƄƇƉī ųƏŴƊƌ Ŧĭųƌ ťƌĬ ŲƉĥĭ (8:11)
ĲĬŴƣŲƙŨĭ ĬƦũƃŲƊŨ ųƆ ŲũƖƌĭ ŲŨŲƌ ķŴƄƀƍŨ
ĬƦũƃŲƉĶŲƟķŴŹĬŲƌĭ

Ņ ƉĪ
ň ňƌ ťƌŅ ĬŅ :ƢƉĥ
ň Ɗŏ ƌŅ Ŧĭų
ł ťƄɤ
ł ųƏŴ
ł ĭň
ł :ķŴƄƀłƇƕ ƅňƇƊƉĪ
ķŴƄƀò ɫŨ
ň
Ņ ł ł ĬƦũƃǔƊŨ
ł ųƆ
ł ňƌ
ĶűƟ ķŴŏŹĬƢňƌĭ :ĲĬŴ
ň űũƖňƌĭ :ƢŨű
ô ƣł ǔƙŨĭ
ň
.ĬƦũƃǔƉł
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ň
ĬƦũƃǔ
 ƊŨ
ł ]

sg R1 ;



ň
ĬƦũƃǔ
 Ɖ
ł ] sg R1

ƎƀƤƊŶ ƁŨīĭ ŦŁĭŤƉ ƁŨīĭ ťƙƆĥ ƁŨī ųƆ ŲũƖƌĭ (8:12)
ĬīƞŶ ķĭīƞŷƌĭ ĬŲŨī ķĭŲŨŲƌĭ ŧŲƐƕ ƁŨīĭ
ĬƦũƃŲƉƁƌŤƉĭųŨŲƟƁƌŤƉķĭŲũƖƌĭ

ň ł
Ņ
Ō Ŷł ƁŨł Ǔĭ
ƁŨł Ǔĭ
ł :ƎƀƤƊ
ł :ŦŁĭŤ
ò ĥ ƁŨł Ǔł ųƆň űũƖňƌĭ
ò Ɖł ƁŨł Ǔĭ
ł :ťƙƆ
ł Ņ
ŏ ňƌĭ .ŧ ƢƐ
ň ķĭƢŨű
Ņ ƁòƌŤł ƉŅ ķĭűũƖňƌĭ :ĬĪň ƞŶ
Ņ ňƕ
Ņ ķĭĪ ƞŷňƌĭ :ĬƢŨĪ
ƁòƌŤƉĭ
:ųŨň ƢƟ
ň
.ĬƦũƃǔƉł
ň
űũƖňƌĭ
 ] ƢũƖňƌĭ
 R1 | űũƖňƌĭ
 R1c ; ĬƦũƃǔ
 Ɖ
ł ] sg R1

ŦƦƀƘŤƆĭŦƦƍŷźƆĭŦŁŲƟŵƆŲŨŲƌķŴƃƦƍŨĭ (8:13)

Ņ ł
Ņ
Ņ ł
ł ňƌ ķŴƃƦƍŨ
ł :ƢŨű
.ŦƦƀò ƘŅ Ƨĭ ŦƦƍò ŷŅ źƆĭł ŦŁǔŅƟŅ ŵɟ
ò ĭł
Ņ ł ł Ņ Ņł
Ņ ł
ŦƦƀò ƘŅ ƧĭŦƦ
 ƍò ŷŅ źƆ
 ĭŦŁ
 ǔƟ ŵɟ
 ] sg R1 R2
ƥƀƟ ŲƉĥĭ ĵĭŤƣī ĲĬŴŨĥ ƥƀƟī ťƌŁĥ ŲŨĥĭ
ƁƖŨ ĵĮ ĶŴƟ ťƀƇŹ ƎƉ ŲŷƆ ƅƊƕ ŲŨī ĬŲŨ ĵĭŤƤƆ
ťƀƇŹ ƎƉ ŲŷƆ ųƊƕ ŲŨīĭ ĵĮĥĭ ĵĭŤƣ ƋƟĭ ťƌŁĥ
ĲĬŴŨĥīťƌŁĥťƖũƊƆĵĮĥĭ

ł
ňŅł
ň ĵĭŤŏ ƤƆ
ł ĭň :ĵĭŤŏ ƣĪ
Ņ ƥƀƟŌ ƢƉĥ
Ņ ĲĬŴŨ
:ĬƢŨ
ô ĥ ƥƀƟĪŌ ťɧò Łĥ Ĳô űŨĥł ĭň
ŏŅ Ņ
ňŅł
ň Ņ
ł
ł ƅƊŅ łƕ ƢŨĪ
ĵĭŤƣƋ
Ɵĭ .ťɧò Łĥ ƁŌƖŨ ĵňĮ ĶŴƟŏ :ťƀò ˁŹ
ƎƉň űŷƆ
ňò Ņ ł Ņ ň
ň
Ņ ƎƉ
ň űŷƆ
ł ĭł :ĵĮĥł ĭň
ł ųƊň łƕ ƢŨĪ
ťɧŁĥ ťƖũƊƆ ĵĮĥł ĭň :ťƀò ˁŹ
.ĲĬŴŨĥ
ô Īł

(9:3)

o
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ňŅł
ňŅł
ň Ņ 1,2
ťɧò Łĥ]1 sg R1 R2 ‡ ; ťƀò ˁŹ
 ] sg R1 R2 ; ťɧò Łĥ]2 sg R1 R2
ƎſīŁ Ʀƌĥ ŸƄƤƉ ŦĬ ĲŁŴƆ ƎƉ ťƍƉŴſ ƦƆĮĥī ťƉĭ (10:2)
įƞƆƞŨ ƎƀƊƀƍŨī ťƉŴŶƦŨ ƈŶīī ĬŲũƟ ƈƕ ƎſŲũū
ŦĬĭ ťƖũƊƆ ƦƆĮĥī ťƌŁĥ ŸƃƦƣĥ ƅƆ ķĭŲƉŤƌĭ
ťƍƉŲƉĥĭķŴƄƀƇƕƈŶīĭťƌŁĥīťƀƌīĴŴŨĥơũƣ
ĲŲũƆŲũƕĥ

ň Ʀƌĥł ŸƄƤ
ł Ɖň ŦĬŅ :Ĳô ŁŴɝ
Ņ ƎƉň ťƍŅ ƉŴ
Ņ łſ ƦƆĮĥł Īň ťƉĭ
Ņ
Ǝſǔũ
Ō ūł ƎſĿŁ
ô
Ņ ƢƉŤ
ŏ ƌĭŌ .įƞɞ
Ņ Ɵł ƈłƕ
ň ťƉŴ
Ņ ŶƦ
ŏ Ũł :ƈŶň ĿĪŅ Ĭñ Ƣũ
ł ňƞŨ ƎƀƊň ƀƍŅ ŨĪ
:ƅƆķĭ
Ņ
ł ł
ł
ňò Ņ ł Ņ ň
ň
Ņ ƊƆ
ł ĥň
ň ƦƆĮĥł Ī
Ņ :ťƖũ
ň ťɧò Łĥ ŸƃƦƣ
ťɧŁĥĪ ťƀƌĿ ĴŴŨĥ ơũƣ ŦĬĭ
ň Ņ ł ň
ň
ň ĭł
.Ĳô ƢũƆűũƕ
ĥťƍŅ ƉƢ
Ɖĥĭ :ķŴƄƀłƇƕƈŶĪ
Ņňò ł
Ņňò ł
ťɧŁĥ] sg R1 R2 ; ťɧŁĥ
 Ī] sg R1 R2

īŴŨŁīŦƦƊźŨŁŴƆƦƀźƉĭĵųƆħĭŁŁŲũƕīťƉĭ (10:3)
ŦųƆĥŁŴƆƎƀƠƇƏƎſŲũūŦƦƆŁƎƉŁƦƌĥŸƄƤƉŦĬ
ƦƆŁ ƈƀƠƣ ŲŶĭ ƎſŲū ŦƦƆŁ ƈƀƠƣ ŲŶ ƈſĥ ƦƀũƆ
ŧŲƊŶīťŨŲūƈƀƠƣŲŶĭťƊŷƆīƪſŲū

Ņ ƦƀźŌ Ɖĭ
Ņ
ł :ĵųɝ
ł ħĭŁŏ ŁƢũƕ
ł Īł ťƉĭ
ŦĬŅ :ĿŴŨŁĪ ŦƦƊźŨň ŁŴɝ
ł
ł
ł
Ō
Ņ ƎƉŅ Ł Ʀƌĥ ŸƄƤ
Ō ƏŅ :Ǝſǔũ
ł Ɖň
ň ŦųŅ ƆŅ ĥ ŁŴɝ
Ņ ƎƀƠɤ
ƦƀũƆ
 ūł ŦƦƆŁ
ô
Ō
Ņ ƈƀƠƣ
Ņ ƈƀƠƣ
Ō űŶĭ
Ō űŶł :ƈſŌĥ
ł :Ǝſűū ŦƦƆŁ
Ņ ǔū
ƪſ
 ƦƆŁ
Ō űŶĭ
ł
Ņ ŶĪ
Ņ ƈƀƠƣ
Ņ ƆĪ
ł ťŨƢū
ł :ťƊŷ
.ŧ ƢƊ
ŁƢũƕ
ł Īł] Łűũƕ
ł Īł R2 ; Ǝſűū ] ƎſǔŌū
ň R1
‡
In all fairness, the text did not have the feminine suffix
sy me on űŨĥĭ expected by west Syriac readers.

Ĳ and
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ŦƦƊƀƟ ƎƉŁī ŦųƆĥī ŦƦƉŲƆ ŦŁĥŁ ƎƃīƦŨĭ (10:5)
ƦƌĥƗŬƘŦĬŦƦſŲƠƆƎƉƦƆƦƀźƉīťƉĭťſƦƤƇƘī
ŧīƦƀƟ ķĭųƀƉŲƟĭ ƋƀŨ ƎƉ ƎſƦŷƌī ťƀũƌī ťƇũŷŨ
ƎƀũƌƦƉķŴƌĬĭťƖƀŨīĭťŬƇƘĭŧŲƍƃĭ

ł
ł Ņ
ň Īł ŦƦƊƀň ƟŅ ƎƉŅ ŁĪ
Ņ Īł ŦƦƉƢɝ
Ņ ŦňŁĥŁŌ ƎƃĿƦ
Ņ .ťňɕƦŅ Ƥò ɤƘ
ťƉĭ
:ŦųŅ Ɔĥ
Ũĭ
ł ł Ņ Ņ
Ō ł
ł
ňò ł Ņ ł
Ō
ł
Ņ
Ņ
ƎſƦŷƌĪťƀũƌĪ ƨũŷŨƦôƌĥƗŬƘŦĬ :ŦƦſƢƠƆƎƉƦƆƦƀźƉĪ
ň Ō
ň ŧ ǓƦƀ
ŏ ƉűƟ
ň :ťňƖƀŨǓĭ
Ō ƎƉň
ł ťŬňò ł ƇƘĭ
ł ŧ ǔň ɩŅ ƃĭ
ł ĭł :ƋƀŨ
ķŴƌŏ Ĭĭ
Ɵ ķĭųƀ
ł Ɖň
.ƎƀũƌƦ
ň
ň
ťƀò ũƌĪł] sg R1 R2 | pl. R2c ; ŧ ǓƦƀ
 ƟŌ ] sg R1 R2 ; ŧ ǔňɩŅ ƃĭ
ň ] sg R1 R2

Appendix 3: Chronology of Events

The following events are limited to those mentioned in
this book. Events assigned to a century are estimates
and one needs to allow for a margin of error. Unless
otherwise indicated, events listed under a particular
century are not given in a chronological order.
3rd cent. B.C.

Aristophanes of Byzantium uses the
dot to indicate a pause in reading
(ch. 1).

A.D. 6

First dated Syriac inscription (ch. 1)

2 cent.

x

nd

x
x
x
x

154–222


Rabbinic sources report dots in
the Hebrew Bible to mark
doubtful readings (ch. 1).
Most of the Old Testament is
translated into Syriac.
The Old Syriac Gospels appear.
Odes of Solomon composed (or
3rd century).
Aramaic inscription from Garni,
Armenia, marks  with a dot
(but not  ; see Plate V).

Bardaisan and his pupil Philip
(ch. 1)
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160

Palmyrene inscription from Dura
Europos marks  with a dot (but not
) (ch. 1).

3rd cent.

x
x

ts of Thomas composed (ch.
1).
Senten es of Menander composed.

240–243

Earliest Syriac parchments without
dots (see Plate IV) (ch. 1).

4th cent.

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

etter of Mara composed (ch. 1).
Story of Ahikar translated into
Syriac.
Demonstrations of Aphrahat
composed.
Book of Steps composed (or early
5th century)
Sy me dots invented (ch. 2).
Dot on  invented (ch. 1).
Dot on  invented (probably after that of ).
Supralinear disambiguation dot
invented (ch. 3).
Sublinear disambiguation dot
invented (probably after the supralinear dot).
Dot on the suffix  J is invented
but is not used regularly (ch. 8).
Pause (punctuation) dots in-
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x

vented (or picked up from the
Alexandrian system) (ch. 13).
End of section/paragraph four
dots, o, invented (ch. 13).

356

Nabataean inscription marks  with
a dot (but not  ; see Plate V) (ch. 1).

373

St. Ephrem dies having produced
much literature (ch. 1).

5th cent.

x

x

Joseph Huzaya invents the nine
punctuation or accent dots (ch.
13–15) and authors a book on
homographs.
Correction dots appear but
maybe by later hands.

411

First dated Syriac MS and first dated
literary codex in any language.
  and  are mostly dotted
(ch. 1) but position of dot is
not fixed on the base glyph
 (ch. 7).
 Sy me plural dots (ch. 2).
 Single homograph dot appears, though the supralinear dot is far more frequent
(ch. 3).

473 Apr.

MS of the life of St. Simeon
 A few instances of  and 
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6th cent.

x
x
x
x
x

appear as undotted  (ch. 1).
J
Overdotting of  as  .
Dot on feminine suffix  J is
still irregular (ch. 8).

Silent dot invented (ch. 6).
Dots for bg dkp t letters invented (ch. 10).
Two dots appear in a single
word as in ¾æN òâJ (ch. 11).
The vowel º
 §ª is invented (ch.
12).
Double dot punctuation/pause
marks, : (sometimes slanted),
invented (ch. 13).

522 Dec.

MS containing  N under masculine
suffixes (ch. 8).

528 Apr.

MS of Severus of Antioch against
Julian:
 Sy me appear on masculine
and feminine verbs (ch. 2).

548 July

MS of the Gospels:
 Sy me on feminine verbs is
irregular (ch. 2).
 Dot on ~ ~
‘sign’.
ફ

550/551

MS with the following features:
J
 Overdotting of  as  (ch. 1).

pre 576 July

Note in an informal hand using dots
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(ch. 5).
7 cent.
th

x
x

8th cent.

x
x
x
x
x
x

Informal hand on a papyrus using dots (ch. 5).
Thomas the Deacon authors a
book on accent dots (ch. 15).
David bar Pawlos authors a treatise on the dots.
Dot on 3rd fem. verbs on top of
 J (ch 9).

The vowel º is invented (ch.
12).
The vowels º
 § and º£ are invented.
Triple-dot invented Ȇ (ch. 13).
By end of century, fully dotted
vocalization system is in use.

708

Grammarian Jacob of Edessa dies.

873

ѽXQD\QEDU,Vьaq dies having authored two books on dots.

10th cent.

Garshunography dots appear (ch.
17).

928/9

MS having dots of  and  far from
the base glyph  (ch. 5).

11th cent.

Dots for bg dkp t appear in red in
west Syriac MSS.

1046

*UDPPDULDQ(OLDVEDU6KLQč\čGLHV

Appendix 3: Chronology of Events o

(ch 15).
1059

Grammarian Elias of Tirhan dies
(ch. 15).

12th cent.

*UDPPDULDQ-RVHSKEDU0DON࠭Q
dies (ch. 15).

13th cent.

MS colophon indicating a reader
added dots to the MS (ch 5).

1286

*UDPPDULDQ%DUષ(EUR\RGLHV By
his time readers could not comprehend most of the reading dots (ch.
14).

Today

Dots are alive (apart from most
reading dots)!



Appendix 4: Manuscripts Consulted

BL Add. 12,150
BL Add. 14,610
BL Add. 14,687
BL Add. 17,200
Vat Syr 1
Vat Syr 12
Vat Syr 104
Vat Syr 111
Vat Syr 137
Vat Syr 138
Vat Syr 140
Vat Syr 142
Vat Syr 143
Vat Syr 160

411 November
550/1
13th century (colophon)
7th century
928/9
6th century
564 August
522 December
564 April
581 July
528 April
576 July
563 August
473 April

While not cited, all of the MSS in Hatch’s lbum
were also consulted as well as MS Sinai Syriac NF
M27N.





Plates

Old Syriac Inscription 1
Old Syriac Inscription 2
Old Syriac Mosaic
Old Syriac Parchment
Aramaic & Nabataean inscriptions (with dot for <r>)
The 411 Codex
Codex Sinaiticus
Codex Curetonianus
Some from Hatch that are cited





Appendix 5: Comments on Plates

Plates I & II demonstrate the dotless  . The text is typed
in the Syriac script on these plates with the dots restored whenever possible. The same applies to Plate III,
a mosaic, which more clearly shows the dotless  . In
addition, the mosaic shows the absence of sy me in the
word ûÙß (line 5). Plate IV shows Syriac in another
medium, parchment. Here too no dots appear in the
text. The first part of the first few lines are shown at the
bottom of the plate. The Syriac text gives those portions
only. Notice the cursive nature of the script. Plate V
illustrates the dot of  <r> in Aramaic and Nabataean.
Plates VI–VIII give samples of literary Syriac from
early manuscripts. Readers may try to determine the
function of the dots as an exercise and then use the following key to check the results.
Plate VI (A.D. 411)
Notice that the first  of çØÊÂî (line 19) is dotless.
Also notice how far the dot of  is in ûâ~ (line 24).
The plural double dot sy me appears a few times (lines
8–9, 15, 18, 20, 30). It tends to be closer to the begin
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ning of the word. It is already collapsed with the dot of
 <r> in a lines 6 and 8.
The homograph dot appears in a number of places:
the active participles çØÊÂîJ (lines 7 and 17) and çØûïèJ
(line 29), Íå J >KčQ࠭Q@(lines 11, 19, 21) to differentiate LW IURP >KHQ࠭Q@, and çÙå J >KčQHQ@ (line 28) to differentiate LWIURP>KHQHQ@. 
Although it might be difficult to see, we have an inJ
stance of ¿~ [ফčWH@LQ the last line of column 1. There
is also a sublinear dot on Íå N ÊÜÍå N >KHQ࠭Q@in column 2, line 17. There are sublinear dots on the perfect
verbs áàâ
N in the third line from the bottom of
N and ûâ~
column 2. A sublinear dot appears on ¾ýÙN Á >EҮšč@ FRO
3, last line) to differentiate LW IURP >Eč\šč@ 7KH feminine suffix dot appears on Ìæâ
 J in column 3, line 14.
The punctuation dot (ch. 13) appears in lines 3, 7,
10, 13–15, 18, 20 and 34. Notice that the pause dot in
line 15 is sublinear. It may have indicated a shorter
pause. I cannot make out the dot on ÍÏ
J (line 23) which
could be a sublinear dot on çN â (line 24); it is probably
some sort of a pause dot.
A sequence of circles indicates the end of a section
in line 3 of column 3.
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Plate VII (A.D. 473)
There is a dotless  in ÊÂî (line 20). The plural
sy me dots appear a few times, even on numbers (e.g.
çØăéî which also illustrates how the dots collapse with
, line 5).
The homograph dot appers on  J (line 1) and  J
(line 13), but there are many verbs without any dots.
The feminine dot is missing on ÌØÿØ~
J
(line 2) but it
appears a few times in column 2 (e.g. lines 7–8).
The punctuation or pause dot appears in a few places (lines 2, 6, 9, 12, 13, 15–18, 20, 22–23). Supralinear
pause dots appear after ¿  (col. 2, line 2) and on
 J ÍïÓùå (col. 2, line 4).

Plate VIII (A.D. 564)
This manuscript has a number of interesting punctuation/pause dots. In addition to the single dot, there is
the double dot : in lines 7, 10–11, 14–15 and 22. The
double pause dot also kerns in a number of places as in
Àÿýå
N
(line 12), ¿Íâ
N
(line 17), çàØ
N  (line 18). The
J
single dot also kerns in 
 Íß (line 5).
The homograph dot appears on a number of perfect
verbs: ¿~
(line 4) and ¿ÎÏN (lines 8 & 16, opposite

the active participle ¿ÎÏJ in line 13). It indicates a Paષષel
J
J [ьEčOč@
on āâÿå
(line 12). It also appears on āÂÏ

o
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J

(opposite [ьDEOč@OLQHVDQG , ¿ÿÙß >ZčOҮWč@(line
J [রEčGHK@ OLQH
11) WR LQGLFDWH WKH >č@ YRZHO, and ÊÂî
22, opposite [রabdeh@ .
J (line 8). The one in
There are four dots on āÂ
J N ÐÁ
the middle of the word is the homograph dot mentioned
above. The dots under ~ and after it are probably a
pause double dot as the ones listed above. I cannot
make out the dot above ~
J though.

Notes

CHAPTER 1
1
Until modern times, the standard dating in Syriac has been that
of the Seleucid era (Anno Graecorum, abbreviated AG). The era begins
with the return of Seleucus I Necator to Babylon in 311 BC. Hence, to
compute the Gregorian corresponding date, one simply subtracts 311.
However, the Seleucid year begins in the autumn and ends in the
summer. Therefore, if a month is known, then one subtracts 312 between October and December, but subtracts 311 between January and
September. If the month is unknown, then one subtracts 311 and 312
and gives the alternate dates separated by ‘/’; e.g. October 1500 AG =
1500 – 311 = 1188 AD; January 1500 AG = 1189 AD; 1500 AD =
1188/9 AD.
2
On Phoenician inscriptions, see Peckham, The Development of the
ate Phoeni ian S ripts. On Aramaic inscriptions, see Naveh, The Development of the ramai S ript.
3
Naveh, The Development of the ramai S ript 19.
4
The Bishop’s Bible (1568).
5
Naveh, ‘Word Division in West Semitic Writing’.
6
Liberman, Hellenism in Jewish Palestine 44.
7
Turner, Philology.
8
On the earliest Arabic inscriptions with dots, see Ghabban.
9
Crystal, Spell It Out.
10
On paratexts, see Genette.
11
ËÂî MS Vat Syr 160 fol. 68r col. 1 ln. 20; ¾æÁÍÒ fol. 8v col. 2
ln 16.
12
MS Vat Syr 160 fol. 23v col. 1 ln. 5 and col. 2 ln 13, respectively.
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Notes

MS BL Add. 14,610 fol. 40v col. 2 ln 3 and ln 19, respectively.
For the Aramaic inscription from Garni, see Naveh, Early History of the lphabet 140, Fig. 124; for the Palmyrene inscription, see
Cantineau 26; for the Nabataean inscription, see Naveh, Early History
of the lphabet 159, Fig. 145.
15
Brock, Brief Outline.
13
14

CHAPTER 2
New International Version.
7KHUHZDVDSKRQRORJLFDOGRXEOH>P@LQHDUO\6\ULDFZKLFKVWLOO
exists in east Syriac. I have omitted the doubling in this particular
example in order not to confuse it with the orthographic doubling in
the plural form.
3
Sokoloff, Syria exi on.
4
Nöldeke §22.D.
5
On the ancient Aramaic numerical system, see Rödiger; Duval
14–15, Segal, ‘Some Syriac Inscriptions’’; Ifrah 279–81, 332–40.
6
MS Vat Syr 160 fol. 20r col. 2 ln. 26; fol. 20v col. 1 ln. 14.
7
MS Vat Syr 160 fol. 4v col. 1 ln. 19.
8
MS BL Add. 12,150 fol. 53r.
9
Drijvers & Healey.
10
MS Vat Syr 140 fol. 4r. col. 1 lines 8–15.
11
MS Vat Syr 12 fol. 93. Translation by Childers.
12
Butts, ‘The Use of Sy me’.
1
2

CHAPTER 3
Kiraz, Orthography §114.
Thanks to James W. Bennett for assisting in obtaining this data
from the SEDRA database (sedra.bethmardutho.org).
3
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/news.
4
MS BL Add. 12,150 fol. 52v. The ‘epistles’ are in the Syriac repK
(masculine), not the Syriac
resented by the Greek loan word ¾éâÍÒ
word ¿ûÄ~ which explains why the pronouns used are masculine.
1
2

Notes

5

o 

MS BL Add. 12,150 fol. 52v–53r.

CHAPTER 4
Jacob of Edessa, ‘The Correction of Speech’ in Segal, The Dia riti al Point 38–39.
1

CHAPTER 5
1
In Kenoro Kthobonoyo, the word Ìß /leh/ is over used for personal pronouns of all sorts of number, gender, and person.
2
Estrangelo Antioch font, part of the Meltho fonts available at
www.bethmardutho.org. It is based on MS 12/21 of the Syriac Orthodox Patriarchal Library, Damascus, dated A.D. 1041/2.
3
One can of course make a reverse argument: that the homograph dots took the idea of thick/thin vowels from an already established tradition of the <d> (which causes a vowel to be thin) and
<r> (which causes a vowel to be thick) dots. (Thanks to Aaron Butts
for pointing out the reverse argument.)
4
MS Vat Syr 1 fol. 111 lines 12, 17, 20.
5
Budge, By Nile and Tigris II, p. 72; Kiraz, Orthography §478 ff.
6
MS BL Add. 14,687 fol. 201r. I am grateful to Liv Ingeborg Lied
who pointed out this colophon.
7
MS Vat Syr 142 f. 124r.
8
Brock, ‘A Syriac Letter on Papyrus’; Brashear, ‘Syriaca’.

CHAPTER 6
1
On the 0KDJ\čQ̌DQG0DTU\čQ̌, see Adam Becker, The Fear of
od and the Beginning of Wisdom.
2
MS Vat Syr 160 fol. 3r col. 1 ln 24.
3
MS Vat Syr 140 fol. 2r col. 3 ln 26.
4
MS Vat Syr 12 fol. 6r col. 2 ln 13.
5
On the ser n , see George A. Kiraz, Orthography §204.
6
MS Vat Syr 140 fol. 3v col. 2 ln. 31.
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Notes

CHAPTER 7
1

Ceriani, Translatio Syra Pes itto Veteris Testamenti 407.

CHAPTER 8
1
MS Vat Syr 111 fol. 24r col. 1 ln. 28 ÌÁ
 N ; col. 2 ln. 15 Ìß
 N ; fol.
N .
25r col. 3 ln. 38 Ìæâ
J
2
The only exceptions which omit the dot on  that I am aware
of are the 3-volume Patrologia Syriaca and the Kings volume of the
Leiden Peshitta edition. The former omits the dot on the grounds that
it is redundant when the text is vocalized. The SEDRA database of the
Syriac New Testament (Version 3.0) marked the dot using morphological fields and instructed programmers on how to place the dot when
extracting the text. Many, alas, ignored the instructions and one now
finds electronic texts of the Syriac NT online without the dot.
3
MS Vat Syr 160 f. 14r col. 1 ln. 9–23.

CHAPTER 9
1
MS Vat Syr 160 fol. 7r col. 2 ln. 22; fol. 11r col. 2 ln. 11; fol. 21r
col. 1 ln. 1.
2
MS Vat Syr 140 fol. 2r col. 2 ln. 21 dated April 528; MS Vat Syr
104 fol. 9r ln. 16 dated August 564; MS Vat Syr 138 fol. 117r col. 1 ln
29 dated July 581.
3
MS Vat. Syr 160 fol. 5r col. 1 ln. 4.
4
MS Vat Syr 140 fol. 1v col. 1 ln. 13.

CHAPTER 10
Rosenthal p. 13.
Schmierer 1.2.
3
Translation from Richard Taylor for The
coming).
1
2

ntio h Bible (forth-

Notes

o 

4
The word mashlm nutho ‘tradition’ does not appear exactly in
the titles of these works; rather, it is used by Syriac writers to refer to
YDULRXV WUDGLWLRQV HJ WKH 4DUTDSWč 7UDGLWLRQ  , XVH LW KHUH DV D Ueplacement of ‘masora’ which does not apply to Syriac. For a discussion, see Loopstra, Patristi Sele tions.

CHAPTER 11
MS Vat Syr 160 fol. 4v col. 2 ln. 10 and ln. 21, respectively.
MS Vat Syr 12 fol. 4v col. 2 ln. 5.
3
MS Vat Syr 137 fol. 19r col. 2 ln. 1.
4
MS Vat Syr 12 fol. 98v col. 1 ln. 9; fol. 159v col. 1 ln. 18.
5
For example, Vat. Syr 152 fol. 196r, ln. 19.
6
MS Vat Syr 142 fol. 124r ln. 2 (purchase note); Vat Syr 111 fol.
24r col. 1 ln. 37.
1
2

CHAPTER 12
1

Audo, S mt d-le n sury y ; Manna, Kit b.

CHAPTER 13
1
Loopstra, ‘Reading the Bible with the TaьWč\č GD-7OčWč’ (forthcoming).
2
MS Vat Syr 104 fol. 2v ln. 13.
3
MS Vat Syr 104 fol. 3v ln. 10.
4
MS Vat Syr 142 fol. 3r. col. 3 ln. 25.
5
MS Vat Syr 140 fol. 7v. col. 3 ln. 6.
6
Coakley, ‘An Early Syriac Question Mark’.

CHAPTER 14
Segal, The Dia riti al Point 1.
Wellesz, ‘Early Christian Music’.
3
%DUષ(EUR\RBook of Rays iv.6.1 p. 244.
1
2

o

Notes

CHAPTER 15
Van Rompay, ‘Yawsep Huzaya’.
Jacob of Edessa, On Orthography .
3
Brock, ‘Dawid bar Pawlos’.
4
2QѽXQD\QVHH%XWWV¶ѽXQD\QE,Vьaq’.
5
7HXOH¶(OL\D,RIࠐLUKDQ·
6
9DQ5RPSD\¶,VKRષ\DKEEDU0DONXQ·
1
2

CHAPTER 16
Liberman, Hellenism in Jewish Palestine 44.
MS Vat Syr 160 fol. 8r col. 2 lines 13–14.
3
MS Vat Syr 140 fol. 2v col. 2 ln. 17.
4
MS BL Add. 17,200 of 7th century, edited by R. Hespel in the
CSCO 244/Syr 104, 1964, p.6.
5
MS Vat Syr 143 fol. 4v 1ines 9–10. A seventh century version
has been published (Patralogia Orientalis 22, p. 282).
6
Loopstra, n East Syrian Manus ript of the Syria ‘Masora’.
1
2

CHAPTER 17
Kiraz, ‘Garshunography’.
Kiraz, Orthography §586 ff.
3
Takahashi, ‘Syro-Armenian’.
4
Trigona-Harany, ‘Syro-Ottoman’.
5
Sauget, ‘Vestiges d’une celebration
l’Anaphore de Saint Jacques’.
1
2

Gréco-Syriaque

del

CHAPTER 18
1
2

ing).

For exceptions, see n. 2 under Chapter 8 above.
Translated by Craig Morrison for The ntio h Bible (forthcom-
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nassus 25, 125–126
ment xi, 48 ff.

liturgical manuscripts 111
loan words 30, 130

Loopstra, Jonathan xii

King James Bible 4

Luke (Gospel) 109, 127

Kiraz, Lucian Nurono xiii

0DOSKčQč̌ 13, 17, 29,

Kiraz, Christine xiii, 140
Kiraz, Sebastian Kenoro xi,
xiii, 50–51

Macron 86

46, 62, 71, 76, 82, 84,
87, 89–91, 120, 130

Kiraz, Tabetha xiii

Mandaic 20

Kthobonoyo 50

0DTU\čQ̌–64, 120

Latin 14

Mashlm nutho ‘tradition’

ksi ÿ 130

Kurdish 132

lectionaries 138

legal documents 10
Leiden 70

o 

Manna, Awgin 107
Mark (Gospel) 26, 109
93, 97

Masora 93, 127

mathematics 122

o

General Index

matres le tionis 14–15,

nouns 15, 37; and sy m

Matthew (Gospel) 109,

numbering system 22;

mba l n 67

numbers 30, 35; and

103, 128
112, 135

mdamr n 116
medicine 122
Melito 11

25

Aramaic 21

sy m 25; dots on 24

object pronominal suffix
72, 75

Meltho fonts 138

oblique dots 110, 112

mhagy n 84

Old Syriac 3, 10, 25, 48–

m awy n 115

Old Syriac Gospels 11, 37,

me ka p n 117

0KDJ\čQ̌–64
m ayd n 118

Odes of Solomon 11
49

74, 109, 127

Michelson, David xii

Old Testament 11, 18, 24,

m aly n 117

open syllable 85–87

musical chants 118

open vowel 45, 56

Nabataean 9, 10, 61

ornamental 111

New Testament 31–32, 63,

over-dotting 8

Mosul 136, 138

negation 86
117

Nisibis 90, 120
Nöldeke, T. 20

48, 51, 54, 56–57, 70

orthography 17, 25, 121
3DષષHO[Y
pagan 3

page-turning mistakes 58

General Index

o 

Pષal 37, 39, 98

phoneme 76

Palmyrene 9, 61

phonology 100

Paradise, Ari xii

plosive 82–84, 87–88, 91–

palimpsest 37
papyrus 59

paratextual 7, 107, 118,
128

parchments 10, 25, 48, 49

phonologists 44
Piscataway xi
92

poem 11, 121
POLIS xi

participles 29, 78–79, 98

possessive pronoun 75;

past tense 28

prefix 8, 65, 79

particle 33

suffix 22

pause 6, 73, 108, 114,

preposition 33, 86, 135

Penn, Michael xii

Princeton University xii

116–117

present tense 63

perfect 28, 37, 39, 77–79,

printing 92

period 6, 108

pronoun 16, 33, 35, 63, 80

135

personal pronoun 33, 35,
62, 65

Peshitta 11

Philip (Bardaisan’s pupil)
11

philosophy 122
Phoenician 3

productive 88, 91
pronunciation 73, 107,
120

proper noun 57, 136
prosodic marks 114
Psalms 55

Pseudo-Clementines 34
P߭čьč

o

General Index

punctuation 59, 73, 108,
120, 136; dot 109–
110, 119–120

value 7, 107

Semitic 14, 87, 90, 124
Senten es of Menander 11

purchase note 59

Seraphion 11

question mark 112, 114

ser n 67

Qenneshrin 90

Rabbi Natan 124

Rabbinic sources 6

Serto 115

Severus of Antioch 25,
125–126

Rabbis 124

Short Vowel Deletion 85,

RȮč߅č

silent dot 65, 71, 81; let-

red ink 81, 92, 111–112

Sinai 37

r h

116–117

reading 6; dots 119, 136

87–88, 91
ters 67

rubrics 111

Sinaiticus MS 74, 127–128

ષ߅č߅č

sound shift 85; system 44

5Zčьč

soft (fricative) 92

Schmierer-Lee, Melonie xii

Spain 122

schwa xv, 43

SQL xii

School of Nisibis 90, 120

spectrometry 140

Scriptures 24, 93

St. Mark’s Monastery xi,

Segal, J. B. 114

St. Simeon (life of) 8, 74,

SEDRA database xii
segment 100; segmental
sign 100; segmental

xii, 51, 138
125

stress 116

General Index

strokes 6, 22; (for number-

Tatian 12

substantive verb 67

theograph  \Kપતફ> 141

ing) 21

o 

technology 140

suffix 22, 70, 72, 110

thick/broad vowel 43, 54–

sy me 24–30, 34, 49–50,

thin/fine vowel 43, 54–56,

surprise 116

53, 59, 61–62, 69, 71,

56, 63, 77, 92, 94
63, 77, 92, 94

73, 76, 92, 95, 100,

Thomas the Deacon 120

134; as vowels 29–30

translators 18

106–107, 117, 132,
syllables 91

Syriaca.org xii

Syro-Arabic garshunogra-

transcription 130

transliteration 130

transposition 125, 127–
128

phy 131

Trinity 141

phy 132

Turkish 132

Syro-Greek garshunogra-

triple dot 128, 132

Syro-Kurdish garshuno-

typography 69, 96

Syro-Turkish garshuno-

verbs 28, 98; to be 63, 65;

ta t y 112–114, 118

vocal organs 83

t ks 118–119

vocalization 98, 105

Tannous, Jack xii

vowel chart 42

graphy 132
graphy 132

Talmud 124

Vatican Library xiii
and sy m 25

vocative 117

o

General Index

wonderment 116

word division/separation
5–6, 124; spacing 5

Wright, Willilam xii

XRF spectrometry 140
Yahweh 141

yes-or-no questions 113,
118

writing systems xv

zawg

el y 112–114, 119

x-height 96
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o

ò
ťŨǔƟ ƎƉ ƎƊƕ ħĮĭƦƤƌ
ŕ  ťſƢƉ ķĭĥ ŦƦŨǔƣ ƦƆŁ
ťƤƀƕŁťƌĬťƊƇƕĪ
õ

o 

ĸŴſƢſŴƏ ĲƢƉ Ƌƕ ťƊƀƐŨ ťƍŨĮ ƎƌƢũƕĥĭ ķƦƀũƆ
ĴĭƢƃĥĪƦñƀƐƌ Ļĥĭ ťƌĬťƊƀƐŨƦſƢƣ ƎƉŁĭ ťſǔſĪĭ
œ ťŷƍƉƁŨĥĪŦƦƀŨƈƕ
ƋƇƣĿĭĥƦƀŨŁŴƀũƆŁƦ
ñ
ƃĭűŨ
ŸƄƣĥĪ ŦųƊƤƉĭ ťƀƍŨŵŨƦƄƉŦƦƀŨĭñĬƋŷƆƦƀũƆ
ò
ò
ñ
ŧƢŷƘĭŦƦƀƉĪťƊ
ƠƏŴƇū
 ųŨĪŦŁƢƖƉƁŨĥĬƦƍŬŨ
ò
ŦƦƀŨ ťƌĬ ťŷɚƤƉ ĺŴƤſ ķƢƉĪ ťƍŨĮ ƎƉ ŦĮĭĮĭ
ƦñſƞƉŁĥ Ƨ Ƨĥ ŸƉĽĥ ƦƍƤŨ ťƀƆǔƐſĥ ĲĬŴũƐƌĪ
ŧǔƖƊŨ ĺűſĪ ŁĿĭŵƆĿŤƣŘ  ťƍƙƇƉ ƁƌĿűƕĭ .ĲĬŴƀʛƄƣĥĪ
ƢũƃĪ ƧŁ ƎŷƄƣĥ ĪŴŷƇŨĭ ĲųƀƍŷƄƣĥ Ƨĭ ŦƦƃĭĪĪ
ĲƢŨ Ļĥ ŦĭĬ ťƌĿ ťƍƃĬĭ ŦƦƍū ťſĭĬ ųƍƉ ƦŶƦƆ
ŧĿŁƧƎƠũƣűƃŭƘĽĥƦƍƣƁŨĥĪŦƦƀũƆƦſñŵŶŧƢƍƃ
ƎƍƠũƣĪ ťƉ ĿƦŨ ĲĬĭƢƠƕ ťƀƆǔƐſĥ ķĥ ťƌĥ ĺűñſ Ƨĭ
ò
ťƣĭƦƃŁ
ĭĬťƍŨŵŨŦĭĬĭ ĺűñſĪŴŷƇŨĭĬŦųƭŧĿŁĥ
ò
ò
ò
ŦƦƐƀŹ ƁˁƃĪ
ťƉűƕ ťƀƆǔƐſƧ ťƀŨǔƕ ƦƀŨ ŦŤƀŬƏ
ŁŴũƀźŨƧĥķĿŁƧƅƘųƊƆƎƆŦƞƉƦƉķĥƎƍƕűſƧĭ
ĖťƍƀƤŨ ķĿŁƧ ƎƍƄƘĬĭ ŦŁƢŷŨ ťŶĿĭĥ ƦŶƦƘŁĥ
Œ
ťſƢƉ
ò
ò
ñ
 ŴƊƟŧĪĬŦƦƍƤŨ ųŨĭ
ƎƉƎƀƠƀʖĿĪĭťƍƍŹƢſƦſĪ ťƀɚŹ
ò
ĵĽŴƊƆ ŴũƐƌĭ ťƀʛɚƤƉ ƈƕ ŦŁƢſƢƣ ŦŁŴƀɚŹ
ñ
ƎƉ ƢźƏĭ ťƀɖǓŴƏ ķĭųƇƃ ŴƟƢƕĭ ųſǓŴƟ
ƎſųƇƄƆĭ
œ
ò
ò
ťƙƀƏ ŦĭĬĭ ķĭųſƦũƆ ŴƠũƣĭ ťƀŨƢŬƆ ťƀʛɚƤƉ
ò
ťƀƉűƟ ťƙƀƏ ƈƕ Ǝƀƍƣ ŦŤƉ Ƣũƕ űƃ ƎƀƇƕ ƎſĿŁĪ
ò
ƎƍƀƕűñſƧťƀɖǓŴƏƎƍŶŦĬĭ ťƉ
ò ŴƇŹťƀƍƉŁŴƕĲĬŴƊƀƟĥĪ
ťŷƌűƊŨŧƢſƞŨťƍƀƍƉƎƆƢƀūƥƘķŁĭűſƦƕĲĬťƍƉ
ĭĥƎſŁǓŁĿƦŨŦŁŴŨŁĭŁĪŦŁĭǓŁŤŨťŷƆƦƉƎƇſĪťƊƕĭ

o

ŴŨųſ ķĭųƇſĪ ťƍƀŨƞŨĭ ťƣĪŴƟĪ ťŶĭĿĪ ťƍƀŨƞŨĪ ťſŴŷƉ
ñ
ŦƦƤſűƟŦŁűƕųɤƃƈƕĭķĭųƇƃƈƕťƍźƆŴƣųƆ
ųƇƄƆ ĶƦŶ
õ űƃ ťŷŨűƉĪ ťƕĿƦƆ ĲĬŴŨƢƟ ƎſűſĬ
ƎƀƍŨĮò ƦƆŁ ťũƀƆĽĪ ťƤƀƍŨ ĬűſŤŨĪ ŦƦƀƌĿŴƊŨ ťƊƕ
ƎƃĭťƉŴƀƟƎƃĭťƍſƢƙƉķƢƉťƊƇƣųƆħųſƎſűſĬĭ
ò ĭ ťƀƠƀƆĭƦƟ
ťƀƐŶ
ò Ǝƃĭ ťƀƌŴſĪ
ò
ťƀɖǓŴƏĪ ŴƃǔſƢźƘ
ò
ò
ò
ťƀƍƉǓĥĭťƌĥƢƉĥťƀźƘŴŬſĥŦƦƀƌǔŶĥŦŁ
űƕĪťƍ
ƆƦƊƉ
ò
ťƀƌĭǔƉĪĭ ťŷƌűƉĪ ŦŁűƕĪĭ ťƀƌŤƄƀƇŬƌĥĭ
ò
ťƀƠƀɞĭƦƟĭ
ò
ò Īĭ
ŦŁűƕĪťƀƐŶķĭųƇƃťƊƇƣųƆ ŴŨųſƎƃĭťƀƇŬƌĭĥ
ƚźŶŁĥĪ ƎƍŶŴſ ĸŴſĿŴŬſƢū ĲƢƉ ƚƇŶĭ ŦƦƀɖĿŴƏ
ķƢƊƆ ťƊƇƣ ħųſĭ ĬŁĿĭĽ ťƀƐŶ
ò ƎƉ űŶ ŪƐƌ
ò
ò
ťƍƀʛƉ
ŦĮǓŤŨ ŴƘŁĭƦƣĥ ĬŁĭĮĭƢƃ ĿƦŨĭ ťƃƢſƢźƘ
ťƐƄŹ ƎſĪ įĽŁŁĥ ťſųƭ ťŨĿŴƠƆ ƁƇƊƣ ťƃƢſƢźƘĭ
ò
ĲĬĭűſĥ
ŁƢƀƄŨ ŪſƦƃĪ ťƄƏŴƌ ƈƕ ŦŁŴƍŶƢƏŁƦƉĪ
ĲĬñ ƈƕƦƄƉƦƏĥťƀŬƆŴƉĭĥĭťŨĿƈſŤƄƀƉĲƢƉĪ
ƎƉ ķĭųƊŶŴƙŨ ĲƧĭ ťſƦſƢūŁ ĸŴƠſĿŴƟ ťƃƢſƢźƘĪ
ķƢƉ ơƙƌ ťƌĬ ťŬŶ ĿƦŨĭ ƚƏŴſ ťſƢſĪ ťźſǔƏ
ħŴƠƖſťƃƢſƢźƘĪŦŁŴƀƕĿĪŧƢŹŴŷƆűƀʖĥűƃťƃƢſƢźƘ
ò
ĲĭĬĭťŶŁƢƤƉŧĿĭƦƘƈƕƎƍƄƉƦƏĥƎƃĭťſƦƀƆŁ
ŦƦŨĭƢƕ ĶŴſĭ ķƢƉĪ ųƠƆŴƏ ĶŴƀŨ ƎſųƇƃ ƎƀƆĬ
ĖťŨƢƟƦƇƕƈźƉƦſŤŨĬƢƐƉƎƍũǇƎƍƄƘĬŧűŷƉ
ñ
ŧƢƍƃĲƢŨƋƕƦƆĮĥĲĮƢƀŮŴƀƍŨķĿŁƧƦƄƘĬĪĿƦŨĭ
ťƍƤǇƦƙƭƎƉŁĭ ťŶƢſĪťŶƦƊƆťƣĪŴƟƦƍſűƊƆ
ĸŴƟƢƉĲƢƉĪŧƢſűƆƎſĭĬƎƀƆĮñĥĶŴſƈƃĭťƀɖĿŴƏ
ƎſĭĬ ƎƀƄƘĬ ŦƦƀƊƤŶ ĿƦŨĭ ťƤƉĿĪ ŦŁŴƆĽ ƈźƉ

o 

ò ƦƆŁ ĲĬŴƍƀƕ
ò ƦƀŨ
ťŶĭĿĪĭ ŧƢŨĪĭ ťŨĥĪ ťƊƤŨ ƎƀƍŨĮ
ò
ò
ò ťƊƀñƟƦƍŨĭŦƦſǔſĪƎſųƇƃűƃťƤſűƟ
ƁƆųɝĬťƤƌĭ
ò
Ŵƙźƕñ ƎſűſĬŦƦŨĿŦŁĭűŶƎƆŁĭĬĭƁƆųɝĬħĭŁĭ
ò
ĲĬŴŨŁĭĥĭ ťƀƉűƟ ƁƃĮ ťƃƢſƢźƘĪ ťƍƟŴſĭ ťũƀƆĽ ųƆ
ò
ťƀƐŶŴƄũƆĭķŴƀƌĭĿŁĪťƀƏĿŴƃƈƕŦŁűŶťƃƢſƢźƙƆ
ò
ò ƆŁĲĬŴŷɖĮĭĲĬŴƊſĿĥĭťƀƏĿŴƄƆ
ťƍſƢƙƉűƃƎƀƍŨĮƦ
ķƢƉ ĸŴƀƐƃĥ ĸŴƀƐƃĥ ĸŴƀƐƃĥ ŴƠƕĮĥ ťƉŴƀƟĭ
ĸŴƀƐƃĥķĭĬĿƦŨťƖƟťƤƍƃųƇƃĭĸŴƀźƍŬſĥĲƢƉ
ŦƦſǔſĪűƃĸŴƀźƍŬſĥĲƢƉķƢƉĸŴƀƐƃĥĸŴƀƐƃĥ
ò ƎƆųɝųƉ
ò
ò
ƎſűſĬ ĲĭĬ
ħĭŁ ťƤƌĭ
ò
ťƊƀƟ ƦƍŨĭ
ķŴƀƇŬƌĭƧ ŧƢƟĭ ťƀƏĿŴƃ ƈƕ ŪſƦſ űƃ ĲĬŴƍƖŹ
ŦŁŴƆĽ ťƍſƢƙƉ ĲƢƣ ƎƃĿƦŨĭ ťũŹ ťƀƕĿĪ
ñ
ťƍſƢƙƉ ƁƍƘŁĥ Ǝƃĭ ťƉŴƀƟ ųƊƇƣĭ
ŦŁŴũƀźƇŨŴƟĪ
ťƀƏĿŴƃ ƎƉ ųƊƀƟĥĭ ĬűſŤŨ ƅũƆĭ ťƃƢſƢźƘ ŁŴƆ
ñ
ųƤſƢŨĭťſƦƀƆŁĸŤƀƭťƃƢſƢźƘĪŦƦƀƌĿŴƉŴſƦſĥĭ
ųƍƉ ƦŶƦƆĭ ťƉŴƀƟ ųƍƉ ƦŶƦƆĭ ťƍſƢƙƉ űŶĥ
ò
ò Ī ƈźƉĭ ķĭųƀƐƄźŨ
ò
ĭĭĬ ŦŤƀŬƏ
ťƀƐŶ
ťƀƐŶ
ò
ķĭűŷƌĭ ťƖũƣ ťƖũƣ ķĭŁŤƌĪ ťƍƄſĥ ķŴƌĥ ƎƍƐƄŹ
ųūĿűŨűŶƈƃťƉŴƀƟĪŧűſĥƎƉƦŶƦƆŦƦƀƌĿŴƊƆ
ťƃƢſƢźƘ ķƢƉ ŦƦƀƌĿŴƉ ƅũƆ ķĭųƇƃ ƎƉ ƦŶƦƆĭ
ƅƆ ĿűƤƌ ťƍƣŴƕĪ ŧƢŹŴŶ ťƉŴƀƟ ťƖƟ ŦƦƍŨĮ ƈƄŨĭ
ĬĿƦŨ Ŵƍƕĭ ƅƀũŨò űƇƖũŨ ŻƆƦƤƌĭ ķŴſĬĽ ƎƉ ťſƢƉ
ò
ťƉŴƀƟĭ ťƍſƢƙƉ ŴũƐƌ ƎƃĿƦŨĭ ťƀƐŶ
ŁŴƃĬ
ò
ñ ƀƇƕĥĭťƃƢſƢźƘĪųƍƀƊƀƆ
ķĭųƇƃĪťſűſĥƎƉƈƖƆĬŴ
ò
ƢſƦſŧĪĬĭťƍƣŴƕĪŧƢŹŴŶĭƢƉĥĭŴƙƏĭĥħĭŁĭťƀƐŶ

o

ĲƢƉ ŧĿŴŹĪ ŦŵƖƇŨ ŦƦƍƉ ƢƉĥĭ ťŷƌűƉĪ ťƀƐŶ
ò
ĲƢƉ ƦſŤŨƢƕ ŦƦƍƉĭ ťƐƊƌĪĭ ŧƢƐſŴƏĪ ĸŴƀƏŴƍƌŴſĪ
ò
ĲƢƉƋƆŤƀƇƉĪťƍƤƇŨķŴƍƉƎſŁǓŁĭƎƍũƆĪƑƀƊƀƇƟ
ĸŴſƢſŴƏ ĲƢƉĭ ƁƆŤƊŬƌĥĪ ĶĬƢŨĥ ĸŴſƢſŴƏ
ĲƢƉ ƦſŤƃĿĭŁ ŦƦƍƉĭ ťƀƍòƖƍƃĪ ĸŴƠſĿŴƟ
ò
ŦŁŴŨŁĭŁĪ ťƍƤɤŨĭ
ƑƀƆŴƘŴƍźƍźƏŴƟĪ ĸŴƍƀƐƃŴǈƀƘ
ƚƏŴſ ĸŴſĿŴŬſƢū ĲƢƉ űƀŨ ťƌƢƉĥ ťƀƤƀƇŬƌĥ
űƀŨ ƦſƧŤźſĥ ŦƦƍƉĭ ŧƢƄƍƇƉĪ ĸĭĪųƌŴƏĪ ťŨĭƦƃ
ƦſĥűſŴƏŦƦƍƉĭŦŁŴƃƢſƢźƘƦƀŨĪĸŴƀƏŴƍƌŴſĪĲƢƉ
ĲƢƉ űƀŨ ƦſŤƌŤƉƢūĭ űſŴƏĪ ĸĭĿŴƠƏŴſĪ ĲƢƉ űƀŨ
ĲƢƉ űƀŨ ƦſĥűƍƆĭĬĭ ťƀƌŤƉƢūĪ ĸŴƀƆŴſ
ĲƢƉ űƀŨ ƦſŤƤƌƢƘĭ ťòɕƦŶŁ ŦŁĭǓŁĥĪ ĸŴƘƢƠƀƆŴƘ
ťƠſƢƉĥ ƎƊſŁĪ ƎƀƆĬĭ ťƐƌƢƘĪĭ ťƠƀŬƇŨĪ ĸŴſƢſŴƏ
ŦƦƀƕƞƉ ťƠſƢƉĥĪ ħŴƠƖſ ĲƢƉ űƀŨ ťƌĥ ƢƉĥ ťƀƌŤƙƏĥ
ñ Ƈƣĭ ƈſĮĥƢŨĪ ĸŴźƀŹ ĲƢƉ űƀŨ ťƀƇūŁĿŴƘĭ
ĬŴƊ
.ťƀƆĥƢźƏĥĪ ĸŴƀŹƨƉ ĲƢƉĪ ƨƠŨ ƦſŤſĿŴƏ ŦŁŴƆƞƆ
ò
ò
ò ƍŨƎƉťſǔƃŴƌĭƢƉĪŁĥĭ
ƁƍƘŁĥƎſűſĬĭŦƦƀƌƢŶĥŦŁ
űƕƁ
įƢƏŁŁĥ ƢƉĥĭ ťƉĿ ƨƠŨ ơƕĮĥĭ ťſƢƟ ŁŴƆ ťƍſƢƙƉ
ò
ĭƢƉĥĭťƘŴƠƐƀƘĥķĭųƇƃŴƍƕĭŦųƆĥĪŦƦƤſűƟŦŁűƖŨ
ťƀƏĿŴƄƆťƃƢſƢźƘťƍſĿŁƋſƢƘĥĸŴƀźƍŬſĥƨƟűŷŨ
ñ
ñ
ƁƌŁťƉŴƀƟħĭŁĭťŷƌűƉ
ųɤƃĪĭťƀƃŴƀźƌĥĪťƀʛɚƇƣ
ñ
ƋſƢƘĥ ĸŴƀźƍŬſĥ ťƉĿ ƨƠŨ ƢƉĥĭ ŦŁĭĮĭƢƄƆ ųɝ
ñ
ųɤƃĪĭťƀƃŴƀźƌĥĪ
ťƀʛɚƇƣťƀƏĿŴƄƆťƃƢſƢźƘťƍſĿŁ
œ ŦƦƤſűƟ ŦŁűƖƆ ťŷƌűƉ
ƦƉűƟĪ ŴƐƃĭĪŁǓĥĪ ŦƦƃĭĪĪ
ťũƀƆĽĪ ťƤƀƍŨ ťſƢƠƆ ųƉƦŶ ťƍſƢƙƉĭ ŁųƉƦƣĥ

o 

ĬƢũƆ ƢƃĪŁĥ Ƣũƃĭ ĭĭĬ ķĭųſƦſĥ ŧǔũŶĪ ƈźƉ
ò
ĺĿƦƆ ťƀƐŶ
ŴźƉ űƃĭ ťŨƢƟ ťƌųŨ ƈźƟŁĥĪ
ƢƉĥĭ ĪĥűŬŨĪ ĸŴſƢſŴƏ ĲƢƉ ťƉŴƀƟ ĵŤƣ ťŷŨűƉ
ťƤſűƟ ťŶĭĿ įƢƏŁƦƉĪ ĭĬñ  ĸŴǈſĿŴƟ ĲƢƉ ťſƢƠƆ
ťƍƤſǓĪ ťŨĥ Ʀƀƃĭĥ ťƃƢſƢźƘ ŦĭĬŁĪ ƅƆ ŧƢƟ
ñ ƋƆ
ťƀʛɚƇƣ ťƀƏĿŴƃ ųƇƃĪ ťƌűŶĭƧĭ ťƀƃŴƀźƌĥ ŦƦƍſűƊƆ
ťƌĥ ƋƇñƣĪ ƢƉĥĭ ƁƍƘ ƎſĪ ĭĬ ƎƇƄƆ ťŨĥ Ʀƀƃĭĥ
œ
ŦŁŵƀƍū ŦƦƃĭűŨ
ťſƢƠƆ ĲĬŴƊƀƟĥ ƎſűſñĬ ťƌǄũƠƉĭ
ñ
ñ ƨƀõʛƉ ťƌĥĭ ťŷŨűƊŨ ųŨ
ťƍƀƊſĪ ųũŬŨ ƦƊƟ
ò
ťƌųƃ ťſųƭ ťŨĿŴƠƆŴƤƊƣĭťƉŴƀƟĭťƍſƢƙƉŴŨƢƟĭ
ò
ñ ŦƦƍſűƉ ƁƇƤƉŤƟĪ
ŸƌűƉĪ ťƌųƃĭ
ťſƢƟ űƇſŁĥ ųŨĪ
ťſƢƟĪ ťũŬŨ ƦſñŴƟ ťƌĥĭ ĬŁŴƀƐŶ ƁƏĿŴƃ ťƠſƢƉĥ
ťŷɖĭĮĪ ŦƦƤƊƣŁĭ ťŨĿŴƟ ĿƦŨĭ ťŨĿŴƟĪ ťƍŨĮ ųƇƃ
ťŷŨűƉ ĶűƟ ťſƢƠƆ ĲĬŴſƦſĥ ťƠƆŴƏ ĶŴſĪ ťũƀƆĽĪ
ò
ñ
ñ
ųŨƦƃ
ĭĬĪ ųƇſĪ ťƀõŬƆŴƉĭĥ
ñ
ĲĬĭűſŤŨ
ųƆ ƦŨųſĭ
ő
ñ
ñ
ŁƢƀƃ ųƀƇƕƋ
õ
Əĭťƀƍ
Ŏ
ƟųƆƦ
ñ
ŨųſƋƇ
ñƣ űƃĭ ĬƢƟĭ
ò
ñ
ò ƎƉťƀŬƆŴƉĭƧƦũƐƌƎƃĿƦŨĭ
ťſűſĥ
ĲƢñƣĭĲĬĭűſĥ
ñ
ĲƢƉ ƢƉĥĭ ťƉŴƀƟ ųƊƇƣĭ
ťſĿŴƣĪ ŦŁŴƆƞŨ ťƍſƢƙƉ
ĲƢƉ ŦĭĬ ƈƠƣ
ñ űƃ ŦŁŴũƀŹ ŧĿŴŹĪ ĸĭĥŁŴƊƀŹ
ťŨĬĪƎƉĪŦƦƀƌĿŴƉŁƢƘŁƢƃĪĭķŤƉŤſĪĥĪĸŴſĿŴŬſƢū
ñ
ťſƦƀƆŁĸŤƀƭťƃƢſƢźƘĪŦƦƀƌĿŴƉŁĭĬ ųſƦſĥĪ
ĲñĬ
ŧ ǔƍƄŨŦƦƙƤƃŁƋƇƣĿĭĥĪĸŴſƢſŴƏĲƢƉƢƉĮƎſűſĬĭ
ò ĭƢƉĥ ƎƃĿƦŨĭ ťŷũƤƉ
ò
ťŶĭĿĪ ŦƦſƢƟĪ ŦŁŴƆĽ ŦŁųŨĥ
ò ķĭųƇƄŨƑƀƊƀƇƟĲƢƊƆťƊƀƏĪťƣĪŴƟĪ
ťƄſĥťƍƤƆ
ò
ƎƉŦŤƀŬƏ
ò ĪƨƠŨƦſŤ
ò
ſĿŴƏŴſƢƣĭŦŁűƕƁƍŨƎƀʛɚƄƣĪ

o

ŧƢũƟ ƈƕ ŦƦƤƊƣŁ ŴƊƀƟĥĭ ťƤòſűƟ ƦƀũƆ ĭűƌĬĪ
ò
ŦƦƀƊƤŶĿƦŨĭƁƃĮĸŴƀŹŤƍŬſĥĲƢƉťŨŴŹĲƦƆŁ
Ī
ò
ƁƌűƠƘĭŧƢſĪĪŦƦŨĿŦŁűƖŨŦŁųŨƧťƃƢſƢźƘķƢƉƥƍƃ
ťƐƄŹ ŦŁųò ŨƧ ơƤƘĥĪ
ñ
ķĭųƇƃĪ ƨƀʛƉ ťƌĥ
ò
ťƀƐŶ ƎƉ űŶ űŶ ƈƄƆ ƎƍŬƇƘĭ
ñ ŦŁŴƍŶƢƏŁƦƉĪ
ò
ťƊƀƇƕ ťƊƃ Ƌƕ ŦŁűƖŨ ƦñſŴƟ ƎƃĿƦŨĭ ĬƦƍƉ
ųƀƏĿŴƃ ƎƍƊŶŁ ťƀƐŶ ƈƄƆĭ ŦƦƃĭűƆ ƎƍƐƄŹĭ
ñ Ǝƃĭ ťƀǇĪ ťƍſĿŁ ťƉŴƟĪ ťƍŨĮĪ ťƉűƕ
ŦƦƀƇƠƆ ƦƆĮĥ
ñ
ƈźƉĭ ŧƢſĪ ƎƉ ŪſƢƟĪ ķĭŁĥƢƀƣĪ
ťƟŁŴƙŨ ƁƇſĪ
ò
ŧƢſĪ ƎƉ ŴƄƆųƊƆ ƦƇ ñŶĪ ťƀƘŴźŶĭ ťŨƢƟ ƦƇƕ
ƦƀŨ ƎƉ ųƣƢƤŨĪ ĶĭĽƢŨ ťſƢſĪ ƁƍũƐƌĭ ťƟŁŴƙƆ
ƅƉĪĥĪ ĶűƟĭ ĲĬŴƀƃƢũƌ ťſƢƉ ĭűƍƃ ƦƀŨ ƎƉ ƋŷƆ
ñ
ƦƊƏĭťƐƄŹƎƉťƀƍƇſĪťƄƏŴƌťƀƐŶƈƄƆƦũñ
ƀŹ
ŧƢƙƤƆ ťƉűƕ ƦñſŴƟ ťƍƃĬĭ ĬƦƍƉ ƈźƉ ťƤƀõƌ
ò
ñ
ñ
ñ
ƦƄƘĬĭƦ
ƊƟŦŁǔſƞŨƎ
ƀƖƣťƊƃƦ
ƄƉĪĪťƉĿƦŨĭ
ò
ñ
ƈƃ ťƀƐŷƆ ƦƐƄŹĭ
ŦŁŴƍŶƢƏŁƦƉ ƈźƉ ŧƢſűƆ
ťƍƄſĥ ťƃƢſƢźƘ ķƢƉĪ ĬŁŴƖŨ ƅſĥ ųūĿűŨ űŶ űŶ
ťƍſŁŴƃťſƢƠƆŴƤũƭķŴƌĬĭťƐƃŴźŨŦŁűƖƆķŴƇƖƌĪ
ťƃƢſƢźƘĪ ťƊƀƄƏĥ ĲĬŴƤũƆĥĭ ťƃƢƣĭ ťſƦŶŁ ŧĿĿĭĥĭ
ò
ƎƉťũƀɞĽƎſĿŁĭƎƀƖũƣĲĬŴ
ƇƕƢƀƟĮĪťƀƉűƟƋſƢƘĥ
ĲƢƉ ƦƃĭĪ ŪƐƌõĭ ťŨĿ ťŷɖĭŵŨ ŦŁűƖƆ ƎƍƇƕĭ ťŨĬĪ
ò űƀŨ ƚźŶŁĥĪ ĭĬ ŪƇŶĪ ƎƍŶŴſ ĸŴſĿŴŬſƢū
ťŨĥĪ
ƈƠƣĭ ŪƇŶ ƦƍſűƉĪ ƚƏŴſ ťƘŴƠƐƘĥĿŴƃ ťŶĭǔƏ
ò ťŨĿ ĲƦƙƉ ŦŵŶ űƃĭ ťƙƀźŶ ťƀƐŶĪ ĬŁĿĭĽ
ťƀɚŹĪ
ťƄũƊƆ ĲƢñƣ ĸŴſĿŴŬſƢū ĲƢƉĪ ŦŁĿĭĽ ťſĿŴƏĪ

ò  ƈƕī ťƌĬ
űƀŨ ƦƍƤŨ ŦŵƟŴƌ
ñ ťŨƦƃ ƅſƦƏĥĭ ƋƇƣ
õ
ñ
ťƀƃŴƀźƌĥĪťƀƏĿŴƄƆįƢƏŁŁĥŧĪĬŦƦƍƤŨ ųŨĭķƢƉĪ
ƋƤƉ ťƌĥ ƁƆ ŁĭĬĭ
ö ťƍſĿŁ ƋſƢƘĥ ĸŴƀźƍŬſĥ
ñ
ĲƢƉ
ŦŁŴƍŶƢƏŁƦƉ ŧĪųŨ ŦƦƃƢũƉĭ ŦŁƢſƞŨ ŦƦƍƉ ƨƀʛƉ
ñ
űŶĶŴƀŨƎƍũǇƦƀźƉťƃƢſƢźƘķƢƉĪĬŁŴƖŨƅſĥ
ĭñĬ ƚƏŴſťſƢſĪƎƉŁƁƇſĪ ŴƘƞſĭťƠƆŴƏĶűƟĪťũƤŨ
ò ťƊƃ ĬƢũŶ ƚƏŴſ ťſƢſĪĭ ťƍƙƇƉ
Ƣźƍƌ ťſƢƉ ƎƀƉŴſ
ťƍſƢƙƉ ķŴŨĥ Ƌƕ ƎƍƟŵŶ ťũƤŨ ťƖŨĿĥ ĶŴƀŨĭ .ķŴƌĥ
ò
ò
ñ
ƎƀƍƘƗŨ
ǓĥƎƉŦŁĥõĪ ťƀɖĿŴƏťƊƕĭ ĸĭĪųƌŴƏĪŦŁų
Ũĥĭ
ťƉŴŶƦƆ ťƍſƢƙƉĪ ŦƦŷƤŷƆ ŦƦſĪĿ ŧűŶĭ ŦƞŨò ŦƦƤŨ
ŦŴƠƌĪťƖŨƧťƍſƢƙƉĭ ƈƀƇƟƎƍŷɚƌŁŁĥƎƉŁĭťſĿŴƏĪ
ò
ñ
ťƀƐŶĪ
ŦƞũƆ ƎƊƕ ŦŁĥĭ ųƠũƣĭ
ŦƦſĪƢŨ ĲĬĭĪŴŷƆ
ŒƦŨƢƕ
 űƃĭĬƢƠſǄźƉťƀƉűƟťƀƏĿŴƃųƆƎƍŨųſĭ
ò
ŦŁŴƆƞŨ ĭűƌĬĪ ƎƀƆĬĭ ťŷƌűƉĪ ťƀƐŶ
ŴſƢñƣ ťƤƊƣ
ò
ŦƦƀƌǔŶĥ ŦƦƀƌŁűƕ ŦŁǔƀƉĮ ƢƉŵƊƆ ŴſƢƣ Ǝƃĭ ŧĿŁŴƏĪ
ò
ơũƣĪ ťƍſƢƙƉ ķŴŨĥ ƎƍſŵŶ ŦĬĭ ŦƦƀƍſűƉ
Ļĥĭ
ŀŴƠƌĪ ĲƢƣĭ ƎƊƕ ŦƞŨĪ ĬĿƦƐũƆ ŦŁĥĭ ųƀƏĿŴƄƆ
ò
ò ƈƕ ƎƌƢũƕĭ ƎƊƕ ťƙƃ
ò ťƤŶĪ
ƦƇƕ ƈźƉ ŦŤƀŬƏ
ĵĮĥĪ ƦƀƖñ Ũ Ƨĭ ƦƇñŶĪ ŦŁŴŨĽĪ ťſĿŴƤŨ ťƌĥĭ ťŨƢƟ
ƦƆñĮĥĭ ƁƍūƢūťƃƢſƢźƘķƢƉƧĥťŨƢƟƦƇƕƈźƉ
ƋſƢƘĥ ĲƢƉĪ ŧƢſűƆ ƎƍƀźƉĭ ŦųƆĥĪ ųƍƇƃĭŁ ƈƕ
ò ƎƆ ŴƀƇƃĥĭ ťƀǈŨ ťƀƌűſĽ ŁƢƖƊŨĪ
ťƕĿŁ ĶűƟ ťƤŶĪ
ò ƀƤƌǄźƉŦƦƖƟǔƙƉƈƕĭĭĬƎƀƃƢƃűƃŧƢſĪĪ
ò
ťƤƀŨƎ
ƎƍƇƕ ťƍŨĮ ĿƦŨĭ ťƍƃĬ ķĭųƆ ĭƢƉĥĭ ķĭųƆ ŴƍƙƆŁ
ò
ñ
ťƀƐŶĭťƍſƢƙƉŴƆĮĥƦƀƉűƟŦŁŴŷɖƞƘ
ųɤƄŨŧƢſűƆ

